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Please note that this marks the end of the A-List. I will endeavor to stay in touch
through e-mail correspondence.
Current A-List members are welcome to email questions and comments to me
directly at info@pfcn.net .
- Alex
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Letter to One and All
August 16, 2013

Dear A-List Readers,
It has been a most difficult “journey” for all concerned and as we near an important stage
of completion, I am using this Epilogue and its compendium of postings to include my
parting comments to all concerned.
This “Epilogue” announces the posting of three of the four essays and marks the end of
the A-List. These concluding essays were summarized in the last Update. As usual, it
includes an Appendix of NES posts made since the January-March Update.
Over these recent years, we have written primarily to support the ascension and spiritual
evolution of those who are most advanced and focused in their process. This has
required a level of personal capacity that exceeds that of the vast majority of human
Selfs. I know it has been very difficult at times to maintain a high level of patient focus.
Do not drop your attention now. We are nearing the conclusion of all this for our 3d
levels of Self.
There is nothing more to teach. All that needs to be said and more has been published
over several years to provide necessary depth and background, guidance and insights
into the spiritual ascension and transformational process, and to provide workable
methods to help you to reconnect your Self above and below.
We have presented this material directly, not through channeled intermediaries, or by
relying on others who may only be quoting from others.
Creator of All is calling in all its parts (minus the corruption of the Dark). Our own
higher level/soul beings are being asked to do the same for its domains of being. Our
human level Self is a microcosm of all of this and thus is also asked to “pull itself
together” in terms of completions, detachment, and high attractor –and to offer our
deeper spiritual learning from this lifetime and all human existence to the greater
evolutionary growth of the totality of our being.
Each of us can make a spiritually informed conscious choice for our human Self. The vast
majority of humans make “non-choices” by default and are now on an unstable
rollercoaster running on unstable ground. Let it be. It is in the hands of Creator of All.
Your greatest Service is to attend to your own process.
Thank you each and all for your being here and for your willingness and fortitude to
focus on what is truly important: your existence as a spiritual being. All my best to you!
-Alex
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Miscellany:
For new readers:
Occasionally someone will remark that the A-List Updates are “too long”, etc.
This is partly because Updates have included an Appendix of all significant NES
posts made since the previous Update. The actual Updates are otherwise
relatively short in length. We inadvertently made it easy to ignore the NES forum
site where most of this material first appears in various contexts. There will be no
more dedicated A-List Updates or commentaries on the state of the spiritual
transformation and ascension process, I suggest to bookmark the NES forum
page and check it at least once a week. The material we publish is for those who
are serious about their spiritual evolution and the ascension and transformation
process. Given the paucity of clear information today, we have had to address
many levels of this reality, including human society.
Main NES front page: http://www.newearthsummit.org/
Forum shortcut: http://www.newearthsummit.org/forum/

Questions & Comments
As you read and consider the concluding material, you are welcome to email
(info@pfcn.net) questions and comments. These I will consolidate with responses
and post them at the NES Forum (without attribution).
Lastly, for whatever reasons, some continue to ask where this material originates
from. I have explained this in various Updates and in Global Awakening News
over the years. The spiritual or esoteric nature of this material is directly present
with me and I possess an unusual depth of knowledge covering an unusually wide
range and depth of human affairs. The same goes for John Crawford who has
made important contributions to the material. This may be hard for some to
accept, but there you have it.

No “-isms” here!
It is my insistent wish and intention that nothing organized, nor any sort of “ism” be formed that may claim to represent our work or claim to be based on it.
The work of Global Awakening News and the A-List Updates series is for you to
use in your way. It is freely and publicly available for anyone who is serious about
spiritual transformation and ascension, to access for themselves without any
intermediary. There is never to be any fee charged by anyone for this material
and there are no “authorized” teachers for this work. It is free. May you be free.
-/-
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Alternate PFCN “Articles and Bulletins” site page now at
New Earth Summit Forum site
May 4, 2013

Link to this announcement:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1420.msg6019.html#msg6019

Now available at the NES forum site:
http://www.newearthsummit.org/pfcn/
Original site: www.pfcn.net
I will be testing the links to determine if there are any "glitches" from the
transfer. The purpose of this is to provide redundancy for the substantial body of
material we have published over the years. This may be useful during periodic
Internet outages which can be anticipated to increase over time.
-/Please note: Original links imbedded in each article will not change, thus if you
are reading a PDF - or an NES post - that refers to an A-List Update or Global
Awakening News article at the main PFCN site, it will take you to that site and out
of the NES Forums domain.
Any link inside a document from the original www.pfcn.net/ website that does
not translate over can be easily corrected by you in your browser window by
substituting http://newearthsummit.org/pfcn/(document filename.pdf).
New navigation links have been added to the primary NES home page
(http://www.newearthsummit.org/ ).
Our main email address (info@pfcn.net) will not change.
-/-

Library of All Published Materials
If anyone wants a CD-ROM with all of our PDF’s that are presently online, please
e-mail me your postal mailing address and I will send you ours. I ask twenty
dollars ($20) to cover USPS priority mail and the bother of making and verifying
a disk. Otherwise, if you have a fast Internet connection, a link will be posted at
PFCN and NES for two or three very large compressed zip files that you can
download and then un-zip.
-/-
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The Concluding Essays:
The fourth of the concluding essays, “Problems of Dissipation”, will be posted at
the NES Forum and the PFCN site when it is ready. It was more important that I
first finish this Epilogue and conclude the A-List “Updates” process. Please check
the NES forum in the coming week or so for follow-up posts.
Each essay includes an appendix of supplementary “end notes”. This was to make
it possible for each essay to focus on its main theme with minimal digressions.
The series was originally summarized in the January-March 2013 Update:
#1) “The Human Question” came about from a decades-long ongoing
examination and re-examination of the potential and appropriateness of extant
humans as a vehicle for spiritual intelligences to learn and evolve through. This
process required examining how things were in the next levels up from human, which
in turn required examining more of the state of the souls and higher level beings that
were hooked into the human level of awareness.
Link: http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/The%20Human%20Question.pdf
#2) The “Queen of the Machine” essay came about from explorations of the
energetic spaces underlying 3d and from assessing the state of the “correction
energies”. The implications of the situation with levels below 3d density have yet to be
explored enough. Perhaps it will be answered post-“corrections” by those who have
learned the most from this demented realm of existence quaintly referred to as “3d”.
My preliminary observations are that there is evidence of a primary or primal root
template that has been suppressed and distorted from the inception of all that the
Dark manifested or eventually dominated. When the dark side machinery is removed
through the larger transformation process that is underway, then what remains?
Link: http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/queen%20of%20the%20machine.pdf
#3) “Ascension, Death, and Transfiguration” emerged from over a year of
contemplation of the state of the ascension process and those at their human levels
who had an affinity for this. Background to this probably spans most of my human
lifetime here and my knowledge that true life exists without any need for a conflicting
duality and the illusion of “death”.
Link: http://www.pfcn.net/bulletins/death%20and%20transfiguration.pdf
#4) “Problems of Dissipation” developed through the consideration of the larger
questions of the relationship between higher self/higher level beings and human self
and the seeming inability to meaningful influence changes at the human level. This
touches upon what I have come to regard as a second flaw in the greater creation
process.
Coming soon.
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“Epilogue”
The existential catastrophic crisis…

Nothing More to Teach
August 20, 2013

NOTE: I address these concluding comments to the widest possible audience,
not only to the “A-List” or NES forum contributors. -ASK
An existential crisis is emerging for many (but not all) who have been most
seriously focused on their spiritual evolutionary growth and reconnection to the
Oneness and their own higher levels of being. Once one has adequately dealt with
one’s basic inner process, this crisis tends to center upon whether you identify as
a spiritual being or a human. This is not a false dichotomy and it bears directly on
one’s ascension process as this is one of the strongest and most hidden of the
control memes.
Some continue having difficulty detaching from the “ties that bind” them to
human 3d society. The process of identifying and letting go/resolving one’s
attachment to one’s 3d human existence are for most the gentlest and most
instructive approach. For some, once one has achieved the Realization that one is
indeed a spiritual being and not a “human”, the rest of the process can go more
easily. For the majority of spiritual aspirants, it is important to work both of these
tracks until they converge in Realization.
If one cannot consciously decouple their Self from the limitations of humanidentified-human, consider that when this level of existence ends a new one
opens up for you. Your new existence will most closely reflect your core beliefs of
your consciousness and overall vibrational state.
For most of those who are not spiritually-focused, another type of personal
catastrophic crisis will be encountered. For some, there might be a preliminary
“warning”, perhaps involving a situation of extraordinary level of mass death and
destruction somewhere other than where they may reside on Earth. The next
stage would directly affect their own human existence.
These events I refer to tend to strip away anything and everything that one may
be attached to. It will be at the moment of personal catastrophic crisis, that so
many who are enthralled and inured to the human reality matrix will be obliged
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to let go in a moment of opening to and surrendering to higher realms of
existence –as there is nothing left in the ordinary human world that is
meaningful to hold on to.
-/Some of you have been reading here for six or seven years. It is time to conclude
this work and attend to what is before us.
Our work in recent years has been to help a portion of the remaining fraction of
Selfs who are not under the thrall of the Dark to find their way in developing their
own unique connections to Source and their own higher level being. I have done
my best not to support patterns of deception, and to assist the larger
transformational and ascension process which entails the separation of the Light
from the parasitic entwines of the Dark.
As I wrote in “Queen of the Machine”, It is easy to be emotionally dismissive and
haughtily write off the 3d human-Earth experience as “failed”. It is entirely
another matter to understand how and why this occurred and what lies ahead.
The same applies to one’s own development as a spiritual being. It is for one’s
own greater spiritual evolution and that of creation –and that is the point to
bothering to learn any of this.
As your own consciousness and awareness learns to penetrate beyond the
falsehoods and illusions, more “Light” can shine where none has for a very long
time. This is part of each of your own spiritual development and evolution and
represents an important service to the greater whole.
-/Earth as the familiar 3d density planet is most likely to be cleaned and cleared.
Guided from higher levels of consciousness it would be prepared for a new role.
There is also the possibility that Earth as a “3d body” will be destroyed and a new
version of the original creation experiment established.
In any case, none of this is “actionable” at the human level of being.
What we have termed “new earth” is a higher vibrational state that is the
“ground” for a new way for higher level/soul beings to experience individuation
and something of relative density.
-/Disclaimer caveat: The following are very subjective and intuitive estimates, yet
are also partly based upon statistical data.
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Of the portion of humans who most identified with spirituality, regardless of
religious affinities, those who focused on ascension or spiritual transformation
has been a small fraction. Over a period of a few decades from the mid-1980’s to
present, the majority of humans acknowledged that spirituality is important, etc.
But this reveals nothing to distinguish it from the commonplace social-spiritual
version of “political correctness”. (One example is from the IOOW2000 national
social science research that showed roughly thirty-one percent (31%) of USA
households having an affinity for “spirituality” regardless of their religious or
non-religious tendency).
It would be closer to 10% or 15% who strongly identified with the importance of
spirituality in their lives (roughly 600 to 800 million, projected globally) and of
this portion, roughly 5% to 10% were more seriously concerned with spiritual
evolution and ascension (roughly 30 to 80 million). Over the latter part of the
first decade of year 2000, this dropped to roughly about 2% to 4% (roughly 12 to
32 million).
Over these decades, personal capacity eroded as fewer and fewer made spiritual
evolution a priority in their human lives. This was partly due to widespread
propagation of deceptions and false hopes, partly due to the severe ballast effect
that takes a heavy toll on most everyone in human society, and partly the result of
being surrounded by an essentially hostile human society. In the face of all the
difficulties, this remaining small portion was more determined than ever to make
a spiritual breakthrough.
In recent years, the remaining fraction dropped to 10% to 20% (leaving roughly 1
to 6 million) around 2010-2011, and then again leaving roughly 100,000 to
1,200,000), and further attrition into 2011-2012 leaving even fewer who retained
the needed energetic and conscious capacity to “stay the course”. But as before, in
the face of great challenges, this core group developed even greater energetic
capacity.
As of this writing, I suspect this number continues to erode to this day to perhaps
only tens of thousands or even thousands who are ready for a conscious
ascension process in which their individuation and spiritual learning is retained
as they embark from “3d” Earth.
However one may personally assess the situation, either estimating these
fractions up or down, it is must be regarded with detachment, understanding
there were enormous hurdles to overcome, including deceptions of the “new age”,
multiple avenues of social misdirection, ongoing grip/attraction of the falsehoods
of “civilization”, and of course discouragement and physical-emotional fatigue
leading to spiritual exhaustion.
-/-
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While some readers who are newly coming in to the published GA:News and AList material have retained their capacity to read and contemplate this material.
Yet others have made it clear that they lack this capacity and can only handle
simple and short pieces. This is partly due to the prevalence of the severely
contracted “sound bite” and text-messaging “narrow band thinking” that is
endemic to present day society. This was a problem a few decades ago in
developing television content. Today the problem is exacerbated by orders of
magnitude. The overall degeneration of basic mental faculties assures that
humans will never be able to deal with anything requiring complex thinking and
long term attention to nuances. (This is comparable to stunted physical growth of
large populations following long term disease, famines, or wars that interrupted
and restricted familiar food supplies.)
-/How many readers here took up the “crystal body” exercises and the other basic
practices we offered and explained? While none of these are “panaceas” for
“spiritual ignition” (yes, everyone likes a panacea!) they are among the most
energetically “clean”, direct, and simplest aids in one’s “expansion-ascension”
process. We also provided the key principles to one’s own psycho-spiritual
process. And people still write asking for yet more examples of a “high attractor”
for themselves, as if there was some “catalog” to pick from.
I estimate that 20% to 40% attempted these various practices, of whom perhaps
10% to 20% persisted with serious intent.
-/There are some profound implications in the concluding essays, some of which
are touched on explicitly, others are left for readers to give careful thought to by
extension and inference.
I understand that it is very difficult from the human level of illusion of self to
understand that it is possible that this “self” is presently not guaranteed any
permanency as a sentient individuation in the larger scheme of things –even with
their own higher level of being.
It is my assessment that this is one example originating from a “second flaw” in
the creation process, something which is addressed in the fourth and last essay,
“Problems of Dissipation”. This is also an example of a type of “spiritual
irresponsibility” on the part of some higher level/soul beings. Thus it is an
important element being addressed by the “corrections process” at the higher
levels.
Anyone who thinks that “leaving 3d” results in some magically pristine existence
in “4d” is in for a surprise. The fallout (fall-up?) in the next levels up from all that
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has been concentrated in the lower density is still present quite a mess to clean
up.
Much work is needed ”up there” and this is why the “corrections energies”
filtering continues its refining process through the next levels up. As the
vibrational levels increase, there is less and less of any Dark forces influence.
When “all is said and done” it will be as if the Dark never existed. Thus even
memories that do not serve one’s spiritual evolution will largely be gone –and any
individuations of consciousness that require memories of density in their
structures will no longer have cohesion.
-/ For those who are most ready, there are their higher levels of being to attend as
you move to your “rightful” place in your own greater being, your spiritual Home
that connects with the higher Oneness.
-/The ascension and transformation process leads to groups of higher level/soul
beings developing their mutual responsibility as they learn to become “creatorbeings in training”. By example they encourage and facilitate others who have yet
to be caught up in the process. Each one who moves into the new energies of the
ascension process will be directly aiding the process of many. But this is not
something that we can do for or to others. Rather it is more like a natural
inductive effect. First one, then another, then more, as it grows. This is one of the
big changes occurring now. The main work is shifting now to the next levels up.
Despite all the impediments over too long a time, there are nevertheless the
largest numbers of spiritual beings here and now that are in this transformation
and ascension process.
“…those who can move on in their spiritual growth and evolution must do so. If
you choose this, there is nothing and no one to wait for… The ripple effect of the
forward movement will be of great service as it will free many more who will
“take flight” and enter new states of spiritual awareness that can also inform
ones day-to-day existence. It is what could be called approaching “escape
velocity”. This is the awakening.”
Each of us is more than our human self. Remember who and what you are.
I thank you for each and every one here for their being.
-Alex
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Appendix of Essays

Posted After the March 2013 A-List Update
At the Center… …page 15
Notes from May 19, 2013 through August 23, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg6109.html#msg6109

“Special Status” …page 17
August 20, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg6104.html#msg6104

Ascension and the “New Age” False Ascension …page 18
August 15, 2013
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1436.0.html

Reflections on “End Times” Brinksmanship
Waiting for …? What? Why? …page 21
August 18, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1435.0.html

The Big Changes -- About Those “Feelings” …page 25
August 15, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1432.msg6101.html#msg6101

Feelings and Intuitions – The Abysmal or The Higher Light …page 28
August 13, 2013
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1432.msg6092.html#msg6092

Follow-up comments - Re: Feelings and Intuitions – The Abysmal or
The Higher Light …page 31
August 13, 2013
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1432.msg6093.html#msg6093

Humans - Cancers - Corrupted Nature …page 33
July 31, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1429.msg6080.html#msg6080

“End Times” Insanity …page 34
July 30, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1430.msg6078.html#msg6078
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Addendum to “End Times Insanity”
Redemption and “Suffering” of Souls …page 36
August 23, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1430.msg6108.html#msg6108

Supplementary to “The Human Question”
Binary or Quantum? Dual Mind as an Aberration …page 46
July 29, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1431.msg6079.html#msg6079

Pacific Islands: Human Story in Microcosm …page 50
July 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1429.msg6076.html#msg6076

In “His” Image –Creator of All …page 52
July 15, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.msg6066.html#msg6066

Apocatastasis –
Transformation of Matter, Biology, & Consciousness …page 54
July 5, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg6055.html#msg6055

If it is of any help... A little of what I know …page 56
July 15, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.msg6069.html#msg6069

Excerpt from “The Human Question”
A Grand Unification …page 60
July 8, 2013 - corrected for typos

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,958.msg6057.html#msg6057

The “Microcosm” of “You” …page 63
June 27, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,958.msg6049.html#msg6049

Next Levels Up Where Illusions and Delusions of 3d are Played Out “A
Kodak Moment” – and a short update …page 64
June 28, 2013
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.msg6050.html#msg6050

Having a “3d” Experience
Dolphins, Humans, and Spiritual Beings …page 67
June 12, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1425.msg6041.html#msg6041
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Growing Your Own Spiritual-Energetic Capacities …page 72
June 17, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1424.msg6044.html#msg6044

Ascension Breakthroughs …page 74
June 16, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.msg6042.html#msg6042

Getting Off the “Merry-Go-Round” and “Surrendering” …page 79
June 2, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.msg6035.html#msg6035

Postscript Re: “We are at the end…?” …page 83
June 3, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1422.msg6036.html#msg6036

Re: “Caught in the middle with the pressure on high"
Comments …page 85
May 28, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1422.msg6028.html#msg6028

“Caught” but Really Free …page 88
May 30, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1422.msg6034.html#msg6034

Additional Comments on “Next Levels Up …page 92
April 4, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5999.html#msg5999

Earthchanges & The Greater Changes …page 93
April 22, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1383.msg6013.html#msg6013

Follow-up: “Earthchanges & The Greater Changes” …page 97
May 15, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1383.msg6024.html#msg6024

Timing of the Changes & Some Whys and Wherefores …page 105
May 26, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1401.msg6027.html#msg6027

The “Eschaton” & Point-of-View …page 112
April 25, 2013 – completed May 9, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1401.msg6021.html#msg6021
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Questions before Embarkation: …page 117
May 6, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg6020.html#msg6020

“Magic Slippers” – Personal protocols …page 122
April 23, 2013 – edited May 9, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg6017.html#msg6017

Whispers of the Dark & Waking Out of the “Dream” …page 123
April 17, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.msg6014.html#msg6014

Continued discussion of “Problems of Ascension”:
Glitches in the Matrix – Waking in the Dream …page 128
April 10, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.msg6007.html#msg6007

Continuation of “Problems of Correction and Ascension”
“What Remains?” - A Question of Deception …page 130
April 14, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.msg6008.html#msg6008

“Crystal Body” and Related Practices …page 133
Sunday June 9, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1424.msg6039.html#msg6039

-/The “Corrections Energies”
An Invocation, An Intention, An Attention - Basic version

…page 136

Correction Energies Update …page 137
July 18, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1379.msg6072.html#msg6072

About potted plants…
Re: Addition to “Correction Energies” …page 138
July 21, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1379.msg6073.html#msg6073

- // -
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At the Center…

Notes from May 19, 2013 through August 23, 2013
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg6109.html#msg6109

“At the center of the most secret of all secrets is that you are not a human being,
you are a spiritual being that has the use of an Earthly host body. What you do
with this Knowing is up to you.”
As important as it is to truly Know this deepest secret of all, there is something
else which is closely related:
- /Most human personality selfs are inherently self-centered, human-centric, and
for the most part, barely aware of the forces that have created them as an
individual personal self. Human self-centeredness and limited point of view
presumes (incorrectly) that one’s personal identity is the product of one’s overall
social and physical environment and later on in life, one’s choices.
Self-centeredness impels humans to seek outside agencies to blame for “the
troubles”, the “un-rightness”, the “suffering”, etc., all that repels those who are
seeking Truth about human existence.
Most humans have very little capacity with which to understand what drives the
human world and the dynamics involved. For some, it is more than enough to
acknowledge and understand a little something of the existence of a global elite,
the shadow powers behind the public façades of power. Few comprehend
anything about the dynamics within the power elites and those who carry out
their aims. Fewer still comprehend anything about the corresponding dark forces
from a higher vibrational state that have worked through diverse forms of human
agencies to carry out their general aims. And fewer still, comprehend that even
within the higher level Dark forces there are contentious differences, similar in
pattern as those differences among the human level power elite. And even fewer
yet can understand the nature and origins of the Dark forces.
Of those humans who intellectually acknowledge any of these things, only a small
fraction understand these things from a spiritual perspective as well as an
intellectual one. So, there is the mental or intellectual level of acknowledging the
possible existence of something “other” and there is the understanding of such
things through direct spiritual knowing.
But even among those who at the least have an intellectual understanding of the
spiritual dynamics, human self-centeredness dominates as now they can blame
invisible dark forces for “the troubles”, etc.
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Recently we have re-introduced a variable to those who are spiritually-oriented,
one which concerns the problems of their own higher level or soul being –their
nearest spiritual “home”.
And again human self-centeredness skews the learning process for some who are
given to suspicions of anger and blame and discouragement with their own
higher level being. This can lead to a type of spiritual nihilism that may blame
and reject Creator of All as well. Part of this problem stems from the lack of direct
communication between them as a human Self and their greater levels of being.
At the least it leads to the dissipation of one’s spiritual energies needed to
complete one’s transition process here.
Human self-centeredness also includes simplistic, erroneous notions suggesting
that human “you”, as a part of a larger spiritual intelligence, is here on Earth to
pay off karmic debts, settle old scores, fulfill “missions”, experience
reincarnational obligations, etc. Thus the “new age” belief systems readily join
various mainline religious beliefs systems concerning “original sin” and humans
as the source of the Dark, of “evil”, etc.
-/Spiritualized human Selfs, those who are spiritually awake in other words, are
able to understand all this very differently and matter-of-factly and can apply
discernment with compassion without arrogant judgment.
They are the ones who can expand to embrace and ascend into their higher levels
of being and thus play an active role in their higher evolution as spiritual beings.
Those who are sufficiently awake in this regard understand, without the problem
of “cognitive dissonance” that they, as an individuation, as a Self, are not
accountable or responsible for the errors and omissions of their higher level
being. At the same time, they know they are a part of this larger intelligence.
Those who are spiritually awake can understand that they are very much part of
the “cosmic correction” process and have a vital role to play in making things
right.
-Alex
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“Special Status”
August 20, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg6104.html#msg6104

As I wrote in the previous post “Waiting…”

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1435.msg6103.html#msg6103

… At the center of the most secret of all secrets is that you are not a human
being, you are a spiritual being that has the use of an Earthly host body. What
you do with this Knowing is up to you.
-/If you are sailing through the air at high speed and extend your hand slightly,
your trajectory will be altered very quickly. Yet, if you are slowly walking along a
path on the ground, the same perturbation of movement will have no discernible
effect or consequence.
As one moves closer to completing one’s transition from 3d, and move past the
ordinary attachments from the human 3d world, strongly held beliefs play a
greater role in one’s “spiritual trajectory”. It is in this time that the passing of
events (“time”) may seem to speed up to near instantaneous. So much so that
time may seem to slow down to a floating standstill. And it is from this
paradoxical point of view that one can find themselves expanding infinitely.
I have said in many different ways that is absolutely essential that you KNOW
yourself to be a Spiritual Being connected with the highest Light.
This is your “Special Status” that no Dark entity can interfere with.
-ASK
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Ascension and the “New Age” False Ascension
August 15, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1436.0.html

“Be careful what you ask for.”
Dark forces are very adept at reading those fragmented thoughts which are
unconsciously and consciously projected from your mind. Sophisticated movie
graphics and “new age” style “art”, provide all manner of image content to “cut
and paste” from –and the misleading notions about “all matters spiritual”
provide additional content. These are often encountered in ones sleeping state
dreamtime or meditations.
This bears on to why I will not satisfy requests for a “pick list” of possible “high
attractors” and why I insist that one’s expansion and ascension process involve
focused intent. So unless one has a specific and high level gnosis with inner
visions that you know to be 100% genuine, leave it to your highest level of being
to assist human level Self “you” with connecting with the highest appropriate
attractor.
What is essential is your focused intent for your highest level of spiritual “home”.
-/The “new age” tendencies and its structural-misdirection-by-design was
developed and cleverly executed to capture or sideline those who were not under
the influence of at least one of the main religions. Indeed this also stimulated
some to pursue spiritual evolution and ascension, but this was not the main
dynamic that was involved. The main dynamic was to stimulate such innate
drives and hook them into various dead ends. The “new age” also appealed to
those who wanted to believe in a new spirituality of a “god” or a “jesus” that was
somehow different from that of the religions, and thus the “new age” adroitly
captured many of those. Of course the central “bait” was to appeal to the genuine
desire for spiritual connection and a higher state of consciousness regardless of
any religion.
Of those who professed interest in non-religious spirituality, only a small fraction
actually made spiritual learning and their spiritual liberation a serious priority.
Of these, most were “taken out” or sidelined under the incessant influence of
“Sirens-like” channeled “masters” and “alien/ET” entities.
Between these dark side distractions, spiritual energy depletion, and pressures
from human society, very few made to the upper “base camps” established by
those who persisted despite all manner of obstacles.
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Amongst this latter group that had progressed the farthest, some grew tired and
frustrated that nothing more tangible was in evidence to them, some pressed
forward into higher vibrational space, some opted to wait it out, some became
impatient and pursued the “fast results” approach promised by channeled
entities.
It was only a very small fraction that achieved genuine breakthroughs. Most of
this latter group stayed quiet for the most part, working mainly on the “inner
planes” and shared their insights and knowledge only with those who were
serious. Consequently very little first hand information has been available in
these times. At this point, there will probably be nothing new forthcoming in the
external world as the next stage is almost exclusively occurring on the inner
planes.
-/During this period, those who made a point to maintain some presence in the
“next levels up” will be available to help the influx of human Selfs that will be
obliged to vacate the “3d” Earth environment from various catastrophic changes.
In recent years, books were published by a small number of authors who mostly
rehashed what little was available from translated ancient writing. Global
Awakening News and the Updates series were one of very few contemporary
sources that presented as direct an understanding as possible without relying
upon intermediaries –channeled or historical.
The “new age”/”new thought” tendencies (not a “movement” as it is fancied by
some) is a collection of loosely coherent set of social control approaches,
developed and executed over the recent century or so for the main purpose of
corralling, misleading, and effectively controlling those humans who are
spiritually-minded and yet do not adhere to any of the main religions. There were
various other agendas to the “new age/”new thought”, but this was the main one.
A small fraction of those who have been most spiritually oriented, persisted in
their attention to their spiritual development and ascension process. But within
this remaining “fraction of fractions” there were those tired of the work followed
anyone who promises “ascension” by a certain or by a specific ritual or method or
date.
I continue to maintain that the “ascended masters” were “cultivated” by the Dark
forces as a means to controlling the small fraction of spiritually-focused
individuals who were not “taken out” by the deceptions of the “new age”
tendencies. Their level of “ascendancy” itself is a trap for others who would
egotistically imagine themselves “joining” the self-proclaimed “masters”. Caveat
emptor.
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(It would be refreshing for a channeled “angelic” entity or “ascended master”, etc.
to offer their mea culpa and “come clean” with regard to their own roles or that of
their “colleagues”, but then “if wishes were horses…”)
Now in these most recent several years, the dark forces, facilitated by new age
channellers and others, developed various “false ascension” ploys to control and
capture what could be of this remaining small fraction.
Related to this has been the interest in all matters “gnostic” and a small number
of authors have come forward to promote this. Unfortunately nearly all of these
writers mostly rehashed the writings and translations of others. Thus while they
exposed their readers to some early insights about the development of the Dark
forces, they also confused matters as most did not have their own direct Source to
draw upon. A few of these authors/teachers were also “taken out” by the Dark
when they sought “short cuts” through the use of psychoactive substances and
their consciousness degenerated as it came under Dark side influences. A few
went off to on “Quixotic-Castenedan” battles against the perceived dark forces
and took many of their followers with them into the waiting arms of the very
entities they claimed they opposed.
-/In the concluding essays and preceding material, we have provided substantial
insights and informative content to aid those who seek the path of reconnection
to the higher Oneness, where “Truth, Beauty, and Love” is what is Real, and to
their own higher level being where they can take their rightful place as a member
of their own higher level “council”.
Your own higher self becomes you, you become your higher self.
-ASK
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Reflections on “End Times” Brinksmanship

Waiting for …? What? Why?
August 18, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1435.0.html

While preparing the main body of my final comments in the forthcoming A-List
“Epilogue”, I felt compelled to address the following as directly as possible, one
last time, and as broadly possible to anyone and everyone. -ASK
-/An important question for anyone who believes that they are “spirituallyinformed” (meaning they think they understand something from a spiritual
perspective) is: to what extent are they waiting to “see what happens”?
What is it that they waiting for? Usually the response is for some “major change”
to occur.
So what is this “major change” that they are waiting for? Is it for a “miracle from
heaven”? Is it to be caught up in the catastrophic collapse of human society or
perhaps caught up in the collapse of the planetary environment in ways that
make their human level existence untenable to their Self?
Deliberately or unconsciously precipitating a personal catastrophic crisis should
not be one’s first choice. For some it will be, however. Perhaps their lower self
will do them a great service and help resolve a growing strain that occurs when
the personality middle self strongly desires spiritual awakening but is unwilling
or incapable of acting in ways to facilitate this. From this, a serious schism
develops between maintaining the ordinary and mundane versus achieving an
expanded state of awareness that can allow a more graceful and orderly ascension
to a higher state of being as an individuation.
And yes, it is possible to be in a continuous expanded state of awareness while
still embodied as a human –for a while at least. It is this that I term a “quasiascended” state.
-/Too many in the “department of spiritually-minded” are “sitting in the stands”,
cheering on an imagined “Team-Spirit” to pull off some “miracle” so they can
walk out to some imaginary “new earth” or other humanly projected version of
“paradise” –or pretend they can “get on” with having a (human) life on Earth.
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Yet their daily actions and thoughts are excessively preoccupied with mundane
and insane human concerns. It is understood that one may need to feed their
human body, earn some money, etc., but each daily step taken out of habituation
to the falsehoods of human existence is a daily step that perpetuates the very
existence they decry.
What more is needed to let go of illusions and false hopes and to make ones
ascension as a spiritual being the single top priority –and not a sideline to dabble
in?
-/Again, I would ask, what is the nature of said “major change” that one may be
anticipating?
If one does not understand enough of the nature of this reality, then how does
massive catastrophic collapse into a greater suffering lead to a more enlightened
understanding? Or will feeding the homeless or volunteering in a triage ward
become one’s new identity?
For some, they want “proof positive” (whatever that turns out to be) that human
existence is a falsehood and untenable and holds nothing more for them.
For some reason, they lack the capacity to comprehend what is plainly before
them. This is like so many enrolling in schools, thanks to various loans designed
to keep them imprisoned while the vast majority have their heads filled with
eclectic rubbish and vie with one another for privileged positions. Even those who
are naïve, imagining they will learn something to “make a difference” become
deluded by their own investment in an illusion.
-/With all that has been expressed from various sources, one commonality stands
out: The fundamental non-viability of human civilization and its planetary
environment. Is it due to some internal weakness of so many individuals that
calls forth a devastating encounter with the “personal catastrophic crisis”.
It is with this, that the “switch is thrown” and that the opening and surrender to a
higher spiritual existence occurs. Alternately, one does not survive the experience
as humanly embodied and gets to process all this from the “next levels up”?
Is this what so many are unconsciously (and for some, consciously) “waiting for”?
If that is to be the case, then it is tantamount to “asking for it” and in effect
making themselves an attractor with the “abyss”.
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Now, why should this be necessary to their human level Self or to their higher
level being? This is an implicit dynamic, especially among those who are
“spiritually-minded”. This dynamic is also mutually reinforced with ideological
versions advocated by religious fundamentalists who believe that they, as
humans, must make something happen to make true some “prophecy” made by
some other humans a long time ago as a prerequisite to entering some “heavenly
paradise” for themselves. Curious.
-/And if there is not rapidly devastating global catastrophic change in short order,
then is one to continue along in a civilization slowly undergoing the madness of
collapse, war, chaos, and strife in an Earthly environment that is also undergoing
its own version of widespread breakdown?
Now, considering the present state of one’s spiritual capacity and “finer energies”,
what will be their state in one or two or three years as your human life on Earth is
presently going?
-/If you are still humanly focused, then there will be the ballasting pull of looking
for a pension, social security, or perhaps not. Perhaps one’s host body health will
maintain or be excellent. How difficult does one’s human material life need to get
before reaching one’s tolerance threshold and makes clear their unequivocal
intention to be welcomed to their true Home with their own higher level being?
How is one to maintain or strengthen one’s spiritual energy and connection to
one’s true Home through all this?
Present day civilization, nations, economic systems, etc. will not be continuing
much longer due to a combination of internal breakdown, deliberate takedown,
global war, and major changes to the planetary environment from with the planet
and from space.
Some who fancy themselves to “preparing to survive” (civilization’s collapse)
imagine a comfortable yet simpler life perhaps like early industrial age. However,
there are not the skills or basic technology remaining for even such a “simpler
level” of society in countries such as the USA.
Setting aside widespread planetary destruction for discussion sake, the most
likely near term scenario is a high-tech fortified “dystopia” to service the needs of
the elite along with something resembling a material “quality of life” resembling
17th century colonial “America”, the early 1800’s –mixed with techno-huntergatherers that rely upon salvage and looting, especially in urbanized areas.
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And then are those who still have learned very little about human society and are
still cooking up some new economic system, political movement, “free energy”, or
whatever it is that sounds “hopeful” to someone.
-/This is a time to attend to your own process and cease casting about everywhere
for something that is inherently at the center of you as a spiritual being.
With a deeper understanding, it becomes easier to attend to one’s completion
process and highest intentions, while relaxing more into the larger process
underway. In an attempt to help, we have described its main dynamics, including
that of a partial descension of one’s higher levels in some cases, and offered
specific aids in collecting one’s Self.
-/At the center of the most secret of all secrets is that you are not a human being,
you are a spiritual being that has the use of an Earthly host body. What you do
with this Knowing is up to you.
-Alex
Postscript reminder:
Three of the four concluding essay have been posted in the sequence intended to
further assist in processing what is needed from the level of human Self.
///end
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The Big Changes -- About Those “Feelings”
August 15, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1432.msg6101.html#msg6101

Yes, it is useful to share how we are feeling, but we need to discern the “fine line”
between reporting useful sensations and insights, etc. and projecting excessive
frustration and “hopelessness”.
While I urge continued focus on one’s process, my ability to finally complete the
concluding essays that have been “on hold” for several months or longer is an
indication that something major is changing now.
The “Human Question” and “Queen of the Machine” provides a good foundation.
Then I urge everyone to read the “Death and Transfiguration” essay – and its End
Notes appendix. You will find there discussion three modes of “embarkation”.
I also urge everyone to review my 2013 posts at NES to help them in reframing
their present perspectives.
For now, instead of completing the Dissipation essay (not too long anyway) I will
be focusing on the Epilogue and get that out so that my “A-List work” can be
officially completed. That should be occurring this weekend (hopefully). Then in
my own time, I will finish up what little remains of the writing.
From May 2013:
It was in May of this year that I noticed how the last stretch between “here”
and “higher levels up” has been a difficult crossing to make.
Once you cross this last stretch, you arrive into the interim transition zones
and interdimensional highways.
There has been a group working to clear the way for access by those who
need to go and who are ready to make the trip. It is taking some fairly
“heavy duty “equipment” to complete this work. It is like trying to clear
access up to and through a ridge leading to a mountain pass seems to be
growing and getting more unstable with rockslides and all the rest. A new
tunnel for new tracks/road, etc. is cut using the what might appear to 3d
eyes as the biggest such “equipment” available.
It seems that it would be ready soon enough.
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It has been my impression that this would be ready for this period we are
now in to allow for more to “embark” using this way. (Others would be
relying on “transport” vessels.)
Once this stretch is fully cleared for use, it will be up to those who “make it”
to act upon this - some will help maintain the passage, some will continue
on to/for whatever else, some will make forays to help guide others who are
unable to find their way to the access route.
I had the image of many “people” eventually lining the main portal ways
(roads and /or train tracks) so many many more will find it to be safe
passage. As too many are too afraid at present to let go of their wearying
grip on 3d existence..
Other options include special arrangements via interdimensional
“transport” and of course “riding the wave” from 3d up. I really cannot
recommend this third option for anyone who can use more expedient
options. Those who are more spiritually developed would need to be
“specially prepared” against the vagaries and ravages of 3d in the process
of accelerated entropic decay.
The process of the correction energies and the press pot filter from above the
press pot filter that is moving up from below. “All boats raised”, but also the
pressure increases.
This has contributed toward the emergence of a zone of instability, like a steep
ridge suddenly pushed up near the top of a mountain that you have arduously
climbed.
This new “barrier” that had to be tunneled through/under was related to
preparations for the partitioning of 4D. Last year, a large section of “4D” was
cleared of dark forces and cleaned up of the “astral trash” so that larger numbers
of human Selfs could make the relatively small step toward expanding themselves
– while still embodied.
This served its purpose admirably, so much so, that larger number began the
process of expanding to 4d and they brought as much human 3d level “baggage”
as they could carry. This was expected.
Now the 4d levels are “emplaced” with new “corrections energies” filters – finer
and finer as the vibrational state approaches the “5D” threshold. This will
facilitate more spiritual evolutionary growth that is impossible to accomplish
through the 3d human state of being. Those who seek a “Kodak moment” of
human “delusionary illusions” can have it in lower 4D – for a short while at least.
Eventually that will be swept up and away.
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Relative to the point of view those in the upper reaches of 4d vibration, the lower
4d will look more and more like a zone of catastrophic devastation. Just as much
of 3d Earth will be looking from levels above.
I have said this before and I will say this again: 4D is NOT “new earth”, it is NOT
anyone’s spiritual “home”. It is NOT a goal of ascension, etc. It is ONLY an
INTERIM zone that is now partitioned into more discrete zones to facilitate the
larger transformational process and upshifting of as many beings as possible.
Those who have “done their work” and done it well enough have no need to reside
there, only to visit if called to –or to be of some assistance to help those who will
be flooding in faster and faster as 3d becomes increasing untenable.
-Alex
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Feelings and Intuitions – The Abysmal or The
Higher Light
August 13, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1432.msg6092.html#msg6092

It is very interesting that a post focused on “dread, apprehension, joylessness,
etc.” has stimulated interesting comments in response.
First, I would remind everyone to attend very carefully to their inner process. In
the "Human Question" (how many here have read this?) I touched on various
elements to the inconscient level of the human Self. This is also discussed in the
recent post on the aberrations of dual mind (“Binary of Quantum…”) In the
soon-to-be posted essay “The Queen of the Machine”, I discuss this further.
If this is not addressed, it can and will generate negativity or seemingly counterthoughts to those of the portion of Self which is the “spiritual aspirant”.
Remember, this “lower self” is a little like a domestic animal that develops greater
individual, self awareness and interests by virtue of being around you or a family,
etc. It represent something of a proto-sentiency arising from the soup of what one
might regard as their human Self.
Thus, it is imperative to have a high attractor, delete attachments to 3d human
world, and address those completions.
Second, this lower level of being is naturally more in touch with the broader
physical 3d environment and is one of two main sources of “intuitions and
feelings”. This is where a “somatic sense” is of some value to some in navigating
this reality. The other main source of “intuitions”, etc. is through the finer
sensory systems of the subtle bodies. These tend to be in touch with the human
collective unconscious levels that operate above the somatic levels but below that
of the higher levels of the human Self. In most cases these are also tied in and
processed through the lower self as well as the higher registers of human
awareness.
-/As to feelings of dread, doom, abyss, etc. …
I wish to offer what I can at this point in time from tracing these to their apparent
generating sources.
Ascension – gradual, almost imperceptible ascension from 3d to levels above.
Even for those who are deliberately expanding or transferring their Self to higher
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levels of being, there is also that “feeling” that there is not much remaining to
stand on. The familiar feel of the floor or ground beneath is dissolving. If you are
attached or distracted by what increasingly is below you, then the sensation is
more likely to be one of falling, doom, annihilation, etc. If you are more
connected to higher attractor, your greater levels of being, and higher realms
beyond in general, then the general feeling will tend to be more one of feeling
suspended or floating with some upward movement.
All of these are influencing how we “feel” and our inner / higher state of
consciousness determines the level at which we process these intangible inputs
and how we respond in thoughts and actions.
-/Not surprisingly, there are some who are reading here (not necessarily posting)
who are in effect loosely holding hands and some are feeling suspended or
floating in an unstable region, some are glancing down worrying about falling,
some are more connected to the upward “tractor beam” (a generalized “high
attractor”).
I think everyone knows where to focus their attention, at least in general.
The familiar of 3d is dissolving, disintegrating. This is occurring in the 3d matrix
world as well as with the loss of the 3d plane of reference that your human
consciousness has used as a ground floor to stand upon.
Outwardly, human civilization in all respect is dissolving, disintegrating –
regardless of any machinations of any manipulations of those who imagine
themselves to be the global elites. Even the plans for a new global war will fail,
even though it has already begun. They are nothing.
And there are two other significant sources of an impending immense-yet-stillintangible-“something”: Major changes to the planetary environment and the
changes in the vibrational state of reality as part of a major step-up of the
“correction energies”.
-/It is of tremendous “spiritually practical” importance to understand this, to
“know the score”, and decide accordingly. It is not possible to have the illusions
and delusions of the human world and expand to becoming your True Self.
Likewise your True Self cannot be part of such as existence.
Not deciding is also a decision, but not one I would recommend.
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None of any of this (your human existence) has been about anything of human
concern, the whole “ball of wax” has not been about humans. This is arrogant
human-centricity at its worst and narrowness.
“Being here” has always been and most certainly is now, all about spiritual
learning and spiritual evolution, even if this was the first plan of intention upon
entering into a human host vessel on this world. Some will be contributors, some
will be along for the ride, while most beings who have been involved here will
experience a “systems reset” which will also remove most human memory,
trauma, and falsehoods imposed through a Fallen realm and thus a type of a new
“age of innocence” will occur for them as they try anew to find their way again as
greater spiritual beings.
The human Self at a spiritual ascension threshold can and must play a role in
influencing one’s greater levels of being. Yes!
-Alex

Postscript:
Warnings and Cautions:
Exhaustion – spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical – is a danger at this
point. One of the most important things is to be focused in a resolute way on
some high attractor and to be disciplined to “not look down”. I have warned
about this before. Once in process, you cannot afford to look back, there can be
no last minute “shopping”. To do so invokes the “pillar of salt” effect. Eventually
there may be your rescue, but I have no idea as to how or when.
If you are moving at high speed, a little change in attitude or movement can have
a major effect on one’s trajectory, like parasailing and sticking your hand out. If
one is merely walking along slowly, even swinging your arms will not have much
effect. Likewise, the movies, songs, and various music can have a profound
influence. Much, much more than might ever realize or care to admit. This is it, it
is the “real deal”. It is not a drill, not a simulation. Pay careful attention.
Rest your body, rest your mind. Exercise and maintain your body in a healthful
state as long as you can (you still need it). Exercise and maintain your mind in a
healthful state balancing spiritual focus with gentle and simple matters.
///end
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Follow-up comments

Re: Feelings and Intuitions – The Abysmal or
The Higher Light
August 13, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1432.msg6093.html#msg6093

I would like to add to my previous comments, picking up from my postscript:
“Warnings and Cautions: Exhaustion – spiritual, mental, emotional, and
physical – is a danger at this point. One of the most important things is to be
focused in a resolute way on some high attractor and to be disciplined … once in
process, you cannot afford to look back, …”
Feelings of blankness, no spiritual connection, etc. as well as related emotional
responses of abandonment, despair, etc. all relate to the process of expansion.
There is a positive side to such “feedback” that relates to resolving the false
contradiction of there being a human self as something other than the spiritual
Self. One day you “Realize” and “Know “ –and the common expression “the lights
are on but no one is home” takes on new and sometimes humorous qualities.
However, there is also another type of feedback –and is an escalation of one’s
early warning system which monitors one’s spiritual energy.
As we detach and let go of 3d and of the delusion of being a “human”, there is a
natural sense of “alienation” that exhibits uniquely to each situation.
As more of one’s spiritual Self has transferred to some levels above that of the
formerly familiar 3d level of human Self, there remains less in the lower levels. If
the process is drawn out for too long, there are risks of spiritual depletion, etc.
and the sense of an impending loss of some portion of Self. (This is a topic I have
addressed in the forthcoming essay “Ascension, Death, and Transfiguration”.)
At our higher levels, this usually is not a serious problem (unless habituated over
millennia or eons) but at the more compact levels of the microcosm of self which
has resided in 3d, this can stimulate emotional and spiritual responses, at times
intense ones.
As an early warning system it is to remind ourselves that the time for a major
shift is imminent –or at the very least its adumbrations have become stronger.
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Some human Selfs may decide to dissolve or leave a portion behind. Perhaps to
monitor from “above”, perhaps to quickly delete some aspect of their human self
that has been deemed inappropriate to maintain at one’s upper levels of being.
From the point of view of that portion of self that is feeling “left behind” this can
be very difficult to deal with. (This is a topic I have addressed in the forthcoming
essay “Ascension, Death, and Transfiguration”.)
This is one of the reasons I make it a point to request of the “corrections energies”
to clear and clean all facets of one’s being –that of human and below and above –
and to lovingly dissolve any lower levels which cannot be upgraded or do not
belong anymore.
This is not something to take lightly, hence the imperative urgency to thorough
attend to all facets of one’s completion process from 3d.
-ASK
PS
(Hint: the “crystal body exercises really can help.)
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Humans - Cancers - Corrupted Nature
July 31, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1429.msg6080.html#msg6080

Underlying nearly all creatures that live and consumes on the 3d Earth, there is
the “creatrix machinery” – it thrives on its power to reproduce and its power to
cause chaos and its power to perpetuate entropic decay. This infects nearly all of
biological life on Earth, and this includes humans. It is its “machine code” level of
programming that influences the lower self, the animal impulses, and more.
There is much more to this that I will address in the "Machine" essay that is
forthcoming.
As readers know I cannot find blame or accountability with humans per se for the
state of the Earthly 3d environment overall and that which it has produced.
Human-animals are one of many creatures that were shaped by the Dark as part
of a fundamentally corrupted creational processes which the Dark directed.
The problem is one of the state of spiritual consciousness and intent. Ordinary
humans have very little mental capacity, even few have much of any spiritual
consciousness. Those who aspire to spiritual consciousness constitute only a
small fraction and of them, only a small fraction actually persist in evolving to a
“spiritualized state”.
So, like any macro or micro organism that is parasitic or predatory, the only
limiters to their spread is relative hospitability of the environment and available
food supply.
Humans of course have learned various ways to extend their capabilities as
parasites and predators, even when their environment becomes harsh and food
scarce.
Interesting question you pose concerning cancer cells in humans. It is the overall
state of consciousness that is most important, then there are external
environmental influences, and the body internal environmental influences. All
these can contribute to a cancer growing in the body. So many non-human
animals are now affected by various classes of cancers.
The overall planetary environment is breaking down and this is only be one
symptom of a much greater situation developing.
-ASK
PS – See “Ant Colonies” essay in the Appendix of “The Human Question”
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“End Times” Insanity
July 30, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1430.msg6078.html#msg6078

The rule of the Dark is nearly over. All that remains for their forces is a hollow
victory over what will be a type of imprisonment, preliminary to their cosmic
annihilation. Now, let us consider these generalized scenarios:
[A] - Dark forces on Earth and Above perform their final act in the 3d and
adjacent realms and trigger massive death and destruction, throwing the
planetary environment into greater chaos, triggering greater military
conflicts worldwide, releasing global pandemic diseases, completing a global
economic collapse, etc.
This is cut-short however by larger scale changes in the planetary and space
environment which are not part of any Dark forces “plans” at any level.
[B] - Larger scale changes in the planetary and space environment escalate
to such an extent as to preempt any such plans of the Dark forces for global
destruction and chaos. These changes are such that even the global collapse
of present day economic systems will lose any significance to most humans.
Regardless of what relative portion of these scenarios interacts or occurs in the
human 3d level of Earth, it is really “over”.
Now, when most spiritually-minded humans read or hear something like “the
Dark is defeated” or “the war is over”, they automatically default to a humanidentified-human-centric level of narrow mindedness and thus presume some
marvelous “golden age” will be upon Earth. Many project this for themselves
during this lifetime. Some might even consider it could take a “little longer”.
The debased human level of awareness that can only think in such a self-limiting
manner is not even capable of fathoming the implications of the existing
degradation of the planetary environment, or the more fundamental corruption
of “Nature” Itself. Such limited capacities cannot possibly fathom the
implications of the existing rate of degeneration of human social and personal
“ecology”.
And so they will prefer to imagine that it is all going to be a happy “new age”.
Accordingly there are plenty of humans out there dreaming up new ways to
repeat the old patterns all over again, deluding themselves that “this time it is
going to better, different…”. Most of them have the best of intentions, but not
very much in the way of awareness and discernment. This is already rife in the
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4d range where countless human selfs are playing at their “Kodak moments”,
including those who are spinning out all sorts of “new” ways of social systems.
What is Real will eventually be learned at higher levels than that of “3d” or in
“4d” where the 3d illusion continues, albeit to a lessened extent.
For some period, there will be those having a human experience while getting to
watch their personal and collective human experience from a level above.
This not only accords them a vibrationally closer connection to their own higher
levels, it also accords the marginally awakened human Self and its higher level of
being a more “intimate” view of the falsehoods and pathos that the “human
experience” has been all about. To some extent, this is perhaps the only way that
an increase in human suffering could be considered to have any “beneficial” effect
–but not at the human level –rather at the higher levels where, for one last
chance, higher level beings will get to feel and experience in near real time, how
their own carelessness and negligence, innocent as it might have once been, has
contributed to the degradation of Creation. This includes those who may have
been tricked by sophisticated Dark forces into becoming trapped here. None of
this is about who is blame for what, when or where. It is all about the higher
spiritual learning that is to be derived from all this, regardless.
This will be part of a true spiritual awakening as to what is Real –to what is not –
and this leads to Realization of what is most appropriate for their overall state of
the consciousness as a spiritual being and what best serves their greater
evolution as a higher level/soul being. This is, after all, what it is all about.
-ASK
End Notes:
#1) If anyone believes that no major catastrophic global events will occur from
any quarter, then they have obviously been living on some other planet and
simply do not know it yet. Rather than bother with the “non-news” of mainstream
or the so called “alternative” media, one might watch a few post-apocalyptic
movies such as “Soylent Green”, “Waterworld”, “Mad Max”, or “The Postman”.
Or not.
#2) There are many “fallen” spiritual higher level/soul beings that have human
presences living on Earth. Most of these beings do not have any malevolent
intention, rather they are more like “lost souls”, and during these changes they
have the opportunity for a type of spiritual “self-redemption”. This is usually
concealed from their human level of Self, as knowledge of this is usually too
overwhelming for a human Self to cope with.
An important Addendum follows:
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Addendum to “End Times Insanity”

Redemption and “Suffering” of Souls
August 23, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1430.msg6108.html#msg6108

Readers note: None of this should be construed to “rationalize” or “excuse”
“suffering” at any level, rather this is an attempt to deepen and broaden the
understanding of suffering from outside the human-centric 3d point of view.
-ASK
From the recent essay, “End Times Insanity”, a postscript was added that read in
part:
“There are many “fallen” spiritual higher level/soul beings that have human
presences living on Earth. Most of these beings do not have any malevolent
intention, rather they are more like “lost souls”, and during these changes
they have the opportunity for a type of spiritual “self-redemption”. This is
usually concealed from their human level of Self, as knowledge of this is
usually too overwhelming for a human Self to cope with.”
Link:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1430.msg6078.html#msg6078

During the latter part of 2009, in “Global Awakening News”, we discussed the
“god energies” that were sweeping in and how there was much agitation among
many higher level/soul beings because they were not going to be allowed to
continue on as they had been accustomed. It would mark the beginning of the
end of their “addiction” to the “human experience”. The whole point was to clear
these beings of dark force influences and help them to move ahead with their
evolutionary spiritual learning.
Sweeping changes are being asked and required of those beings whose core
essence carries the Light of Creator of All. (To those to whom much is given,
etc…) This is regardless of whether they got caught up with the Dark influences,
or were relatively immune to them, or managed to avoid becoming embroiled by
watching from a position of relative “safety”.
(Please see End Notes #1 and #2)
Now, I wish to caution readers against making “snap judgments” about such
matters, from a limited human perspective and without sufficient understanding
of the complexities of a situation that began with a few simple, basic errors.
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(Most of this I have discussed before, but this seems like the place for a short
recapitulation of these points before going on.)
-/Consider that some greater level/soul beings had some measure of involvement
with the Dark from their own higher levels of “spiritual intelligence” –or through
their various aspects at various vibrational levels including 3d human. There
were those who were perhaps “merely” curious and became caught up in the
falsehoods –and there were those who “crossed the line” –many fine lines
actually –and could be characterized as fallen beings, even though they
originated with the higher Light. There is another category which is not our focus
here, and that would be those entities forced into density by the Dark.
Consider now, that some higher level/soul beings have acknowledged the cosmic
“error” and seek to understand how they too had been caught up in it or even how
they might of objectively or subjectively helped to perpetuate it. As a response to
this, one direction of the overall “corrections energies” and its catalyzing process
is to facilitate the “self-redemption” of higher level beings that had been caught
up in an out-of-control, errant creation process.
Consider also, that as part of the process, it was necessary for the higher realms
to send forth something of themselves into density, specifically to learn about the
situation firstly and to “report back”. This was done by many beings operating at
many levels, some of whom had very little or no experience in 3d density here
while others did. For some it was also their final “graduation “exam” to learn
what they did not from previous “visits”. Some of these beings were not part of
the “cosmic error”, but rather part of a long standing “correction process” and
came here at the request of Creator of All to examine, assess, intervene at times,
and make recommendations that they might be called upon to help implement.
The information that flowed “up” from these efforts to penetrate “3d” density
required enormous preparation. Most attempts failed due to insurmountable and
unexpected difficulties encountered in the learning and in the communicating of
what was learned. Eventually enough fragmentary information was accumulated
from which to steadily direct and focus the “corrections process”.
-/At the human level of spiritual consciousness, there remain problems such as
those outlined in the essay “The Human Question”, and which are traceable to
the split or dual mind effect, and those originating with the corrupt sub-level of a
fallen realm and corrupt machinery of “nature” on Earth (see also “The Queen of
the Machine”).
There is also the problem of higher level/soul beings with human presences here
that they have only a tenuous connection with. Interferences by the Dark were
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merely one of many factors that contribute to this. The problem of “dissipation”
is another. Part of the problem lies with the nature and ground rules of the
human level itself. But even with understanding this, there are additional factors
involved with the problematic lack of connection.
-/With the foregoing as preamble, the postscript from “End Times Insanity”
suggests further understanding of “suffering” from a non-human perspective and
of understanding problems some may have in connecting with their higher levels.
-/There is physical suffering that is based upon physical pain and there is
emotional suffering and there is spiritual suffering.
The whole notion of “suffering” is a human construct that has its basis in the
iniquities of human existence. It is so insidiously pervasive that it is accepted as
“natural” and endemic to human existence. In addition to the major religions
“glorifying” torture and suffering, some human “cultures” make the bearing of
suffering into something “noble”. This is related to, although distinctly different
from, the “blood and guts” qualities that is paid tribute to by those who extol
human warfare.
-/I wish to emphasize now that whatever ones higher level/soul being may or may
not have been “under the influence of”, human Self “you”, as an individuation of
it, is not responsible (unless you know with 100% certainty otherwise).
-/The fact of human “suffering” is only one of many ways that help some higher
beings learn what is needed from those levels of existence where “suffering” is
possible. It is not necessary or a requirement, but there has been a curious
interest in experiencing the fullest possible range of human existence –both the
“highs” and “lows”.
This is not the cause of suffering, however.
It is an unfortunate situation because it is one thing to experience and learn
through another life form or being, yet retain a good memory and connection to
ones origins. It is another matter entirely to lose that connection and become
caught up in a corrupt creation process, including that of the endless biological
reproduction of humans to provide more hosts who will experience suffering.
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Human suffering, exists and largely derives from the way the human species was
made and shaped –and partly due to the corruption of creation as “nature”
manifests in the Earth environment.
Regardless of the extent suffering as a by product of corrupt reality, as a by
product of Dark force parasitism, or as a by product of greater level/soul beings
involvement is quite beside the point for purposes of this discussion. It is enough
to understand something of what suffering is about and these main distinctions.
There is no spiritual level of “justification” to perpetuate suffering. Period.
-/As to the last statement in our initial quote: --- “This is usually concealed from
their human level of Self, as knowledge of this is usually too overwhelming for a
human Self to cope with.” --- Only in the rarest of instances will a human Self
reach a sufficient level of “spiritualization” to be made aware of this, to whatever
extent it may occur. For most they will uncritically accept the simplistic and
usually erroneous explanation of some “past life karma”, etc.
Please remember, none of this situation is the fault or responsibility of
present day “you”, the human Self.
It “smells to high heaven” when the individual human Self is “objectively blamed”
for something that its greater level being might have had some involvement with
way back whenever (this includes “past life” stories as well). This reminds me of
secret laws and secret courts – involving some aspect of ones greater level being
that might have been involved in something “spiritually unseemly” in some
distant time or place (a converse concept of “future thought crimes”) --or that of
a child held answerable for the “sins” of its parent. (This is also the social basis
for most of the internecine civil strife today in so many literally accursed places
on Earth where the children are being sent to by their mothers to fight wars over
something that may or may not have occurred six hundred years earlier by their
ancestors.)
I will not digress here into topics such as “karma”, etc. or “spiritual amnesia” that
occurs early in a human life, as we have discussed this over the years. I will say
that there is more than enough deranged thinking throughout all the various
religious and non-religious (new age) belief systems, all promoting a similar false
message that “you” are here in a realm of suffering and conflict duality to “pay for
the sins of others” (“others” in this case could mean other humans or the dark
forces themselves –or your own higher level/soul being.) Closely allied with this
are various new age notions that all is “happy and love and light” and that all that
is “negative” is an illusion or projection of yourself. (This latter point fails the 3d
“bus rule”.)
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To whatever extent it may be true that you” are an aspect of a greater level/soul
being which had some manner of involvement with the higher level dark forces or
with human history, “you” are not here to suffer for it.
That you might be suffering, is one of the perversities of a human social
environment and a dysfunctional spiritual process that is soon to be terminated.
Yes, it is possible that at some point your higher level of being wanted to better
understand suffering and only knew of one way to really experience it –through
“you” –an aspect of Itself. In contrast, those higher level beings that are more
evolved would not allow prolonged suffering to themselves –to their human Self
which is an individuation of themselves.
However due to the poor uplink/downlink that exists between most humans and
their higher levels, too little genuine comprehension has occurred at their higher
levels. Further more, a very large portion of “higher level/soul beings” are naïve
in many ways, childlike in many respects.
The entire set-up which has allowed higher level/soul beings to have a human
host to “play with” has been a dysfunctional one and an abomination. This is
ending and will not be allowed to continue. Higher level/soul beings are being
asked to withdraw themselves from the human realm unless they have a specific
purpose as part of the cosmic “corrections” process. This is reinforced as the 3d
human and Earthly environments becomes increasing inimical to human “life” as
it is now construed. For most humans it will involve more suffering in the near
term at the 3d level of awareness. Those who are residing at their next levels up –
embodied or not –will have a very intimate relationship with the unfolding of the
greater changes. Those in such a position will be instrumental in helping to bring
this entire situation to an end with a vow of “never again” at the higher levels.
Those higher level/soul beings –a “collective matrix” in many cases –who have
not learned much from all this will eventually gain a new understanding and thus
be able to conduct themselves in more spiritually responsible ways.
It will be in those moments of personal catastrophic crisis that growing numbers
will surrender to their spiritual nature and open to the Divine. Humans level Selfs
and higher level/soul beings.
-/The situation is becoming quite severe for human “3d” and closely related levels
and must be resolved as rapidly as possible in ways that also permits the greatest
spiritual learning to be accrued to higher level/soul beings from these
experiences. This is one reason why I say that the what has not been learned in
“down here” in 3d will be processed in useful learning at the next levels up.
-/-
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If you are a spiritualized human Self, then you can shift the sense of your own
general suffering (unless you are in extreme physical pain) into a deeper spiritual
understanding of larger situation and call a halt to this yourself.
If you cannot tolerate your human condition further, you either leave your
situation for something interim that will help you complete your ascension
process, and/or call a halt to it all and withdraw completely, pending your exit
from your 3d human host vessel.
-/All that really matters from your being here now is your own spiritual growth as
an individuation of a larger spiritual being –and to benefit the totality of your
higher level/soul being. This comes from the deeper spiritual lessons that
spiritually-minded human Self (“you”) have helped to coalesce and contribute to.
This is part of “your” completions process as well as that of your greater being.
-/“You”, as an aspect of a greater level being, are something of a “sentient
interactive probe” in the 3d Earthly realm. The greater level of being that is your
spiritual “source parent” may be trying to resolve a long standing question or
problem relative to its evolution as a complex spiritual being. In some cases there
may even be some good reason to conceal certain things so as to not “bias” the
human Self (the higher level being’s “sentient interactive probe”). Again, please
bear in mind, none of this is about trying to “excuse” or “rationalize” anything.
For reasons I will not digress on here, in early childhood or infancy a “memory
wipe” or compartmentalization occurs effectively shutting out access to one’s
higher level being and to related memories. The “amnesia” early on in human life
is both a function of Dark side operating rules and a function of ones higher
levels. As to what the relative ratio is between these factors varies enormously for
each of you.
There will be a lot of human Selfs showing up at the door of their greater level
being demanding clear answers to what was withheld or otherwise unavailable to
them during their Earthside trip as a human.
-/Most “marginally awakened” human selfs, are extremely troubled by the “nonperformance” of various “promises” for “ascension”, “rescue”, or “rapture”, of
various religious or non-religious spiritual teachings.
In the case of those whose higher level of being is of a “fallen” state, a marginally
aware human Self may react with a sense of having been “betrayed” or
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“abandoned” by their higher self/soul being. It is perfectly understandable for the
human Self in such a situation to develop some form of duality-conflict based
anger at one’s own higher being and/or the higher realms in general. In extreme
cases this anger will be projected at “all things spiritual” and the higher realms
overall (both of the Dark and of the Light), and ultimately at Creator of All. As an
example, “human sovereignty” tendencies I have discussed some time ago are
infected by this problem.
But to carry on with such beliefs can readily lead to a perverse arrogance and selfimportance that leads to a spiritual dead-end and into the hands of the dark
forces.
Most spiritually-aspiring human Selfs lack sufficient self-discipline and
discernment and readily dissipate or otherwise throwaway what spiritual
energies they may have available. This includes feel-good social causes and
believing rumors or promises of miraculous change and then blaming “spiritual
realms” for falsehoods that propagate so easily through so many limited human
minds.
A little spiritual anger might be helpful to get one’s energy moving, and to get the
attention of one’s higher level of being, but that is all it is good for. Overindulging in anger and or disgust at the spiritual realms or one’s own higher level
of being leads nowhere except to rapid spiritual and physical exhaustion and a
type of “living death”. It is one example where too little knowledge can be
dangerous to one’s Self.
-/So let us consider again the potential of a spiritualized human Self.
One can engage in various self-defeating inner or outer “behaviors”. Perhaps one
facet of your human Self is pitted against another facet (such as your lower self or
the split mind). Or anger at the un-rightness of the human world is focused
outward through political or social causes or directed personally at others.
…Or one can assuredly and calmly remind oneself that “you” (Self as an
individuation or aspect of a larger being) are not responsible for this or that
“terrible thing” from some past lifetime, on some planet, or the un-rightness of
the human world, or the variations of these in some dimension, etc., etc., etc. …
ad nauseum.
Indulging in such beliefs is an example of a “perverse arrogance and selfimportance”. This also refers to a facet of the “new age” belief systems that
originate with the archetypal “Luciferian rebellion” which misdirects humans
into believing that they are what creates and maintains the Dark. The converse of
this is a corrupt spiritual-psychology that misdirects one to “embrace” the Dark
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and welcome it in. And this latter point is closely linked to the Dark side
corruption of the creation processes. (See essay “Queen of the Machine”).
-/By keeping your (spiritual) “wits about you”, it is possible to bypass much of the
“spiritual wreckage” all around and establish your higher level connections. This
is part of what I have referred to as the expansion-ascension process that leads to
an interim state of quasi-ascended consciousness while humanly embodied.
It is possible for a human Self to arrive at a type of higher spiritual learning (by
this I do not mean “omniscience”) and thus play an active role in the evolution of
one’s own higher level being. It is possible to be spiritually informed, perhaps
guided by material such as that which we have been presenting, and in effect
“step up to the plate” even if your own higher level being has not. This is related
to the potential for a spiritualized human Self to form a new nucleus or nexus for
their own greater level being –and far more.
Those who have been attending to these matters will understand that this is the
next step in their spiritual evolutionary process as a spiritual being –regardless of
whether they are humanly embodied or not.
Some will find their alternative in a “black hole” of spiritual anger or a passive
approach of “waiting for rescue”.
However, those who can “assemble” themselves in a spiritually coherent manner
while still humanly embodied will be in the best relative position to make the
greatest contribution to their greater level of being. Our state of spiritual “higher
learning”, beyond our core spiritual beliefs, influences the transition to our own
higher levels of being.
-/-

End Notes:
(1) In August 2009 (Global Awakening News) we discussed working with your
aspects and delved into some of the earlier situations that had to be addressed,
directly and which lead directly to the present situation. We also discussed some
of the “challenges” put to the higher level/soul beings that have human presences
here. Link: http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Intervention_GA_News_Aug09.pdf
(2) The December 2009 commentaries followed up on how all this proceeded
and addressed more on the ascension process. The issue’s 25 pages were some of
our most concentrated and touched on the remaking (“corrections”) of the soul
beings, “new creation” processes in contrast to fallen creation, and more.
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… “On its own, humanity at its present level of development is not capable of
(the needed) degree of vibrational movement. Therefore it is our own soul
being, our own higher self, that must be directly involved. Not all human souls
are actively engaged in this process at present, but that is another matter.”
In the article “Intervention of Our Own Higher Self” (August 2009 GA News), it
was noted that during the roughly two-month period from late July through
September of that year, the parameters and agenda explaining the coming
changes were presented to our souls, our higher selves. The gist of this was very
direct: “How do you wish to handle this process” and “How do you wish to
experience this process”?
At the time, it seemed that perhaps 15% to 30% of souls assented to active
involvement while the rest preferred to opt out of the process, or to maintain
their previous “neutral observer” position. From other high level feedback at the
time, it seemed that only a few to several percent at the human level would be
involved in a conscious ascension process over the time available. However,
consider that a very small percentage of 6+ billion represents an enormous
spiritual energy compared to a similar proportion of a much smaller global
population not so long ago.” … (from pages 9-10 Aug 2009, GA:News)
Link: http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/GA%20News-Dec2009-Resolution.pdf
(3) By the end of 2009 the portion of human Selfs preferring conscious
awakening and ascension tended to fluctuate some, centered around the range of
two to four percent.
Today, the percentage of human level Selfs opting for conscious ascension is a
much smaller fraction. This is also an indication of widespread dissipation and
depletion of spiritual energy. But among the small portion that are clear on this,
and who remained focused, there is an enormous spiritual capacity they help to
conduct that benefits all concerned.
Most humans will be encountering have opportunities through indirect and direct
personal catastrophic crisis which will quickly force the matter for them of
surrendering to their own spiritual awakening –or choosing not to.
(4) In reviewing this addendum, I cannot help but consider the flowering of that
noxious “weed” known as “new age”/“new thought” tendencies over this last
hundred years or so. And I cannot but wonder at the “cleverness” of the dark
forces to send into the human realm some of the best “spiritual con-artists” they
could muster.
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It began as a concentrated set of teachings to develop a new “spiritual priesthood”
to support the formation of a unified global social control system of the dark
forces. The work would eventually bridge the main religions and accumulate
enormous numbers of spiritually-curious individuals who were not attracted by
mainstream “religion”. Like a gigantic vacuum cleaner, the “new age” tendencies
sucked up a wide range of “entity” channellers, ET/Alien aficionados, humanpotentialists, alternative health seekers, and a wide collection of deluded
sycophants who were enthralled to charismatic, parasitic individuals.
The main accomplishments of the “new age” were to dissipate or siphon off the
nascent spiritual energies of countless tens of millions of individuals –and to
create a confused tangle of “hooks and lines” that would successfully “capture and
captivate” most who wandered into the “new age” wing of the dark matrix prison
control system while convincing them into enjoying the “new facilities”. Today it
continues to dissipate weak and nascent spiritual energies and promotes various
“false ascension” ploys in an attempt to neutralize a portion of those who are very
close to achieving “spiritual ignition” yet who may be tiring and looking for a “fast
track” approach.
- END -
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Supplementary to “The Human Question”

Binary or Quantum? Dual Mind as an
Aberration
July 29, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1431.msg6079.html#msg6079

Note: The original posting: “The Human Question” can be found at:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1428.msg6075.html#msg6075

(This supplementary material will eventually be added to it the “Human
Question” main PDF file.)
-/-

Once again I find relevant analogy from the realm of human computer technology
to serve the point of spiritual learning.
Is the human Self -- “you” -- operating as a binary processor or a “quantum”
processor? Is this some new koan to contemplate? If it is, is it “quantum/unity”
mind or “binary dualistic mind” doing the contemplation?
Or are these also false dichotomies that are simultaneously true?
And is this yet another koan to drive “dual mind” crazy?
If so, which version of “mind” is doing the contemplating?
How well can you appreciate the “humor” in all this?
Is human reality of “3d” an illusion, a projection of something “Other”? And
could this be yet another false dichotomy that is part of a sophisticated matrix
control meme?
You see, in simply “thinking” about these things, there are many potentially
“exhausting” mental loops.
The “dual mind” tends to be compartmentalized into “black and white” and as it
with most, they can only consider, process, and grasp (“grok”) one state or
condition or another other, but rarely both together. Most can only consider one
or two related or divergent concepts at the same time, rarely more than that.
The prevalence of all those little view screens on all those electronic gadgets
literally and figuratively constricts and narrows ones field of view and erodes
human capacity to discern and reflect upon complexities using language. Rare
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few are still able to think or communicate – transmitting or receiving – with any
depth or clarity.
And so , the title of this piece may cause some frustrations for those who are
habituated to thinking via one condition or another, presuming them to be
separate or opposed, or one to be somehow “better” than the other, etc. And
again, the “dual mind” sets to work trying to apply its inherently constrained
cognitive consciousness to grasp something that can only be comfortably lived in
from an expanded multi-dimensional or multi-vibrational state of consciousness.
If “dual mind” “problems” weren’t enough to deal with, there are also those direct
internal processes related to spiritual ascension that involve bringing something
of your lower self “onboard” and “online” as well as that of your higher self of
your higher being.
Somewhere, sandwiched in between, is the human personal self which has its
own version of a higher level of awareness that is an interface to one’s highest Self
of your own greater being –as well as an interface to the lower self and the
body/cellular consciousness.
How many have made attending to connecting their lower, middle and higher
levels their priority?
Are you a human reaching for a spiritual “enlightenment”, a spiritual being
imprisoned in an insane reality, or a spiritual being that resides in a human host
of 3d density?
Once you have made the shift to “spiritual being”, then you can have a human
experience with discernment, freely choosing what to retain, what to discard, etc.
You become your own higher self. It becomes you. Until then, there is too much
confusion of illusion and delusion. There is no more “dual mind”. There is only
That Which Is Having the Experience and That Which Knows.
While there may be some question at times of dark entities manipulating ones
thoughts, this is mostly a distraction of human mind with the real culprit found
in one’s internal human dynamics that have been innocently neglected for most
of lifetime of human.
The main source of “split/dual mind” is found in the workings of the lower self
that is mostly neglected or deliberately distorted through perversity of
“psychology”.
Left on its own, the lower self tends to have an affinity for the “machine code” of
the bodily vessel. Over time the lower self can develop some self-awareness, often
trying to mimic the personality self, not unlike the way children will mimic adult
language patterns and mannerisms. (If you pay close attention to children doing
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this, they are actually doing quite a fair job of mirroring the social programming
and ridiculous dull wittedness of adults they are exposed to.)
So it is that the lower self can pick up all sorts of stuff from a confused and
internally conflicted personal self and can react to these thoughts and impulses in
its own way. It is quite capable of presenting its questions and challenges and
insights to the human personal self. But, like with the simple innocence of a
child’s innate communications, the human personal self usually ignores or
pushes this away. In the instance of a debilitated personality (middle) self, it can
be more readily influenced by the lower self or from dark side external influences.
One day when the personal self faces some major life change or change in
consciousness, there is this “other” facet of “self” that may seem to be
unsupportive and or in opposition. To the extent there is any internal dialogue,
this can develop into an antagonistic stalemate if the human personal self fails to
pay attention –or in rare cases the lower self, in concert, with the higher level of a
being imposes a new situation upon the personal or ego self.
These dynamics are usually mistaken and distorted beyond all recognition by
psychologists and spiritual teachers alike. And thus, more error is generated and
Truth seems ever elusive and the human self seems pushed farther into a hole.
Like completely clearing off a cluttered desk top and only placing upon it what is
essential, and nothing more –a “clean mind space” is essential, only attending to
that which is truly most important.
As to the matter of what is real or not, well there is the “bus rule”. A non-physical
being is joined in a human host. The human host however is not fully aware of
this, but somehow gets the notion that it is “all an illusion”. To test this
hypothesis the human host is positioned in front of a moving bus. Splat. The
spiritual dimension of the human’s consciousness is ejected and returns “home”.
A “mental” note is made to remember this “next time” that the operating rules in
3d density are different from those at much higher levels. Next time around, the
being encounters a train, and splat! Nothing learned from previous bus
encounter. This begins to approximate a popular definition of insanity as the
repetition of the same thing, always hoping for a different outcome which never
comes. (This is addressed a more seriously in the forthcoming final essay,
“Problems of Dissipation”. )
Thus two very different operating paradigms are both true. If you are not
operating in 3d density, then it may be of interest, but it has no first effect upon a
higher level observer.
This last remark closely relates to the problem of “dissipation” that we have
recently been discussing. (See companion essay on “Problems of Dissipation”
which will published soon.)
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Now then, are you a spiritual being, first and foremost and always?
-Alex
Postscript 1:
A book was published in 1976 with the amazing title of “The Origin of
Consciousness in the Break Down of the Bicameral Mind”, written by the
psychologist-philosopher Julian Jaynes. His book represents a massive thought
exercise on the part of a human dualistic “binary” mind trying to analyze a
problem that cannot be resolved within the frame of reference of ordinary
human-centric thought. Nevertheless, Jaynes did manage to “push the envelope”
and presented that a self-centered, self-reflecting, future-projecting,
consciousness developed in humans around four thousand years ago. He also
made the distinction between “consciousness” and mere mental activity related to
ones bio-physical state. With very little background, he also made a point the
earlier humans who were organized into complex social hierarchy were being
influenced or otherwise manipulated telepathically by entities unknown. A
pioneering work, to be sure, he did not have the benefit of spiritual oversight,
only a “voice in the head” that helped guide his process. For all the weaknesses in
his book, he nevertheless has picked up on important clues that from a spritiual
informed point of view makes for some interesting reading.
Postscript 2:
I am reminded of the story with many variations about a “devoutly spiritual”
person who was forced to the roof of their house to escape a flood. They so
believed in their social programming that “god” would “reward” their “devotion”
and miraculously “rescue” them from the roof. Believing this, they turned down
one form of assistance after another until the flood swept them away. Arriving in
“heaven” they asked why “god” did not “save” them. The reply they received
immediately asked what their “problem”, given that they were sent help in
numerous forms and each time they had rejected the help, preferring instead a
delusion.
-/-
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Pacific Islands: Human Story in Microcosm
July 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1429.msg6076.html#msg6076

Recently I noticed something written about yet another “tourist attraction” whose
human history (not to be confused with natural history) is steeped in the blood of
war, as are so many of these “attractions”. Others involve other forms of human
sacrifices, allegedly to “the gods”.
Over the course of the last two thousand years, various tribal/racial groups of
Polynesians traveled the Pacific exploring and looking for new territories to
occupy. Their behavior patterns were mostly based upon conquest and
expansion, so very similar to that of nearly all of human society.
Upon arriving at the islands here, these early colonists decimated the ancient
indigenous human/humanoids, and the colonists took over, spreading like any
invasive species would upon or within a “host” that has no immediate “natural”
immunity to their spread. The tropical/semi-tropical climate made it easy for
them to reproduce until there were hundreds of thousands of them. As within any
parasitic and predatory society oriented toward violent conflict, they were already
well-matched to engage with a new wave of explorer/conquerors from Europe.
During the centuries of spreading over the islands, the descendants of the early
Polynesian colonists destroyed the indigenous hardwood forests, introduced their
version of invasive species of agricultural animals and plants. As their political
elite grew, not unlike that of all humans today, they destroyed the indigenous
bird populations for feathers to show off the status –their own version of royal
“bling” that is traceable to their distant origins as descendants of an already
degenerated race of humans from the “Atlantean” era. (The obsession with
garments of bird feathers is further traceable to earlier roots that are linked with
the presence of “winged” ET/alien/“angel” creatures that colonized Earth and
modified humanoid genes to suit their purposes. But that is another story
altogether.)
And so it was that when these so-called “natives” encountered the European
colonial scout ships and commercial vessels, that their representatives and social
hierarchy were well matched to develop a fast and close relationship that
hastened the destruction of the island environments, accelerated the extant tribal
warfare, and the provided a location for various European and USA interests to
stake their claims. Ironically, this also marked the decline of the islanders’
dominance as western political-economic interests took control.
Since the extant “local” social elites were easily intrigued by symbols of wealth
and power, they eagerly accelerated the destruction of what remained of the
accessible island ecosystems to trade for various military, consumer goods, and
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other junk from their European trading allies. Acquisition of European military
hardware was highly prized of course as it made it possible for certain tribal
groups to prevail over others and in turn to serve as interim comprador agents for
their new Euro-American masters. This in turn made it easier for USA and
European interests to establish themselves unimpeded by local opposition. (It
was the British flag that became incorporated into the islands flag, as it is to this
day.)
During the century of the 1800’s, USA-based interests supported “political
revolution”, and supplanted the mainly British-oriented islander hierarchy.
These events simply accelerated a process that was well underway upon the
arrival of various “Polynesian” interests two thousand years ago.
Today the islands are decimated, the land, water, and coastal ocean zones
polluted and the speculative greed of corporate and private “land barons” and
their agents in government continue the process of wringing every particle of
energy from the Earth and its resident human population. “Trafficking” in human
slave labor persisted until a few years ago and multi-billion dollar industrial and
tourism interests control the political economic situation. And of course there is
an assortment of military installations.
Tourists who visit for a week or two, do not see this. They arrive jet-lagged and a
little disoriented, anticipating the illusions of “tropical paradise”. If they visit a
tropical jungle, a waterfall, a volcanic caldera, a warm sandy beach, and see a few
fish and turtles, they are usually satiated. After all, it is for them a contrast to a
stultifying office cubicle life or cold climate from which they seek respite.
In the midst of all this, various levels of privileged elite from all over the world
reside in private enclaves, wrapped in their own version of denial that it will all
soon be ending.
-ASK

Polynesian region ->
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In “His” Image –Creator of All
July 15, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.msg6066.html#msg6066

Human language, even that of the most eloquent and creative, cannot
provide the words for this, since words are only symbols. The “Catch-22” is
that if one does not know of That which these symbols represent, the inherent
limitations of human language becomes infinitely more limiting. What
appears below I have written about many times over the years. Today it
seems very important to briefly recapitulate some of this. -ASK
For those beings who derive their essence from Creator of All, it can be said that
their greater being (“soul” or whatever else) is a microcosm based upon the
essence and patterning of Creator of All. This is your True Self as an
individuation of the Divine.
Imagine an ever changing fluid network of light, of sentient energies, set upon the
exploration of its own vast “body” (which we may refer to as “The All”) –and set
upon the exploration of That Which Lies Beyond Itself. Imagine beyond the
vastness of The All, a great Void in which The All is seemingly suspended.
In a very limited sense the religious expression “we are made in his image”
contains a tiny kernel of truth. However, this is not about “humans”. The “human
form” as it is known on Earth is an aberration that is the result of Dark forces
manifesting into 3d their own version of a Template from the Divine Intent, to
serve their own deranged agenda.
Many who are consciously on a “spiritual path” and who make this their priority
through their human presence (both aspirants as well those who reached the
“threshold”) are here as emanations of their own greater being which in turn are
emanations, directly or indirectly, of Creator of All.
This is how so many who are more spiritually aware have managed to maintain
their human presence here through “thick and thin”, happiness and sorrows, etc.
Regardless, I wish to say that there is only one source of spiritual joy, and that
derives from our innate connection to that Spark of Creator we carry. This is felt
or known through our consciousness that is most directly connected to the
“Spark of What Is True and Real”. This is why “True Joy” and “True Love” are
not to be found in the human Earthly realm at this time, rather only whispers and
adumbrations of it.
Something approximating “spiritual ecstasy” can be found and experienced
directly through what lies beyond the “mind of the cells”. It is found in the
“spaces between the atoms” that is close to the Divine template and “Original
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Intention”, regardless of any corruptions of “nature” by the Dark. However, the
“Ecstasy of the Divine”, spiritual “Truth and Beauty” and Divine “Love” can be
more readily found through ones higher levels of being. One could say that it is
our very own “god particles” and ones highest level of differentiation from the
Divine.
These “god particles” are distributed throughout the totality of our being and
provide a close resonance with Creator of All and the “thought-feelings” of the
Higher Oneness that permeates The All.
There is a pseudo or quasi-ecstatic joy that comes from the stimulation of our
subtle body light fields. But this is not the True Joy I speak of and this quasi
version has been used throughout the ages by dark gurus, Dark “light beings”, etc.
to trick people into believing they have reached “god”, etc. Thus humans have
pursued the 3d externalization of spiritual powers over the ages, a pursuit that
generally amplifies and stimulates that which lies at the core of the Fallen Realm.
This is one of a number of factors why there has not been a full descent of the
supramental or divine into the human form at this time. It is partly why Mirra
and Aurobindo called a halt to their experiments with this process that
demonstrably led to externalization of higher spiritual powers with a number of
their more advanced group.
To those who are “spiritual aspirants” or who have reached the “spiritualized”
threshold, remember that you are not a human being, you are a spiritual being,
one intended by the Divine for exploration and learning and spiritual growth –
perhaps even to evolve into new creator beings. Seek Higher Oneness in your own
higher levels of being, first and foremost. For most this leads more fully into the
cosmic levels of Higher Oneness.
That is how you best “serve”.
Here and now in these “end times” many here who have “been around the block”
in the realm of Earthly 3d had also accepted an additional mission: to learn and
assess the situation here and, when ready, to offer up recommendations and
decisions to help “correct” the problems arising from the “anti-creation” force
that the aberration of the “Dark” came to be. To the best of my knowing there are
relatively few left now on Earth and of those, many are in preparatory mode for
their departure from 3d human form.
For those who are spiritually awake, choices based upon True free will, your
Spiritual Will, are available. You are no longer to be constrained by the perverse
parameters of pretending to be a human-identified-human.
You are free.
-Alex
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Apocatastasis - Transformation of Matter,
Biology, & Consciousness
July 5, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg6055.html#msg6055

We are living in the period of the end of all that has been. Human history, current
human affairs, etc. are no longer of any consequence. Of course, in the
ultimate scheme of things” they never really ever were of consequence.
What matters always is what has been learned and experienced by spiritual
intelligences to contribute to their own spiritual growth and that of Creator of All.
That is all that only matters, most of all now. Months and years now are all
barely a blink of an eye. For those who are letting go of their “moorings”, you
already know this.
Where “confusion” or uncertainty lies is with the vast numbers of human selfs
who are only partially “awake” to their own true nature as spiritual beings. “You”
have never been a “human”. “Human” is an animal vehicle of a very special
design but not the only such vehicle in existence.
Your immediate “home” or “family” has been spread out in a far ranging manner,
learning, experiencing, evolving –and sometimes de-evolving or stagnating.
Sometimes it seems “they” (or the greater part of you) has been too far spread out
and has lost touch with parts of itself. Let us not despair over this, it is what it is.
The best we can do is to understand how this came to be.
The spiritual “you” as a human self is getting the attention of greater “you”. The
greater “you” is getting the attention (and help) from higher realms.
But let us not rest with this, rather this should be a source of persistence to push
forward as the “hand of rescue” is in coming into sight.
To grasp the totality of what you are as a greater spiritual being can be
disturbingly overwhelming to the limited “central processor” of the human egopersonality. It is easier to avoid this for most. To “get it” usually requires
“downloads” and “uplinks” to your own or other higher levels of being. Due to
extenuating circumstances, there has been much “interference” with good twoway communications.
Greater “you” is getting the message from its originating self –its ultimate
differentiation from Creator of All –to pay attention and “pull itself together”.
This includes its various subsidiary aspects –and that means human “you”.
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In a matter of months, many will be consciously leaving for their “true home” in
the fields of space and pure beingness and loving rapture of their own greater
being where Truth and Beauty and Love is lived with every pulsation of currents
of Divine being. The openings are made and are increasing. What remains for
those who remain uncertain are fear-beliefs. For some there are fears concerning
“safe passage” when leaving this realm. And for some, as long as their is
something “to-do” as a human, there is a certain “easiness” in postponing that
final and clear command intention to leave your human vessel. But even this is a
fear-belief, one of fear of a type of freedom that is barely imaginable at the human
level. I will try to address these more in the near future.
Along the way, one may take pause to review further what it is they bring as their
gift to their greater family as their true family prepares their “welcome home”
celebration. All of you, of us, are all being called “home” –as above, so below.
Creator of All is calling in All of Itself.
Eventually, the “mind of the cells” as that which is connected to the Original
Intent to the human form and those “spaces between the atoms” will be able to
connect and communicate with Original Source. There will be no more
interference from some recalcitrant, obstinate layer of inconsciency. This may
occur from a type of tunneling in from below –from those levels that the Dark
was not able to corrupt –and from above, as the supramental Divine beings reach
“down”.
It may even occur in the final times of this fallen reality. If you are part of this,
you probably know this already and know that it is not something to be reporting
on.
From this we see a new creation emerging. The Dark error will be no more and
neither will be its corrupting influences.
It is Apocatastasis –the remaking of this creation, and perhaps a bridge with the
new creation.
-Alex
P.S.
The remaking of Creation in our context is not a “mere” reset, or restoration,
rather it is an evolutionary elevation that takes into account the error of the Dark
and what has been learned from all this.
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If it is of any help...

A little of what I know
July 15, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.msg6069.html#msg6069

“The question” for spiritually conscious selfs is fundamentally the same as it is
for any spiritual being with a human presence. The main difference is that those
who are spiritual aspirants and those who have reached the “spiritualized”
threshold is that they are conscious of their intentions, spiritually deliberate in
their actions and their very raison d'être.
So one can be conscious –as a spiritual being –of what one is about, at the very
least as it pertains to human 3d existence. This provides a high and wide
vantage point, without which one is limited to looking out from a perspective
limited by human concerns of a human-centric point of view.
So the question to those who primarily choose to identify with the threshold of
spiritual awakening has to do with reviewing the whys and wherefores of your
being here –and to assess the many facets of this environment.
Is “3d physicality” of Earth organized and operated according to principles of
conflict duality, predation and parasitism –or not? Is the human physical
vehicle organized and operated that way –or not? At what point do you “get it”
and at what point are you complete enough in experiencing all this through
your human presence? At what point are you done acting and thinking as if
you are only a human self, originating through bio-matter and subject to the
entropic decay?
Once one looks beyond superficialities, there is the requirement to examine the
underlying operating rules, the operating system itself, and beyond that, the
intention of those who created the extant operating system.
-/The 3d Earth environment is becoming increasingly unviable for “normal”
human bio-functioning. Likewise, human-earth society is becoming increasingly
unviable for “normal” human functioning.
There is no substantive “positive” or enlightened global change to be forthcoming
from this version of Earthly-human 3d. There is no transformation of 3d Earth or
present day humans that will create a “golden age” on Earth.
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Someday this physical planet will be transformed through Divine agencies
because a new type of “creation garden” is what is intended at most levels. This
however has no bearing upon present day “normal” human existence.
Every human self has the opportunity of choice –most do not have access to true
free-will however as that requires one to be spiritually awake. The vast majority
will “choose by default” and let whatever occurs carry them along. Those human
selfs who have reached that “threshold of awareness” and know themselves as a
spiritual being –an aspect of an even “larger” spiritual being –are facing choices
that only they can make for themselves and with their own greater being.
More and more of “3d” is being vacated for “4d” –and beyond. The consciousness
of your human self is like a spring that is stretching to the next step up –part is on
one level, part is on another and there is a kinetic energy that requires resolution
to transfer to the higher level or to drop back to the lower level. And for some,
their “spring” can be impelled to skip over levels.
As it is like so many abandoned houses today, we see more and more “empty”
“human vessels” in 3d, some of which have “squatters” from the dark side in
temporary residence. And so there will be more and more “senseless” personal
and collective outbursts, and whatever else may manifest from the end of a global
civilization that is collapsing in upon itself.
Soon enough, those remaining of the Light will be those ministering to those who
are most suffering as they perform a monitoring role from their 3d level until it is
their time to leave as well.
The resolution to the distorted beliefs and notions emanating from “human
society” is transferring to 4d where suitable containment boundaries are already
established, like multiple screening filters. The lower ranges will be where much
unresolved “stuff” can be processed and let go of, a requirement to moving into
upper levels of 4d. Other than personal “stuff” there are those trying all sorts of
well intentioned plans an schemes mostly all based upon the falsehoods and
illusions of their 3d lives. I pay no more attention to those than I do their
counterparts in the 3d level.
Those human selfs in upper levels of 4d are learning what is needed to move on
as more evolved spiritual beings into higher levels.
The “press pot” effect will become more and more extreme –as more of 3d is
vacated by spiritually-aspiring human selfs and by those who have been squeezed
out due to personal catastrophic crisis.
This is a time for spiritual aspiring and spiritualized human selfs to prepare for a
conscious and graceful “expansion-evacuation”. Once in the ascensiontransformation mode much more becomes evident than is possible from ones
former state and humanly-unimaginable possibilities become imagineable.
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I have described the guidelines for this extensively in many prior writings. Today,
I attach the terms “expansion” + “evacuation” to signify that while still embodied,
this is a time to be expanding into higher states of awareness which are most
readily accessible –and keep on expanding vertically and horizontally. This is
done with and through you greater level of being. Too many human selfs are so
burdened with false notions of “self” and fixated with “separation” that they
persist this way even when intending their own spiritual expansion. Thus too
often spiritual aspirants work from a self-centered and separation-limited point
of view of a “human-identified-human” rather than that of a spiritual being, first
and foremost.
Reaching the threshold of spiritual awakening usually cannot be done if one is
continually thinking like a human, from a human-centric point of view about
human affairs. It requires one to think and perceive like a spiritual being that also
happens to have a human vessel in 3d through which to interact and learn.
There is nothing to protest for or against, no headlines to pore over, no political
or economic affairs to worry over. Every particle of your energy that you let slip
into the chaotic milieu of human affairs is energy that you need for your own
transformational process. You choose.
Those vast beings I have mentioned before whose “bodies” have enveloped the
Dark-dominated zone will begin to alter the available space or “atmosphere” at a
cosmic level. This is part of the process of deleting the Dark error entirely.
The Spark of the true Light that remains with those caught in the lower levels of
the correction filtering will be recalled into Source.
Those moving through the upper levels of the corrections/filtering process will
find themselves encountering more and more of their “true family” –that of their
own greater being.
For so many who are nearly so or already spiritualized (in contrast to those who
imagine themselves to be “spiritually correct” in a superficial manner) there are a
few to several months of Earth-time in which to truly do their completions, drop
all notions of thinking like a human self about human concerns from a human
point of view and switch to becoming their spiritual true self and thus only
thinking and perceiving as a spiritual being.
As of this writing, relatively few human Earth-years remain during which time
human civilization and human society will continue to degenerate in every
respect as it collapses upon itself. Actual timing is influenced largely through the
parameters of “feedback” processes from 3d and 4d and beyond which I have
touched on previously. (Link:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1401.msg6027.html#msg6027 )
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There are various beings whose “job” it is to facilitate the “cleaning out of theatre”
when the “movie” is done and others who will be preparing a new set and setting
for a new type of spiritual being to visit and learn from.
Take an active role in your process and be the spiritual being that you are. Do not
passively wait it all out, just to see “how it all turns out. That is the role of those
who know now with certainty that they are to observe things here for as long as
they can.
Expand into your greater self.
Help your all of your Self to prepare your “evacuation” to true “home”.
Engage and partner with your lower self by having a high attractor. Demonstrate
to all of your self that you are truly complete enough with your human-earthside
“trip”. Take advantage of available energy practices (such as the “crystal body”) to
aid in your reconnection. Welcome the “corrections energy” to dissolve away all
that is not of the Light. Tell your greater level of being you are truly ready.
It is a way to live now.
And it is your choice.
-ASK
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Excerpt from “The Human Question”

A Grand Unification
July 8, 2013 - corrected for typos

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,958.msg6057.html#msg6057

The following is a short excerpt from one of the concluding essays, “The Human
Question”.
It has to do with the process of voluntary/conscious unification of consciousness
that functions in parallel or in-line with the unification of ones main energy
centers and ones subtle and light bodies of your entire spiritual being.
This is mainly for those who are taking their process further with intention of a
conscious and continuous “ascension”.
I choose to focus on this now, as that is what is most important now.
A few years ago we published various articles in “Global Awakening News”
concerning the ascension and transformation process and additional material in
the succeeding A-List “Updates”. There is now a substantial body of teaching
material that has been presented as freely and directly as possible.
While it is important for our own greater understanding and spiritual
development as spiritual beings, it serves no good purpose to dwell on the actual
or perceived inadequacies of the greater level/soul beings which have a human
presence, nor does it serve any good purpose to blame Prime Creator for a
“defective product”.
Many higher level beings have become excessively dissipated or fragmented.
Some may find this too terrible to be aware of, but it is far better to be aware of
these problems and perhaps even play some role in helping to correct them even
while you are still embodied in human 3d.
So many greater level beings/soul beings are learning that they must “clean up”
after themselves, “pull all of themselves together” or to consciously
dissolve/reabsorb damaged or lost fragments or aspects themselves.
This would be an “as below” version which corresponds to Creator of All calling in
all of Itself.
Some suffered damage due to attacks by the Dark, as have so many that have had
a human presence here.
The same goes for one’s human self in the conscious ascension process of a
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spiritualized human self. What micro-fragments of yourself will you hold on to
(or will have a hold on you) and thus interfere with your own conscious ascension
process? This would be an “as below” version corresponding to a similar process
of your soul being/greater level being that you are connected to. And it serves no
useful purpose to blame one’s human self either.
I have explained most of this before and to dwell on this further only causes
unnecessary distress and unfounded “shame” or “blame” issues for partially
awakened/spiritualized humans who are not ready to understand this.
One of the concluding essays, “Problems of Dissipation” discusses this overall.
This “unification” process may be occurring for more and more of those human
level selfs who are closest to being ready. It has an energetic correspondence with
merging or over-lapping of the main energy centers that make up each of the
main aspects of your greater level being as well. (See articles on the “Crystal
Body” exercises for examples.) Some may merge these centers, some energy
centers may remain differentiated. It really is unique to each.
With these energetic changes, there is less emphasis on “form” (humanoid or
other) and more emphasis on energy flow and direction with a strong integrity to
one’s dynamic structures –all of which are needed to support a more evolved and
unified field of consciousness and of being.
Previously I have discussed the importance of a “high attractor”, as well as
attending to one’s “completions” and detaching of one’s human level from this
realm. This leads to a greater energetic capacity between your middle self and
lower self (that which has been closest to the base human level). The result can be
like two traveling companions that have more capacity together than they do as
two separate entities.
This principle or dynamic also applies to the human self in its re-merging into its
own higher level of being or vice versa. Eventually this is a mutual process.
To do this requires the human “self” to know that is not human, and know it is a
spiritual being. (Of course, Peirre Teilhard de Chardin is famously quoted on this
–but that was only a fragment of the whole.)
This no mere koan, it represents a very important step, one that I have addressed
before. Are you human …or are you a spiritual being who has been having human
experiences? This bears directly upon the most important of nay beliefs you may
have at your human level –beliefs that influence your ascension and reintegration with your own greater level being. This is one of the considerations
behind the extensive stratifications that have been developed for the ongoing
ascension process at the “next levels up”. Those who are still focused upon
mundane human concerns –personal or collective –will find that that is what
remains for them in their ascension process from 3d into higher levels. Those
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who are still “fighting the good fight” need to know that “the war is over”. Period.
Let it go. (At whatever level you may be so engaged.)
As long as you are a human-identified human there will be a tendency to think or
act passively, waiting for help to arrive, demanding an end to that which is unright, waiting to see how things go, “hoping” for this or that, wondering what side
is the “right one” to “support”, etc. Please stop.
Once your human self surrenders itself up to its higher level of being, there comes
a final stage of detaching from ones physical moorings.
Concerns and fears dissolve away at that point and one’s thoughts are effused
with a mutual love and affection between ones greater being and that aspect that
has been human “you” in this lifetime.
There is no “how to” step-by-step manual for this. For each it is unique. However,
over the years, we have provided much by way of background and guidance as
well as explanations of the working principles which are most in common with
the whole process.
As your process progresses, ones thinks less and less as a human from a human
point of view about human concerns –and more and more as a spiritual being
that identifies with the Higher Oneness and their Divine origins. For a while this
can be a continuous waking/sleeping meditation/contemplation. Whatever ones
higher attractor might be from a spiritualized human level point-of-view,
expansion into your Divine nature as a spiritual being becomes the high attractor
and the high attractor becomes you.
As always, focused intent is essential.
-Alex
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The “Microcosm” of “You”
June 27, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,958.msg6049.html#msg6049

From a letter received:
“… I've continued doing the exercises and having new experiences. It's really
amazing and I feel I'm starting to consider them from another point of view. I
can even “maintain a conversation” between the different aspects. It actually is
more like the aspects talking between them and me being the third one AND the
greater one…”
Yes ! This is one example of how 3d “you” can develop into becoming an
important center of focus and source of coherence for your own greater being. I
have often paraphrased a well known quote: “Are you the One?” …asks your
greater being. Are you the one to help put an end to the further dissipation from
too many repeat visits into this realm? Are you the one to spark the next stage of
the evolution of your own greater being? “So… whatcha got?” …asks your own
collective greater being.
There is a simple diagram (see page 34 of PDF link below) that illustrates
expanding “vertically” AND the start of “seeing” or “knowing” “horizontally” as
well.
Bridging/crossing many levels of the totality of your being (vertical) and
extending outwards “horizontally” across multiple vibrational ranges.
Thus or whatever “x-d”/dimensional range can extend beyond any “fallen” or
dark side controlled/influenced zone. It is one way to experience the higher
Oneness of The All, etc. and to connect to ones own “god essence” that is your
human self can experience through your own higher levels of being.
Also, the “vertical connection” extends the way to your highest point of
differentiation from prime Creation/Creator or the next closest derivative Creator
Being. Thus directly or indirectly this carries the spark of Creator of All.
See page 34 -

http://www.newearthsummit.org/pfcn/Bulletins/Update-Feb-Mar-2011-Complete.pdf
or at http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Update-Feb-Mar-2011-Complete.pdf

“Pull yourself together”, help your greater being pull itself together! This is one
way to take an active role in the ascension process of the totality of your own
being.
-Alex
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Next Levels Up Where Illusions and Delusions of 3d are Played Out

“A Kodak Moment” – and a short update
June 28, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.msg6050.html#msg6050

Two days ago I was “visiting” various stratifications across the range of “4d”
space. What was a relatively a clear zone a year ago, ready for “ascendees” to
expand into with relative safety, is now being flooded by “refugees” from a major
disaster zone –that being 3d space –and with them, much of the corruptions and
distortions of consciousness and energy they carry like a disease.
Much of this has been anticipated and stratifications emplaced –part of a refined
continuation of the “corrections energies” “press pot” filtering/separating process
that we have described focused around the vibrational spaces of “3d” and
environs.
-/Today there was something of “small group tour” to examine and illustrate the
practical essence of the dangerous disintegration of what nominally passes as “3d
reality”. They refused to see and process the obvious rot and decay in front of
them. At first I thought they only had “3d eyes” that had been so ingrained to see
only the surface of things that they could not see what was so plainly structures
in severe stages of decay and disintegration. In other words, they could not even
recognize what perhaps some decades ago they might have noticed.
But it was more than that.
It was as if they had a virtual reality screen in front of their eyes that masked the
reality and colored everything with a blandly pleasing countenance. They
steadfastly refused to acknowledge what could have been so obvious. They had
“eyes to see, but could not see”, to paraphrase a popular biblical expression.
It is no “coincidence” that this may evoke scenes from the “Matrix” and other
similar science-fiction stories –for are very profound truths that are presented by
that well-known movie trilogy.
-/The “press pot” process has a lower filter that is moving upwards from states
below 3d. This creates something of an “all boats raised” effect, while the upper
higher realm filtering inexorably continues to press downward as well.
So the pressure increases for those who are more spiritualized to keep moving on
to more refined levels or be caught up in the what could be regarded as only
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partially cleared muck and mire from 3d and below. It is thus that I would
describe the growing entropic decay of 3d conditions on “ordinary 3d Earth”.
The degree of discomfort and perception of suffering is mostly dependent upon
the vibrational state of ones point of view.
Moreover this is now affecting non-spiritualized humans as well. More and more
are being filtered and forced into a slightly altered state of being. What is caught
between the “corrections energies” converging filters is expelling much of the
dark as well as concentrating more of what cannot be expelled or dissolved away.
More and more human are “acting out”, “seeing things”, and whatever else may
contribute to aberrant mental states and outward actions.
-/Early on, a newly cleared space in 4d was available for those who were stretching
themselves outwards and upwards as they practiced expanding into higher states
and learning how to transfer more of their self into the next levels up while still
embodied in 3d.
Many of this group did not rest in the delusionary illusions of lower 4d that
originate in “3d” and now constitute one of the bifurcations into higher levels of
being, while still embodied in 3d.
The upper reaches of 4d are now relatively clear and safe zones for the further
expansion of those who are on spiritual evolutionary trajectory of “ascension”
and recombining with their own greater being.
Middle range zones that have not been affected yet by the new pressures of the
upwards movement of the “lower press pot filter” of the corrections energies are
where more of the illusions and delusions are collecting.
-/In one zone I was touring, there were modest sized houses widely spread out
across some idyllic hillsides of trees and fields and flowers. Most of the houses
were stuffed with recreational “toys” of the materially-oriented human Earth
cultures. Boats, ATV’s, ski’s, etc. The “suburban ideal” of those who were granted
a few weeks or so vacation time from the employment-control system.
I asked what this one place was and I was told “it is where the Kodak people
went”.
(A little background: Eastman Kodak used to be the single largest employer in
all of the Rochester NY area and was noted for its “cradle to grave” paternalism
towards “its people”. It was “understood” that one never criticized or
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complained about “The Company” and thus one could help perpetuate a life of
relative ease. In other words, they “owned” you. Like all major industries, they
were one of the major polluters of the air, water, and land. Today, Kodak is in
legal bankruptcy. At its peak of operations, “the Kodak worker” had relatively
better pay, healthcare, benefits, bonuses, and other benefits to help secure their
loyal silence. This enabled many employees, including hourly paid workers, to
have “recreational toys”, hunting or lake cottages, etc. This of course
contributed to the destruction of the Finger Lakes ecosystem as well as Lake
Ontario, etc. Today the term “Kodak Moment” would be synonymous with
humans crystallizing their human memories of their 3d existence and all of the
deluded illusions that goes along with it.)
So I had a “4d” “Kodak Moment” included in this most recent tour.
-/Vibrational point-of-view (POV) is more and more important, now more than
ever. This POV is vibrational state-dependent, and so it is not some fanciful
“opinion”. So those who might imagine a “Kodak heaven” or one of endless play
and leisure need to be very careful about their human-level beliefs and what they
wish for. The same goes for the corrupt new age “love and light” crowd that would
have a “new age heaven” of endless festivals, light shows, and multi-level
marketing plans for the latest in “transformational gimmicks”, and whatever is
imagined.
So, what is your true high attractor? And be careful what you wish for.
Soon enough the corrections energies pressures will raise up more of the
corruptions of Earthly 3d into the lower 4d region where they will be easier to
process further. This may well be perceived by those “Kodak people” as the end of
their illusionary world and many will face the spiritual pressure of evolving
further or become caught up in the filtering/clearing process.
At 3d this is what is being experienced in more severe ways and the level of
“material severity” will only intensify in this next stage we have just entered.
I will have more to say on some this shortly. But I thought these interesting
examples to share now since they represent much more.
-ASK
Postscript
I should emphasize that this “blinded denial” of those individuals was at a 4dlevel of consciousness. To me, this further reinforces the persistence of damaged
human consciousness into the next level/s up, and thus the importance of
additional filtering and separation as part of the overall ascension and creational
transformation process.
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Having a “3d” Experience

Dolphins, Humans, and Spiritual Beings
June 12, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1425.msg6041.html#msg6041

Where we moved to “at the end of the world” is a microcosm of the entire human
and physical world –today and its past as well. It is all here. Here, everywhere
you look, there is that terribleness of the deliberate and selfish and ignorant ways
that “paradise” is degraded by humans in so many ways –by local and distant
forces alike, today, yesterday, and many centuries ago when an aggressive and
warfare-based people invaded the islands. And it is no random coincidence that
another aggressive and warfare-based society (USA) seized the islands in a more
recent century.
Being near certain favorable locations at the ocean, it is possible to be in the
water nearly every day any day except when winds and waves are too hazardous
or roughly unpleasant to cope with.
So I find some respite in the ocean. Plus it helps me to maintain my physical
vehicle.
Like walking a familiar set of trails in the woods or hills through all seasons, I
have become closely acquainted with the undersea terrain and its visitors and its
regular denizens as well as surface and submarine “weather”.
Where I go almost daily, there is a local population of about two dozen large sea
turtles and periodic visits by anywhere from twenty to nearly a hundred dolphins.
During the recent two weeks, conditions have enticed anywhere from twenty to
nearly sixty dolphins to visit here everyday for some hours. Some rest, some
doodle around with each other. Each
pod is its own extended family and
together all the pods are an extended
version.
The turtles have their version of
community and it operates in its own
way in a type of slow motion.
Fortunately I have been able to watch
and observe and occasionally be a
welcomed presence by a few of these
creatures who are now familiar with my
visits over a few miles of their local
habitat. Turtles usually forage for algae and eat some coral and shellfish, but
usually it is algae that they like the most. They are quiet foragers, threatened
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mainly by sharks and humans. Not only do humans hunt turtles for food, but also
for their shells. More so, pollution from human civilization has infected turtle and
other reef life with many lethal diseases and pathogens.
But that is a whole other story, so back to the dolphins and what they represent.
This week, there were fifty to sixty as three pods converged. I got to spend time
with one of the pods and then the whole group. After about an hour with them, I
found myself in the middle of
them underwater as well at the
surface. It is also something of
an altered state one gets into.
So they and I were quite fine
with all of this and we would
surface together, breathe and
submerge together, and on it
went. I got to see their young
ones up close and they allowed
me a close proximity, less than
an arm or flipper apart at times.
This is simply a little background to the physical setting.
-/The main thing about all of this is that I continue my work on the finer and finer
details of the “human question”, and the closely related problem of spiritual
beings requiring or desiring to have an embodied human self in order to
experience (and presumably learn about) density and individuation. Here in this
fallen realm, there is the additional “double challenge” of separation from
Oneness in an environment dominated by conflict, predation, and parasitism.
This of course leads back into the problem of the potential and future of humans
as they are presently constituted on Earth –more so, the potential for spiritual
expansion and awakening of the human self while embodied. And this leads right
back to the higher level/soul being that is so very much involved in the formation
of a human self.
As above, so below. So below, as above. This latter “side of the coin is very much
a reflection of the state of affairs of the overall mix and milieu of our own larger
being and vice versa. The involvement of the Dark and the influence of its
conflictual-duality operating paradigm complicates things.
However, learning about 3d for a greater spiritual being does not require it to
have a human presence on Earth. Furthermore, there are other ways to have a 3d
earthly experience and there are other ways of learning about 3d density than to
be allowed to operate a human self. And beyond that, there are other ways to
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have a 3d experience on Earth and elsewhere and thereby engage in expansive
spiritual learning.
As in the case of dolphins, they present nearly all there is to learn from “3d”
without the enthrallment of the illusions and delusions of human civilization.
…Individuation, group mind oneness, cooperation, trust, caring, service, joy of
being, having young ones, and a wide range of sensory experiences far beyond
human capabilities. …And on the darker side, dolphins experience life as midlevel predator-foragers as well as being top-level food chain prey to sharks.
Additionally there are the dangers and risks from injury and disease, and
psychological dysfunction from a polluted and stressed living environment. And
yes, in certain situations of extreme stress, some have even violently attacked on
another.
…And all this and without having to violently tear up the planetary body in a form
of twisted mimicry of the dark creator gods. Of course humans tell themselves
that is the nature of “evolving civilization” to expend lifetimes “making stuff”,
accumulating wealth and prestige, and replicating more humans to assure a
continuity of an insanely depraved existence.
In short, dolphins and other highly developed creatures offer a simplified way of
being that still offers valuable learning.
But too many of the higher level/soul beings became addicted to the human
matrix world. And what has been learned at the upper levels from this endless
arcade of pains and pleasures?
So many channelers, and over so many decades rare few have channeled true
gnosis from ones higher levels of self through ones human level of being. Now
why is this? It could be because the majority of these higher level beings have
been too dissipated and unable to assemble advanced spiritual learning? It also
could be that too many became addicted to the “virtual reality game” of human
existence with its myriad roles to play and endless emotional and sensory stimuli.
-/The extreme nature of human earthly reality is so distorted and perverse that it
nearly guarantees a very small “graduating class” for any given time interval.
So it is the “press pot” –filtering out what can be, helping more to surrender up
the illusions of human existence in favor of their spiritual true self. What does not
readily filter out or become facilitated through the “correction energies” will be
under greater pressure. At the most extreme will be the end of bodily existence
through any number of catastrophes –man made and of planetary-space origin.
Thus the higher level beings that we are connected to will also be freed from
whatever it is that holds them here, endlessly cycling around.
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And the foregoing leads into why the present course of events are in play.
The “short version” is that it is essential to rescue, extract, separate out, etc. as
much as the true Light as possible from this reality while gaining an optimum of
spiritual learning to help our greater beings evolve as they were meant to be.
The short term “flow rate” (timing) of the transformational process depends
largely on the results from the 3d and higher level feedback loops. Too little
results, then more pressure, etc. Until there is nothing left to filter out.
And so the main question remains for all those in the higher realms to keep in the
forefront of their process: at what point will it become spiritually irresponsible to
keep the 3d human earth world running? My best guess at this point only
extends to 2017 to 2019. In the interim, arrangements are being made for those
who most urgently need to depart 3d.
The human controllers are as nervous as ever, but they are also confident they
can contain most of the difficulties in the earthly realm that might upset their
plans for themselves.
This leads to near term scenarios in which geographic control zones become
established and these zones are enacted globally. The powers-that-be have their
own version of “press pot filtering” using advanced technologies to control and
stratify populations. Those deemed “necessary” will have relative safety from mob
violence and depravation. Those deemed “expendable” will be in the larger
outlying zones where broad-area surveillance technologies will be used for
containment. Neither zone is “safe” nor desirable and the only thing that will
bring this to a halt will be large scale planetary changes.
In the interim, there will be an increasingly difficult way of life, greater
uncertainty and stress. This leads to a further degeneration of cognitive abilities,
exacerbated by ubiquitous psycho-pharmaceuticals and EM radiations.
Collectively humans tend to resist rapid forced changes, the same changes
introduced gradually –and with a high degree of social meme saturation –will be
“accepted” and compliance achieved. The small fractions of “malcontents” are
usually easily contained through various well-proven means. When the powersthat-be require large scale changes in a short time, historically proven methods
range from moderate to extreme “manufactured threats”. I will not bother with
examples as most readers surely know the range of these.
-/These concerns are ever-present with me so it is no surprise that I find myself
meditating on this as I go about my ocean activities.
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Dolphins are an example of a physical presence that has a complex social order,
much individuality, very highly developed consciousness at many levels, and yet
does not build permanent structures and rationalize it as “civilization”.
They are a physical presence and
thus have bodies which require
them to eat other animals. And
while they do not hunt large highly
sentient creatures like the big cats,
they still eat fish and other small
critters. Dolphins really only have
only two major threats: sharks and
humans. Humans not only hunt
dolphins as food, humans in some
places consider dolphins a
competitor for fish, and then there is the problem of disease and injury form
various human activities that impact the dolphin ocean environment.
There are a few other types of creatures that walk or swim this planet which are
also endowed with very high intelligence and the capacity for individuality, while
being part of some form that is pat of some social order.
There are those spiritual beings for whom these creatures offer a bio-vehicle for
learning more of the nature of density. They do not need to be involved or
subsumed by human civilization. It is possible to see, hear, smell, feel, and think
through the mind and body awareness of many creatures.
And consider that if it is possible for more psychically and intuitively evolved
human selfs to experience existence through the mind-body of other creatures, it
should also be possible for greater level/soul beings as well. And so it shall be.
-ASK
P.S.
Yes, the turtle is from here and so are the dolphins –and yes, that is my human
form in the background.
-/-
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Growing Your Own Spiritual-Energetic
Capacities
June 17, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1424.msg6044.html#msg6044

Thank you Vanessa for sharing this!
You wrote:
[i]"... we were the only ones that could do this "work" for ourselves..." [/i]
This is a very significant observation you make in your recent letter, as is your
other comment in your posting:
[i]"... Regarding me, I had like a double feeling, because I was the greater being
containing all of the aspects and feeling what they felt and at the same time I
was my 3D human self acting as just a part of that ‘council’. ..."[/i]
Your post is a good opportunity for me to highlight and reinforce previous
comments in various recent essays, posts, etc. concerning the potential and the
responsibility for “spiritualized” humans selfs to play an active role in helping
their own higher level of being to “get its act together”
Creator of All is calling in all its parts (minus the Dark infection). Our higher
level/soul being is being asked to do the same for its domains of being. Our
human level self is a microcosm of all of this (of course!).
Thus, for those who “have their wits about them”, it is essential to take an active
role.
And to do so NOW!
The alternative is to be “riding” a rollercoaster that is sitting atop unstable
ground that will be increasingly disturbed by various energetic and 3d physical
waves of disturbances.
This is NOT a change in my larger assessment that humans are NOT the source of
the evil of Dark. Likewise, this is NOT a change in my larger assessment that the
fallen realm of conflict-duality that has been the domain of the Dark forces is
NOT a deliberate “school of hard knocks” set up Creator of All in some moment of
“creational perversity”.
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What I am saying is that spiritualized human selfs need to take an active role,
more now than ever before, and cease playing a passive role as “victims” of
cosmic errors.
The focus of the “corrections energies” and the development of a “new earth” and
all the rest are (for our purposes here) centered upon the clearing, upgrading, and
resurrecting of the totality of our own greater being. And that includes human
self “you”.
The more active a dynamic you can establish, the more effective and expeditious
will be your ascension to a higher state of being and awareness.
This cannot be done however if human “you” is continually wandering the
shopping malls of fear of death and destruction, illusions and delusions of human
materiality, and “pretend spirituality”.
You CAN help your own higher self. And in doing so, your higher self can help
human self YOU.
This where human “you” has genuine choices to make.
Tempus fugit.
-Alex
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Ascension Breakthroughs
June 16, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.msg6042.html#msg6042

At present there are rare few sources of any genuine information concerning
ascension and the process that is underway with direct reportage and
explanation of the “whys and wherefores” of the actual situation. This has been
part of our purpose in publishing Global Awakening News and the Updates.
I have tried to explain this before: there is one primary reality –ancient and
modern seers have termed this “The Real”. What there has been in the “past” of
multiple timelines, etc. has been mostly collapsed into a singular reality operating
in a common time line. The main distinctions in reality now are of a vibrational
nature. The rest is merely a matter of tolerance for the non-uniform conditions
each may be residing under within 3d human earth “reality”.
This is to distinguish “the Real” from the illusions and projected delusions of
damaged minds (maia, maya, miasm, all similar terms). Interesting that the
“Mayans” who are so associated with the “2012 meme” and “end times” have a
linguistically identical moniker (!) to these words representing projected illusion.
It is expected that as the “press pot” processes continues, more humans selfs will
choose or surrender to their potential as spiritual beings. There will be little left
for them otherwise.
The simple sketches below suggests various ranges of “states of being” for 3d, 4d,
5d, etc. and indicates the stratifications I have referred to, especially within 4d.
At the top is a representation for the Totality of the Absolute. The center symbol
represents the center of an ascended being. The graphic really has no relationship
to any position on this graph, but it seemed helpful when I drew this that I put it
“up there” above it all. It is a simplified version of what I experienced some years
ago.
These “stratifications” are the main reason some intuitives and channellers may
claim there are “multiple timelines” and “multiple earths”.
To a consciousness in “4.4D”, “4.9D” may appear to be a different earth-like if
“new earth” world –and vice versa, etc.
The stratifications I refer to are mainly part of the latter stages of the “corrections
and filtering” process of Creator of All. These are necessary to provide some space
between levels or layers to further refine containment and filtering to free that of
the true Light from various disturbances to their fields from Dark side influences.
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While there may be very little by way of dark side entities, there is the ongoing
problem of the “ideas”, “memes” and memories that persist from the human 3d
levels.
Waves of Bifurcations
We have discussed this before,
particularly in the context of the
“garbage in, garbage out”
problem of our higher levels of
being. To summarize this, it is
that if the preponderance of
what our higher levels have
known of 3d density, conflict
duality, and more, is based upon
human 3d “experiential
learning”, then there is a
confused and distorted
understanding residing within
many of the soul beings and
other greater beings with human
presences.
Each subsequent wave shown in
the first sketch is slightly
elevated indicating more having
made the transition –and
indicating “all boats raised”.
The “press pot” filtering and
“corrections energy” process is
moving from above and there is
a corresponding movement from
below. I can only say that this
growing pressure will not make
for an “easy ride” for the
majority who remain “asleep”
or for those who cannot shake
their attachments to 3d human
existence.

Each set of “waves” represents episodes of human selfs
moving into more expanded states and some eventually
withdrawing from 3d. In each “wave” there are bifurcations
along vibrational tendencies of various levels of spiritual
development and choice.
The waves signify the spiritual development over time of

I have made reference before to
human selfs on earth. In the coming months and years
this scene from the movie
these waves will become more frequent and appear closer
“Contact”: Dr. Arroway is in the
together in time.
interdimensional spherical
transport, strapped in a chair that had been added by well-meaning but ignorant
humans. The chair (representing human 3d social materiality) was never part of
the intended design. Consequently the vibrations inside the sphere became so
violent that, had Arroway not noticed how smoothly her compass was floating in
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front of her she might not have survived the trip. However, she did become aware
and deliberately let go of her (literal) “attachments” to the chair that held her in
place. Got the picture?
Enlarged view of the first wave
There are those who, by
choice or default, will “ride” the
waves… who will ride the
vibrational waves upwards in
vibration. This may take a few
years to complete, during which
time the lower levels of 3d
planetary environment will be
collapsing, at times
catastrophically, with a
corresponding disintegration of
3d human civilization in every
conceivable way.
At the same time the vibrational
state one is in will tend to
minimize these material effects
upon ones physical vehicle. Like
a moving escalator, one can
make the effort and climb the
stairs, regardless of whether the
escalator is operating smoothly
or lurching.
I have no doubt there will be
some who will take to this and
do what they can from their
newly expanded state of being
–encompassing 3d through
the next levels up –to help as
many as possible to stay
above the “rising waters” of
vibrational changes.

In this enlargement of the slope of the first wave from the
first sketch, each number signifies a “base camp” along a
path of “ascent” from 3d to its upper ranges and above.
The upper base camps appear more distant and less and
less populated. As to the appearance of distant, it is all a
matter of point of view. If you are simply looking along
the plane of 3d, they may well appear more equidistant,
that is until you start to make the stretch to the next level.
Until now the upper “ridge” or barrier has been too
unstable for use. Access tunnel/portal prepared to avoid
this unstable zone and facilitate access to more who are
ready.

During the period of changes
in the lower 3d Earth, many
will be “guided” to new
locations, etc. Again, this is
not an easy thing if you are
still operating through a corporeal biology (human body). And in most cases
these will only be temporary arrangements. It was in anticipation of this, that we
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had made the invitation for a cooperative and congenial community in Montana’s
Bitterroot Valley.
-/Why the necessity for a long term physical continuity of the human species?
While I can think of some “rationales”, none of them satisfactorily answer this
question.
The human species, as a biological physical vehicle for consciousness, can be
corrected, improved, remade, and replicated –as has been done before. And a
new process can be guided by spiritually developed beings operating in accord
with Creator of All and the higher Oneness.
One way this process can be expedited will be to rescue or protect those humans
on Earth who have the most refined biological make up and the most evolved
energetic bodies. I leave it to the reader to imagine the possibilities. But these
“new humans” are not compatible with extant humans of today and are regarded
more as a threat to control or destroy. This may change, however for now, that is
how it is.
-/At the very least there is a need and a desire, for a large number of higher level
beings to have something of a lower level experience. I understand this. But as I
have suggested before there are other ways to go about this and it is best that as a
whole they learn to let go of human earth relationship altogether –and to do so
sooner than later. Of course there are exceptions, but that is not our point here.
Let’s keep our “eye on the ball”.
Creator of All has been calling in all parts of Itself as it prepares for a complete
change in the totality of manifest creation and its own matrix. I have elaborated
on this in previous essays. However, due to the error of the Dark and its
subsequent entanglement with the Light, it is now essential to filter or separate
out that which is of the true Light from that which is of the deranged false
creation. Hence the multiple stages to this process.
As above, so below.
Looking at the micro-holographic aspects of Creator that the greater level/soul
beings were imbued with, one can see that each of these beings –your own true
Self –are being asked to call in all their aspects and become realigned with
Creator of All. In so doing each is freed of the contaminations and distortions of
Dark force influences. Each is required to assemble the totality of their learning
across all dimensions of their being as they “pull themselves together”.
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As above, so below. And so it is that at the human level, the spiritualized human
self is a sub-set or microcosm of this microcosm.
Rather that worrying about all the dross spinning all around you of the moribund
human social matrix, what is most essential now is to make the supreme effort to
“pull yourself together”, go through the filtering/corrections processes, and rejoin
your true Self as an important contributing element to your own True Self cosmic
learning.
Coming out of the human 3d realm, all of “You” has the “benefit” of the most
grueling and extensive learning in all creation.
While it was not planned or intended this way by Creator of All, nevertheless it is
what it is. In many ways the individual and collective learning of each and all
souls/greater level beings that encompassed one or more human Earth lifetimes
represents a culmination of the most extensive learning processes available and
traces up to Creator of All. Thus the more soul beings/greater level beings have
“pulled themselves together” and the more they have developed a coherent
collective learning, the more they have to contribute to Creator of All and the new
creation processes. This is also a part of the evolutionary growth of the
souls/greater level beings on their way to becoming creator beings in their own
right.
-ASK
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Getting Off the “Merry-Go-Round” and
“Surrendering”
June 2, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.msg6035.html#msg6035

Note: this is to follow-up on “Memorandum to Self…”

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.msg5991.html#msg5991

As it has been ongoing for more than twenty years, I continue to be surprised at
what I find surprising. And how it all completes.
Increasingly, this world, this reality is receding. I can still safely make familiar
short car trips, go out into the ocean etc. But it is all receding more than ever at
times. And so is access to this physical vibrational state we term “3d”.
Like viewing a star cluster or planet from far away, the details of the stars, the
planet, all appear as a single whole. If you look close up one can make out details,
zooming in closer, even more detail is apparent. If you could zoom in on a single
point of consciousness that is imbedded in one of these worlds, it is possible to
understand through that mind of a self and at times to see, hear, small, taste, etc.
what that individuated self is experiencing.
At times it is easier to “go out” to the higher planes, but coming back here, refocusing attention to a physically being can be challenging. Just like a slow
motion ongoing series of near death experiences –each time it becomes harder to
return to your bodily 3d existence. The “issues” of the human life you have had
recede rapidly. The human state of being seems more and more non-relevant and
more and more insane from higher more “spiritually complete” perspectives.
You become self-identified with your higher self. You are it. It is you. Now, you
say to yourself, what then is this 3d business really all about?
To run this process in reverse, begin from ones individuated human self on 3d
earth, seemingly experiencing whatever there is. Then zooming out farther until
there is barely a speck and then apparently nothing distinguished from other
specks, until eventually the entire solar system disappears into a galaxy, etc.
Here is a computer animation showing a different perspective than is usually
presented with regard to this planet and this solar system and its movement
through space - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RCUhm63ioCU - around
time mark 1:30 (I suggest turning the volume down) through to time mark 3:30.
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(Note: I am not endorsing any individuals or their views that are linked to this
work or related websites. Only that it is a provocative animation.)
As I watched this, I imagined how close one could be to literally getting off the
“merry-go-round” as it goes on its way. And no worries.
Higher self? Higher Attractor?
What is the problem here? Intention, focused intention is sufficient. If you have a
more detailed inner “image”, fine. However, most do not.
If you do not have such a good sense about your own “higher self”, then try
connecting or at least identifying with your very highest levels of origin as an
individuation of Creator of All.
If you were to succeed at going beyond that (your highest point of origin), then
you go back to Source. And I would not presume one way or another whether or
not you continue on as a higher level individuation within Creator of All, an
individuation that exists with any “independent” volition.
Just mentioning the possibilities here. That’s all.
Pressure from Below?
Yes, as a spiritualized self, you are in a position to apply pressure from below to
your higher levels –for them to pull themselves together, and to bring you along.
Pressure from Above?
I have already addressed the feedback systems in recent postings here. This is
why there is no definitive time frame in human terms. A little more pressure
from the “correction energies” and that which guides these. As transformational
results improves, a little more pressure until it is necessary to back off a little.
Then a little more, etc. Until eventually there is a point of diminishing return and
a new stage of existence can occur. This is what “governs” the near term time
frame.
For our purposes of discussion here, the two main feedback levels are at 3d
consciousness and at the higher level beings with 3d presences. As above, so
below, is then covered.
Perhaps in the “future” there will be some new planetary catastrophe –perhaps
one that can be felt, seen, experienced somehow so that there can be no doubt
whatsoever of some eschatological event. At that point comes what is possible of
one final push of a massive surrendering of the illusions and delusions and
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falsehoods of human existence to the higher levels of being. That will be the only
avenue.
Inner and Outer Completions?
Is there a problem here? Run your own check list if necessary. To each their own.
Really. This is an ever-changing process. Often the more “complete” of a state of
human experience you have reached, suddenly many smaller “isues” suddenly go
away and the process becomes more rapid –a cascade effect. The more developed
ones higher knowing is, the easier it is to move through this stuff. The more you
move through this, the more your higher knowing expands. And another level of
cascade effect occurs.
“Surrendering?”
Perhaps this word needs to be reworked for our use here. For a non-spiritualized
human facing extreme crisis, then this term is more apt.
Concerning the question of “surrendering” to a higher power”, etc.: I wish to
make clear here that I am addressing “spiritualized humans”, first and foremost.
At the risk of engaging in semantics, opening to ones true nature as a spiritual
being could be considered a first step, then there is choice to really do it and
intend it and then attend to that intention. In some ways it is an expression of
trust in ones true origins as a spiritual being and all that may entail.
“Surrendering” has various qualities. One of these is seldom discussed: passive
versus active. There is context to consider: is it to a high attractor (highest
intention) or is the result of energy depletion or exhaustion? Is “surrender” done
in anger or frustration?
Certainly, there is the religious notions of surrendering to “god” –but questions
about the truth of religious texts aside, it is all about ones highest intent. In other
words, you could be a religious oriented person, and yet still have a pure and high
intent when imaging/imagining “god” or “creator”, etc. –regardless of religious
doctrines. However, if one is enthralled/controlled by the religious doctrines,
then ones “highest intent” might wind up to be too inviting to the dark and
demented gods of the religious tracts.
Consider the difference pure highest intent can make.
When one is sufficiently complete with ones existence here, the last cords or
attachment can be let go, like a balloonist expanding the balloon further and
removing the last tethers or ballast.
There is the surrender to ones higher nature as a greater spiritual being.
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Then there is the surrendering up of the illusions, delusions, and all the rest of
the human existence.
Fortunately the initial stage of the process includes an expansion phase for most.
Imagine you are like a growing spiral or spring with the lower portion still
attached in 3d for now and you can expand yourself up various levels and look
over the edge at a new plateau or plane of being. Perhaps there is one remaining
bridge or bit of road work needed, but you can glimpse the features of a new state
of being.
Like the initial process of one hundred aspiring mountain climbers, perhaps only
ten make it to the upper base camp while everyone else settles in temporarily at
the lower level base camps. It seems as though some here have been around the
upper base camp for a year or two or three!
Eventually reports from the leading edge make less and less meaningful sense to
those at base camp one, yet continue to be meaningful to those gathered at the
base camp just below yours.
The initial forays into the next levels up have been to practice expanding and
flowing more of ones energy from 3d to a higher state. It is like any capacity
building. It takes practice. Some are aware of this practicing in their “waking”
state, and others are not. What is important is that the process has worked and
now there are more layers and levels –like rungs on a ladder to assist those who
are just getting the hang of this.
Soon enough those gathered at the upper base camp will know when it time to
embark on the next stage of their movement. Some may stay at the next level and
look around, some may continue on beyond that.
Do not look back or concern yourself with the disputes of various agendas
influencing human thoughts and actions.
Expand beyond that.
-ASK
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Postscript Re:

Concerning post: “We are at the end…?”
June 3, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1422.msg6036.html#msg6036

This is partly in response to JLMH’s recent posting --

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1422.msg6032.html#msg6032

…and partly to emphasize why I do not see any defined “schedule”, not one in
terms of human-3d Earth “time”.
( Also, see previous response,“Caught or Free” --

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1422.msg6034.html#msg6034

and “Getting off the Merry-Go-Round” --

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.msg6035.html#msg6035 )

Indeed, in so many ways, so many here have seemingly left “no stone unturned”
in their search for spiritual Truth and spiritual Home. As JLMH writes, it seems
at this point there appear to be no remaining options. I have excerpted a few key
thoughts from his post:
“…we are at the end, and yet there is no end.
“…I have tried everything to make some change, …yet wake up to the same
thing…
“The same insanity, the same not-knowing, the same day, over and over
and over.
“…So I have reached a point where there is nothing left to try or to not try.
“…So it must be the end and yet I see no end in sight.
I am noticing an “end” coming into view, it is not recognizable (yet) by any
significant portion of humans, and not even by the large portion of spiritualized
humans. However, its “adumbrations” are being felt and otherwise detected and
that is one “positive indicator”.
There is the expansion effect that spiritualized humans have been experiencing
and practicing to some extent –while still “anchored” with a 3d human body. Like
a spring stretching itself higher and higher and eventually transferring more and
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more of its energy to a higher level. At some point whatever tethers it to 3d will
completely loosen.
A departure from the “upper base camp” is in preparation that involves some
portion of those who have been gathered there. It is likely that there will be some
communications back to “camp” from where they will be headed. But it is most
likely that those in the initial base camp only get the news through one or more of
the intermediate base camps.
I am also anticipating that the transition zone in the range of 4d will be
overwhelmed by incoming “evacuees” –catalyzed by various processes which are
at work at any given time.
This could result in an increase in the influence of dark-side beliefs and low level
entities.
The transition zones that we conveniently refer to as the range of “4d” and
portions of “5d” have some built in stratifications to help filter and contain what
is not ready for the next levels up. A new version of the corrections energies and
filters will be in place so that a self-selection process for each being can move
ahead quickly, yet not allow residual dark influences through. Like a refinement
of the mayonnaise separation process. Due to the more fluid nature of these
slightly higher vibratory ranges, the process should flow more easily and readily,
limited primarily by belief systems and “unfinished” issues remaining from 3d or
from ones higher level of being.
The “timing” of all this is primarily influenced by the feedback processes from
“3d” and the levels of our own greater being, as I have mentioned in previous
essays.
Significant factors influencing anticipated movement from “upper base camp”
involve the state of readiness (completions and detachment, etc.) of those with 3d
presences and their greater being) and the readiness of the highways/byways for
what is next. The “connector access routes” are not quite ready. These would lead
to something that I would liken to multiple major interstate gateways.
Soon. The only other thing I continue to be aware of is the ratcheting up of
planetary catastrophes. I am taking this latter bit of insight with the proverbial
grain of salt. As far as I can tell, these are already primed and ready. Initial stages
are underway. The better we can turn our fullest attention away from human
earthly distractions, the more these signs and early vibrations will come into
better clarity. That is my take on all this for now.
-ASK
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Re: “Caught in the middle with the pressure on high"

Comments
May 28, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1422.msg6028.html#msg6028

Thank you John for raising so many important points here. I have commented
briefly on some of them.

JLMH: “I say this because sometimes I can't take the next step until I share the
present step. Why this is so I have no idea.”
ASK: Yes, I too have noticed this over the years. One reason is that it represents a
contribution to the spiritual evolutionary process of our collective and individual
spiritual true being.
JLMH: “Thus a total fear of losing the body/brain and a clinging to all that is
matter, as if more matter means more energy, mind and life.”
ASK: An analogy of the Catch-22 of losing body mass/weight –often there are too
many cells of various type and function that accumulate and all clamor to be
maintained and replicated. This is an example of the “nature” run amok at the
human body level. It is only when higher levels of the personal mind take charge
that this situation can be changed. A successful result leads to fewer of those cells
clamoring for more. Is this catastrophic to ones being? No. It is only catastrophic
at the point of view of those cells which get reabsorbed and digested out of
existence.
At a more serious level, I am discussing the problems of matter, Nature, and
biology within a distorted reality (mis-creation) in one of the concluding essays
“Queen of the Machine”.
JLMH: “So that has to be understood to get to what the next insight is, which is
that we are here, right now, as an aspect of spiritual life, so as to use mind and
energy to impose a new rhythm/vibration on matter. “
It remains a wish, a dream, an intention, and goal of Creator of All. I know of
individuals who have succeeded in bringing a unifying field into their own body,
energy fields and at times extending beyond themselves. However this has never
been sustained for very long given the innate “hostility” of the surrounding
context. This is one reason Mirra and Aurobindo gave for ceasing some of the
earlier experiments at bringing down the supramental consciousness to the 3d
range of existence. Their stated purpose was the transformation of matter and all
that implies and entails.
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I do not see any basis for this occurring through the extant human presence and
the corresponding level of spiritual intelligence that resides through humans.
There is not enough coherency to allow for enough spiritual-energetic capacity
among enough of the higher level/soul beings to act at the human or higher
levels. This is changing, but it looks as though withdrawal from the 3d human
level is required first and foremost.
Once these problems are adequately worked out, then those beings who have
learned what is needed will be able again to interact at 3d density levels again.
This is nothing that can be placed on any contemporary calendar.
The problem is not with the humans as much as it is the overall problem of
certain flaws and error at a cosmic level and locally, how this is expressed or is
dysfunctional at the level of the higher level/soul beings that have a human
presence. I have attempted to address this in recent posts.
JLMH: “Now the difference between the few of us and the main herd, is that we
use mind aligned with spirit/life/consciousness versus the mind aligned with
matter as it presently exists. Actually, I think we are here to evolve mind and
consciousness so that we learn to become negative to spirit (and so accepting of
it and controlled by it) and so positive to matter. That way matter doesn't
control us but we control matter. …Being positive to spirit and negative to
matter, it can't create a new vibration and so craves ever more matter and
form, and even thinks more and more of the same is somehow going to bring
new results.”
ASK: John, would you please explain/expand on this?
JLMH: Yet, here is my insight. I think we are stuck until the larger forces at
work here, … It's basically refusing to take on the new vibration. It wants to
remain just the way it is and has always been.”
ASK: Well, the larger forces are in process. But I do not think “we” (meaning
spiritualized human self) are “stuck” here. There is a role to play and I have
discussed this in various essays, including the most recent posts I have made
here. For those who are truly ready, they can initiate a process for leaving –but
they cannot look back, they must not have hesitation, for that will interrupt the
process and they will need to restart it at some point. Some are done here,
complete in their human self and their spiritual work. And some are remaining
here to keep an eye on things, to monitor, to continue to exchange deeper and
more complete spiritually evolved learning with their greater being. Many have
one or more early warning triggers so that they do not tarry in their process.
JLMH: “So at present it is a kind of cosmic stalemate with humanity being held
hostage caught in a major battle between spirit and matter. And this means
there just isn't much we can do and there just isn't much movement until these
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higher powers finally work all this out. Which can make life for minds that are
aligned with spirit feel frustrated because at this point telling any of this to
humanity would be like talking to the wall over here and so you and I can only
watch all of this from the sidelines.
Anyway, that is what has come through for the moment. All we can do is wait it
out.”
ASK: The battle between the higher Light and the Dark is essentially over here.
To my way of looking at things, the battle has not been between spirit and matter,
per se. Both spirit and matter can be corrupted –and have been in various ways
and spaces.
Earthly 3d and some higher vibrational appearances can be deceptive. Yes, I
know there are still various kinds of nasty entities still buzzing around, but for the
most part if one has attended to their process of detaching, completions, higher
intentions, etc. these things are much less of a problem now than during early
times of endless “fighting” against the dark forces.
I have already said enough here and in recent posts as to what active roles there
are for the spiritualized human self with regard to its Earthly and higher levels of
greater being.
Yes, it is frustrating to be aware and still seemingly “stuck here”.
One of the main risks is depleting or dissipating ones new energies on irrelevant
external concerns. This is related to depletion and dissipation in ones greater
being as well. This is more than feeling physically or mentally tired, etc.
Meanwhile the totality of their being becomes more coherent, complete and
evolved with their active participation. Those who can, may want to arrange their
human situation for it to be as favorable as possible for their own completions
process and embarkation –and to minimize struggling against the unconscious
hostility of other humans and the grating of the social-economic control systems.
This may include some spiritually “conscious indulgences” like staying in a
remote mountain house, swimming in the ocean, one last immersion into artistic
expression, taking private time to be with ones partner, children, grandchildren,
etc.
Yes, over the coming months, for those who are expecting to remain here for a
little while longer, patience is advised.
-Alex
Postscript:
Please see recent posting:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1401.msg6027.html#msg6027
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“Caught” but Really Free
May 30, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1422.msg6034.html#msg6034

This is to add further considerations to the recent posts in this thread of Alby,
Pamelinda, and John-LMH and to my previous posts in this and other threads.
-ASK
I will “predict” now, that before the end of the 2013 calendar year, if nothing has
substantially changed in terms of the higher spiritual dynamics of our greater
selves and human presences, that a great many “spiritualized” humans will be
leaving 3d –perhaps to observe or assist from higher levels up, perhaps to leave
this sector altogether. And perhaps both (yes!). Some will simply quietly
withdraw to their own private “hermitage” and begin their exit process. This is
nothing new, it is how things have been done for millennia here. But now there
are numerically far more in this state of readiness or near-readiness for
embarkation. This would mark the effective withdrawal of 3d presences of the
remaining forces of Light. The implications of this I have touched on in various
recent essays but leave this to each of you to contemplate.
Pamelinda mentions NDEs’ –but first I wish to emphasize that, of those who had
NDE’s, only a small fraction had a “full blown” god-consciousness/”going home”
experience and that of those, only a fraction assembled this in any meaningful or
"correct" way. A fraction of them went on to become new age scoundrels (so what
did they really learn?) and some withdrew quite deliberately. A few used their
“direct gnosis” to help the spiritual development of others. A rarified
atmosphere, to be sure.
So who or what was it that “informed” some fraction of NDE’ers that they “had to
return” –was it their own higher self? Some higher level god-being? A dark force
entity posing as a representative of the Light? All of these situations have
occurred with NDE’ers and few have been able to discern what exactly was the
primary agent of influence. At the outset, sometimes we can only “trust the
process”. But eventually we must know what “the process” or agenda is really all
about. It is our right. But not all really want to know at some level. And thus the
dynamics of “completions” and detachment come into play.
Yes, humans as an intermediary state between the vibrational state of formless
consciousness (spirit) and the vibrational states of form (matter). Both emanate
from “consciousness” that has no form, no object of its being. The question of
course in this realm is the extent to which the insinuation of the Dark has
influenced these three expressions of existence.
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Also I wish to re-emphasize for new readers that the “spiritual learning” is not
about the subjective details of mundane human 3d, rather it is the extent to
which ones grasps the essence and lessons of the problems here and how this
“learning” (gnosis) can be applied in the higher levels of our being moving toward
becoming “participatory creator beings” –as was the original intention in the
formation of ensouled holographic seeds of Creator of All –or of those second-tier
creator beings. In either case the seed-essence is of the same origin –that of the
true Light.
Having had the opportunity to “leave” various times, I am consciously “here” a
while longer and as such, continue to refine and deepen my own understanding
across a wide range of attentions. Thus the perspectives I developed of many
levels existence provide me with a unique range of points-of-view, from the
earthly levels to farther reaches beyond.
So, as long as I can tolerate being here (not always easy), I will not trigger the
impetus to “leave”. And so I will spend a little more time with painting and
contemplation. And appreciate what aesthetic and physical well-being I derive
from my explorations in the ocean a little while longer. The water is a gravitycountering medium which lets you glide over and dip down into intricate
environments under your own power. Yesterday I spotted my first of beautifully
colored nudibranch in what is left of a dying coral reef environment. There
should be more of these amazing creatures; alas their absence is one of many
indicators of the condition of the marine environment. Yet I have no myopic
illusions or delusions about “nature” being some “holier than holy” entity to be
mindlessly worshipped by humans who simply do not know any better.
Yes, frustration with the forces of Light is quite understandable. I have published
what insights I can about these problems to support the larger process, include to
help those spiritualized humans to find some active role for themselves in helping
to further the larger transformational process. I have never intended this material
to be an excuse for apparent failings or weaknesses of that which we have come to
believe is what is True and Real. With true understanding comes strength and
patience.
As our awareness expands to include more and more of the higher levels, a
different way of being in 3d occurs. It is a type of “quasi-ascension” and it helps
provide a measure of additional patience with the process. Initially there may be
memories of the higher realms, and then a more direct sense and awareness of
this begins to flow. If this nascent connection is first used to send a “blast” of
anger or frustration, the fragile channel can close down. Once there is a stronger
connection, it becomes easier to make ones complaints and assessments to
“upper management”. But be careful, for you might discover that you are already
part of the “upper management”!
Are “you” ready for that?
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It can be quite overwhelming to the human self. And this is also an impeding
factor that I have not cared to discuss until now since the emphasis has
necessarily been on “completions” and detachment and separating the particles
of true Light from the Dark.
As to having better linguistic descriptors of Creator of All, The All, and pure nonduality space… it is not going to happen.
Those who have experienced some of this –and remained embodied –have
shared their own versions of this as best as words make possible. That is all that
can be expected. Describing something that defies words is inherently limiting
and its filtering/receiving of through human language-based symbols is even
more limiting. Thus only distortions can be achieved.
I remember a long walk on a beach years ago with someone who had their own
unique experiences of the Vastness, of the Higher Oneness. We talked a little, but
mostly the words served to tune us in to each others own experience of “The All”
or “The Vastness”. This was shortly before the person passed on. Before they left,
they devoted their time to sharing what they could with large groups of people. It
was a type of informal “darshan”. This person invited me to attend one of these
before the day we took our long walk together. What was interesting was the
extent to which so many “spiritual seekers” could not get beyond their
implanted/acquired belief systems and linguistically-limited communication
based upon these belief systems. Nevertheless, “transmission” of the vibration of
“The Vastness” (higher Oneness) took place that day and with some who were
present, it permanently took hold with them.
Yes, we are nearing the end –and there are those here and elsewhere who know
it. I am referring, of course, to the greater existential concerns, not those obvious
things like the collapse of human civilization.
There was a time, many times actually, when I had to consciously decide whether
to wake up in the morning or not. Later these became longer intervals until I
eventually had annual or semi-annual “contract renewal” negotiation with “my”
own “higher up”. Now, there are the little things like what coffee I grind for our
morning coffee, what tasty something might I prepare that includes something
from our little “garden at the end of the world”. I already know there will come a
time when it becomes impossible for me to even take care about these simple
things anymore. But for now, I appreciate that I am doing what I am doing. And I
do not think about time or the days or months ahead. My future is here and I ,my
“future” is beyond “time”.
My awareness and 3d existence is only marginally influence by human-earth
“time” –and that is not because I have “retired” and detached from so much of
“ordinary” human life. It is because of the expansion effects.
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I go through daily “life” always knowing this is not “life”, always knowing that this
is not my true self and that I have the use of this bodily vehicle as long as it is
appropriate. There was a time initially when this was all an “as if” or virtual
experiment. Part of this experiment entailed being conscious of why I was
“doing” whatever I was doing at ay given instance. Later it took hold more and
more until everything changed permanently with possibility of ever reverting to a
lower state.
And yes, for a time, it is possible, even useful, to maintain an ordinary life of
activities, but to continually simplify and minimize this to what is necessary to
your process.
When one is ready, there is a deliberate process of cessation of engaging with
nearly anything remaining of human 3d “life” and a simultaneous intimate
“identification” with ones high attractor –however unique that may be internally
expressed. Sometimes the process is a very simple and natural one, sometimes it
involves substantial conscious modifications to ones primary energy fields, and
usually there needs to be an appropriate environment set-up to facilitate this. As
one is preparing for ones “embarkation”, there is nothing to react to, nothing to
desire, all is in order, and one is complete and done. There is that “great peace”
which some may refer to as Grace which “descends”. It is often of your own
greater being, sometimes that of another. Perhaps both.
-Alex
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Additional Comments on “Next Levels Up
April 4, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5999.html#msg5999

Vibrational states in “4d” are so very close to the human earthly experience and
the human mind, this is one reason it is ideal as an interim transition zone for
“mass evacuations” from 3d. For some it will be a welcome holiday from the
limitations and travails of 3d earthly existence, and they will be get to enjoy some
things they only “dreamed” of doing while in 3d embodiment.
And yet for others, there is no desire to have such a close relationship to 4d
vibrational space. Some may come to visit and even to assist in the process in
some capacity, but for others may be so very much done with human 3d levels
that they have little reason to resemble/reassemble anything of it.
For some, they will tend to accumulate more of the energetic state around 5d,
extending into nearby states, some into other levels, some far beyond any limited
human nomenclatures.
This is why I use the phrase “next levels up” –in the plural –since it will be a
unique thing for each and unique to each based upon their own state of
development and requirements as a spiritual being. …Or more exactly, as a
highly conscious individuation of a greater spiritual being.
And there will those who will be contributing in at the higher levels of Creator of
All, providing important detailed spiritual and experiential knowledge the
greater All That Is.
Again, I wish to remind that none of these states are locked in according to
limited human linear notions of “1-2-3 steps”. These states are highly fluid and
bear largely upon the relative energetic capacities and extent of expansion across
multiple vibrational ranges of existence.
-ASK
This post is appended to

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5993.html#msg5993

“Problems of Correction and Ascension” - February 17, 2012

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.0.html

As well as the initial section to the January-March 2013 Update

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1418.msg5997.html#msg5997

“Notes on Vibrational Levels and Ascension” - Feb-Mar-2100 Update
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Update-Feb-Mar-2011-Complete.pdf
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Earthchanges & The Greater Changes
April 22, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1383.msg6013.html#msg6013

Several relatively diverse sources have been and are now describing similar
projections of forthcoming earthchanges. I wish to summarize these now because
there is a substantial shared resemblance among these descriptions and I do not
think that these are copying from one another and embellishing a similar
storyline.
I am also posting this since a few (not all) of these sources are also placing this in
the context of a solution to the problem of spiritual beings requiring “evacuation”
from an environment they cannot exit, due to various factors inhibiting their own
higher level/soul being to intervene and effect the desired change.
(As an aside, I have touched on this problem in various essays and NES posts,
and most recently in concluding A-List Update. I will be adding to this in the
forthcoming concluding essays. Furthermore, it is my most recent impression
that the overall effect of oceanic inundation will be massive and quite global and
that it is linked to the larger changes needed to remove the Dark and evacuate
those of the Light to a new level of being.)
The main features in common that are described by these sources are:
• Earthquakes –ongoing over time and growing in magnitude;
• Inundation of land by ocean;
• Timeframe for this new stage in earthchanges to become evident is

May-June of 2013 and then ongoing for a few years.

April-

A few mention the role of large space objects as well as magnetic field reversals,
in stimulating these events and some mention the departure from 3d
embodiment of one to two billion human selfs over a relatively short period of a
few years.
Also, it is my sense that a concentration of spiritual evacuations from the human
physical is looking like September-October of this year, apart from departures
directly due to earthchanges.
The following are excerpts from my own waking and dream time visions.
These began for me as best as can I recall, prior to the October 1989 San
Francisco bay area earthquake when a facet of my consciousness found itself on a
street in San Francisco, shifted in time by three days prior, and observing gas line
fires and brickwork and masonry falling from buildings –just as it happened
three days later.
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-/January 1, 2013 – On the day of a “new year”, I found myself in the morning, very
high up, looking down and “witnessing” an immense quaking and breaking up of
various landforms, especially around the coastal areas. So immense and
widespread it was, that there could be no human measurement. When I left one
coastal region that was about to be broken up, I asked my higher level as to the
specifics of all of this. The response was a clear and immediate response of an
immense object, nearly invisible in ordinary light, passing near enough to earth
to catalyze these earthquakes throughout the planet.
-/Recently (April 2013) the exclamation, “Japan is going into the sea!” was
“mentally heard” while I was engaged in some simple quiet activities around
home. (Several years ago, I “saw” a major portion (southern it seemed) of Japan
breaking up into the ocean.)
-/In 2012 we moved to a location that is a roughly 200 feet in elevation and one day
I “see” the ocean coming up soaking the carpet in my studio. This was the second
time I “saw” an enormous ocean wave affecting the islands.
-/Excerpts from other “future views” I have had over the last ten to fifteen years:
High up looking down to see more than half of San Diego submerged. Following
this, alerts for new earthquaking obliges masses of people to expand their
evacuation/diaspora to the mountains above, including areas above Los Angeles
such as Big Bear. Most continued on toward Arizona, some stayed to resettle
there. There is some assistance organized by government agencies in the
Southern California mountains near the large reservoirs, but it is very limited in
what it can do.
-/Seattle area devastated by earthquakes. Post-apocalyptic scenes of people
searching the ruins for bottled water or whatever else. This was a ground level
view of things.
-/Details of water inundation seen around the Mendocino California coastal area
up to 1500 ft present day elevation and the inundation of valleys inland to Ukiah.
This included “seeing” uniformed Chinese military officers looking at possible
real estate for themselves.
-/-
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Sea floor deformations contributing in a major way to coastal inundation over
time. Tides rising, not going back out as it normally does. The oceans sloshing
from crustal/axial shifts as well.
-/Space and earth views of multiple space objects impact an area of the Pacific
ocean at a very low angle that generates a series of tsunamis hundreds of miles in
length.
-/Space views of crustal slip shift and axial tilt change. The new rotational axis
appeared to be closer to northern northwestern Russia. Would happen in stages.
-/Massive wave of water inundates a large city in England. The scene was a wide
open public square. I am with the consciousness of a woman in a small car. A
policewoman offers the woman in a small car a flotation jacket or something like
that. She turned her away and calmly waited for the inevitable. There seemed to
be insufficient warning for any orderly evacuations.
-/Large wave engulfs portions of San Francisco, the water looked to be 150 to 200
feet high. I look around and see the sign for Sutro Place/Sutro Towers.
-/Water inundates coastal zones of West Marin (north of San Francisco). The water
looks to be 60 to 90 feet in height. The town of Pt Reyes and Inverness are
destroyed.
-/Future looking shows small communities of survivors have built new settlements
from salvaged materials at slightly higher elevations of the surrounding hills of
West Marin. One of the settlements is specifically focused on spiritual ascension.
-/One unusual scenario, I “saw” whales swimming along what were city streets and
the whales were so curious about how the humans lived in these cities. There
were also human in small boats on the surface observing these whales.
-/I was visiting a community of some of the “last humans”, perhaps in far reaches
of NE Canada (?) –the one who was showing me how things were also showed me
a calendar with 2036 as a demarcation when the last humans would be leaving
and the planet settling down to allow something new to develop in the vibrational
range of what we would call today “3d”. Oceanic “sloshing” of vast areas of what
is now dry land had continued through to that time. (Note: While I have not had
any updates to this, I would speculate it is possible that this outlying date may be
obsolete and is now closer to the period of 2017-2019.)
-/As I am discussing these matters here, I want to emphasize once again that these
are scenarios for this 3d Earth as per this human consensus reality. There are
other (multiple) vibrational states of a “new earth” for those whose “embarkation
tickets” so indicate. And there are those who will move into a more unified field
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of spiritual existence with their higher level being. One is not “better” than
another and interconnections between these are possible and likely.
There will also be some portion who will remain in human 3d, experiencing the
ongoing implications of earthchanges and the end of this civilization.
And with all of this, it is important not to be wishing for or otherwise “desiring”
catastrophic destruction, rather simply to be aware that this is what is most likely
and that it is part of the overall transformation and ascension process. No
reaction. That is all.
-ASK
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Follow-up:

“Earthchanges & The Greater Changes”
May 15, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1383.msg6024.html#msg6024

Previous post to this:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1383.msg6013.html#msg6013

As readers know, I have periodically discussed how it is that our
“nascent spiritual energies” should not be dissipated on the latest social
causes, endless spiritual “window shopping”, or trying “save” everyone
(whatever that may mean to anyone). Wanting to save everyone, heal
everyone, etc. is usually expressed from the best of intentions, however
it is also a manifestation of a mixture of naiveté and arrogance.
When I am more certain of events and likely timing, I will post
something at NES, but until then I will not speculate on what, when or
where beyond what I have already written.
There are larger forces at work than you and me, or our respective greater
beings, etc. The errors and problems associated with the Dark forces have led to
a slow motion catastrophe of appalling proportions involving humans on earth
–and spanning universes –in the result of problems arising at very high levels
in Creation that are now in the final stages of being corrected.
Let us bear this mind and focus on our own higher development and in doing so
we are doing a great service for so many who will have an easier time of
making the spiritual transition.
Let us also remember that we are not human beings, rather we are spiritual
beings with a human presence –and much more.

Preface
The period from now through end of May (and extending to June 20th) is one of
apprehension at many levels over what may occur in the 3d Earth plane as well as
at the other levels which are closely connected.
I have two main purposes in making the effort to write this now. Partly, it is to
continue our process of building up a more complete understanding to the larger
situation with those who are at the leading edge of the spiritual changes. But
more so, it is that too many want to “know the future” usually meaning “what,
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when and where”, etc. For those who know they really cannot do much about
their own situation and location, there are frequent questions centering around
the following: “How much time do I have to really get serious about my spiritual
intentions for myself and take the necessary steps to detach myself from all that
I have continued to allow myself to be attached to in this world.” Or something
converse along the lines of: “For how long can I “enjoy” being hooked on all the
superficial addictive stimuli of this false reality?”
One can contrast such notions with: “What if you were diagnosed with a
terminal illness by a number of experts who gave you only one year to live?”
Why wait to attend to what is most important? And thus, what if planetary
cataclysms do not happen in some near future time frame?
How does any of this change your state of spiritual learning from this realm and
accordingly, what is your intention for your being in 3d and what is your
intention with regard to your own higher level of being/higher self/soul being?
See?
Whatever may or may not occur, consider what is of greatest importance to one’s
deeper or higher spiritual learning and how this permeates through ones higher
level being as well as ones human self. Whatever may or may not occur in the 3d
external environment, do not consider it “the last word” as to the disposition of
human 3d earthly reality. And none of this can be regarded in any meaningful
way from the point of view of “human self”, only from your higher level of being,
your most immediate “home”.
Is 2013 “the year” for catastrophic changes to begin manifesting with 3d Earth
and humans? I believe this to be the case. There are the effects of catastrophes
which oblige many to leave their 3d earthly vessels and then there is the question
of how many will be leaving 3d due to a conscious ascension process?

Overview
“Mass mind science” is distracting and misleading in discussing global warming
versus cooling or “climate change” in general, but this is all nonsense as “climate”
is only one facet of much larger changes underway.
So called “alternative thinking” is also a facet of “mass mind”. Those who are not
tied up reacting to social-political concerns, are busy discussing things such as
asteroids and comets, earthchanges and “prepping”, etc. One example is the
“global coastal event” (GCE) concept which has been publicized by a few highly
self-promoting sources including two “professional” groups of “remote viewers”
and the HalfPastHuman web forecasts which has promoted the GCE as a
descriptive term. An enormous proliferation of titillating, speculative articles as
well as Internet and broadcast “radio” has been promoting these topics, and they
have done so with very little depth of information from any source. Like a small
amount of yeast that has been fed, it replicates more of itself –and so it keeps
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growing and wild speculations run amok. As this happens humans tend to
mistake the illusion of quantity with the substance of quality to such predictions.
The few remote viewers who support near-term predictions of space
object/oceanic-coastal disasters have very little to substantiate their
interpretations. When it comes to predicting anything of any major importance
in terms of what, when and/or where, HalfPastHuman (“webbots”) predictions
have a very poor track record, beyond a few financial events. Only upon hindsight
has there been evidence that the Internet web-crawling system has detected
possible advance indicators of major events.
With these disclaimers, I have been tracking prediction and “precognition” of
global catastrophic events for over twenty years from many sources, including a
small number of psychically developed “intuitives”.
-/At this point a unifying pattern seems to be emerging concerning something
immense and imminent. Dreams and visions and intuitive “knowings” are
gravitating around picture of some very major events that seems to be developing
a type of coherency. In addition, preparations have been underway in the
spiritual “levels up” to handle an enormous influx of formerly embodied human
selfs. And then there is the erratic behavior of the powers-that-be and their highprofile minions.
And so with all this, I too am anticipating some major events for which I do not
have any good dates. However, it is not dates, per se, that are important, it is the
awareness of pre-cursor indicators for these large events that permit one to ride
these waves or to rise above them.
As I summarized in the posting previous to this, my sense is that major earth
change events will initially manifest as earthquakes and immense oceanic
disturbances. At some point, there will be awareness of the contributing role of
distant large space objects and there may be some dramatic Earth impact events
as well. Solar related effects are connected as well with catastrophic magnetic or
plasma disturbances. These events will most likely unfold over these coming
months to few years and will likely grow over time in their peak effects.
-/And what if certain expected indicator events do not manifest in 3d earth reality
by the end of May or by June 20th?
It would be simplistic and foolish to presume that no catastrophes will be
occurring and that human world will operating “as usual”, all the way into an
abyss.
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A contrary line of questioning might ask if, over the recent ten years, we all been
a target of one of the greatest campaigns of misdirection or deception since the
advent of the world religions?
While there is ample misdirection and disinformation concerning these and other
major events, over the recent ten years too many have described many facets of
global scale cataclysms directly from their own unique point-of perspective –all
elements of a common scenario.
For whatever it is worth, I do not think that majority of visions and dreams of
major earth changes by so many people with well-developed psychic-intuitive
abilities are the result of deception. I am not including in this category the
overwhelming majority of channellers, most of who are duplicitous agents of
misdirection and disinformation.
Furthermore, my own first consideration in response to such “null-hypothesis”
questions is that more, all-encompassing events are more likely occur. They
would preempt prolonged suffering most likely to be experienced over the years
of intensifying catastrophes in the human social and planetary environment.
To those who might still wonder if “it is Creator’s plan”, etc., (to prolong suffering
for purposes of “learning”) I must again counter by first asking: if the higher
level/soul beings have not learned enough from human suffering by now, what is
to be gained by prolonging the situation of higher levels beings with human
presences in a reality as corrupted and decrepit as this? And then there is the
attendant risk of spiritual nihilism emerging among future humans that fosters a
variation of spiritual dark forces. (This latter topic I have touched on in various
essays, including those on ”human sovereignty”.)
-/I wish to emphasize, that to those who are spiritually aware and understand
enough of the falseness of this reality, the “schedule” and details of “end-time”
events should not be of great concern for spiritualized humans on a conscious
“ascension track”. Sooner or later…
Regardless of any expectations or speculations leading up to “December 2012”,
one could regard it as having been a “test run”, a “virtual reality” practice at the
possibility of catastrophic 3d material and consciousness change. While there was
a great amount of “meme pressure” behind it, it was mostly about a wide range of
incoherent and external projections that easily tied in with the inculcated
passivity of the human self that has been programmed to wait for something
external. At best it might have been an artificial signpost to mark a new stage of
more extreme spiritual changes.
To whatever extent that there was anything “real” behind the 2012 notions of
spiritual or material change, they were flawed from the beginning. Such a flaw
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very much resembles the flaw in creation that led to excessive tendencies toward
dissipation and separation by most higher level/soul beings in their evolutionary
path in conjunction with the Dark or the fallen realm they were entering in to
explore.
Concerning December 2012, too few human selfs were ready for a change of
consciousness –or state of being –and passively waited for an eclectic and vague
hodgepodge of “miraculous” rescue, ascension, rapture, etc. The overall result
was spiritually incoherent and corresponded to a similar disorder at the
soul/higher being levels. This helped trigger a new “Plan A” with the higher
realms.
I suppose one good thing came of it, it eliminated what little “credibility” many
channellers and their “lofty sources” may have had!
-/A first step in understanding this through the human mind is to cease all foolishly
limited “binary thinking” in which that everything must be either one thing or
another, or the ridiculous preoccupation with dates in which everyone fixates
upon first one date, then another, in anticipation of one singular event.
As a concept, “GCE” is a misnomer since it is not about one single event. It is a
complex pattern of atmospheric changes, submarine crustal deformations,
terrestrial earthquakes, volcanism, space radiations, influence of space objects,
and more.

Top-Down Perspective
A high level or top down perspective is preferred now, rather than attempting to
build a composite from eclectic “ground up” phenomena.
The “higher realms” have the capacity to advance or retard various processes that
are underway. Introducing new ones at a planetary or solar scale requires much
advance preparation (not “blink of the eye” type of stuff). This helps to
understand how so many psychically “sensitive” individuals have detected
snippets of major planetary changes that have been prepared for these times and
can therefore be anticipated by those with higher abilities. And also why so many
of these anticipated events have not occurred –yet. Over time, these notions
circulate and lodge in the layers of consciousness that are closest to 3d mind. Add
to this mix, deliberate misdirection and disinformation from human sources and
from non-human sources, and speculations can get a bit “wild”.
And there are other “preparations in advance” which have not been detected by
spiritually aware humans or the dark forces. Enough said.
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Regardless of any of this, one thing which has become evident to me is that a
significant fraction of human selfs are now more aware of the deeper falseness of
human civilization. Hopefully, more of those who are so spiritualized will learn
even more what they need to about the true nature this “reality matrix”.
Those who are more spiritualized have begun gravitating toward accepting, even
welcoming, planetary scale catastrophe to resolve a situation on Earth that is
unacceptable and becoming more appalling every day to more and more human
selfs. Significantly, this represents something of a unifying field of consciousness
connected various vibrational levels, human 3d and higher, favoring massively
scale solutions to problems of corrupted consciousness and material existence
involving human and this planet itself as well as solutions to related problems at
the higher levels.
-/Coinciding with this, there seems to be a regulating system set-up that is based
upon changes at the human 3d level and capacities at the levels up to handle a
large influx from the ascension process. Near real time feedback and adjustments
are occurring in a complex layering of events that are focused around a larger
change of state to spiritual consciousness and existence. Whether an anticipated
cascade of events plays out to its fullest possible extent and the time frame of the
limited perception time by humans, is largely dependent upon the capacities of
those most involved in facilitating the changes and the capacities for those most
“in the thick of things” who “become the change”. Think about this.
To be more specific, two main categories at the 3d level in this “feedback” process
concerns 1. those spiritual selfs who are relatively complete enough and ready to
“head home” and 2. monitoring the extent to which human selfs become
spiritualized as the illusions and delusions of the human reality matrix fall away.
This latter category also includes human selfs who may not have any spiritual
inclination but who surrender and open to higher spiritual consciousness during
catastrophic crisis.
The monitoring process also includes the capacity of those who are from the
higher realms who will be working with those shifting into the next levels up.
I tend to generalize in referring to “next levels up” since this process is largely
focused on changes from 3d to 4d and 5d vibrational ranges. The process also
requires changes among and within the higher level/soul beings that have human
presences. Overall, the entire process addresses the human 3d self as well as its
greater levels of being.
-/-
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As I mentioned in the concluding update, some human selfs (and their higher
levels too) will be observing human 3d earth from a higher level point of view.
Their new vantage point will accelerate much needed learning for spiritual
growth and evolution –learning that generally could not be obtained at the
human 3d level.
Obviously this has been a simple overview of a complex and important process
that has been carefully prepared. It will not be fully “field tested” until the next
major catastrophe, one much larger and more encompassing than the 2004
December earthquakes and tsunamis. While that event involved hundreds of
thousands, what is in consideration now would involve much larger numbers of
humans.
As the overall capacity grows at the levels up, feedback on situation in the 3d level
will play an important role in the pace and intensity of the changes. This is one
reason that indicates a period of time of increasing frequency and magnitude of
various catastrophic phenomena. It is my sense that this period could be as short
as a few to several years from a 3d earth-side point of view.
-/Consciousnesses that transcends ordinary 3d Earthly time are able to see these
things as events and potentialities. Like a series of high level programs or action
scenarios which have been already been sufficiently worked out, these
potentialities move into actualities once certain “failsafes” are reached or
“agreements” occur.
Thus these would have required the involvement of enough of a “continuum of
consciousness” that connects human 3d level of selfs, the higher level beings they
are associated with, and higher realms which are responsible for facilitating the
greater process. Naturally, not all are in 100% agreement at all levels,
horizontally or vertically, but enough are to influence a cascade of events –in my
opinion. Everything is being continually adjusted/updated in near real time. This
makes fixating on dates nearly pointless.

Indicators and Events
Concerning the anticipated events for 2013 and onward, I am keeping a close
watch on space science reports, meteorological anomalies, unusual ocean events,
and comparing notes with others’ “inner awareness” to better gauge how all this
is shaping up.
My general sense is the next stage of the greater change is just beginning to
appear and will lead to larger events throughout this year. To me, this implies
that changes in 3d will be ongoing over a period of a few years at least and it is
during this time that the larger spiritual changes with humans will be occurring.
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What these changes may look like as they occur has already been discussed in
many ways over the recent years through these the Global Awakening News and
the A-List Updates. Recent posts at the NES forums also summarizing some of
the main features.
When I am more certain of events and likely timing, I will post something at
NES, but until then I will not speculate on what, when or where beyond what I
have already written.
For nearly ten years through present, I have watched the development of
variations to predicted “global coastal events”. It has been my sense that
anomalous and extreme tidal effects occurring will most likely be related to
deformations of the sea floor. This results in gradual dramatic changes to coastal
sea levels, including tsunamis and enormous storm-driven waves. In geology,
there is a school of thought generally referred to as “catastrophism” that
maintains some geological processes can occur very quickly, including the raising
and the lowering of land masses. Any number of influences could trigger such
changes in the Earth, including solar effects and those of large passing space
objects. Larger scale earthquakes will affect many areas, include those inland.
Dams break, lakes drain, and rivers flood or change direction. In some areas,
underground water tables may shift, covering areas of subsidence. There is
ample basis in geological knowledge showing enormous and rapid changes in
land elevations have occurred in ancient times. Major and rapid changes in the
planetary magnetic field could be early signs of physical crustal/axial shifts. It is
not likely that a major crustal slip/spin axis shift will be known in advance in the
way that magnetic field reversals are monitored.
Nevertheless, the implications will be “very interesting” if certain anticipated
events do not manifest in 3d in the time frame expected.
-ASK
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Timing of the Changes & Some Whys and
Wherefores
May 26, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1401.msg6027.html#msg6027

This supplements the May 15 essay, “Follow-up to “Earthchanges & the Greater
Changes”, especially concerning the process and flow of events.
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1383.msg6024.html#msg6024

As I write this it feels as if it is with hindsight. Of course the human logical
“monkey mind” may get confused as it thinks “it hasn’t happened yet”. If this too
is puzzling, perhaps I will be able to explain it someday. This is written in a
summary “point-style” that lends itself to a certain type of simplified clarity.

Main points:
We are approaching a most intense bifurcation. On the one hand there is the
abyss of the sum of all fears and on the other hand there is the freedom of your
spiritual essence.
The ascension and transformational process is not centered around 3d humans,
this Earth, or the 3d level of consciousness. It never has been. (*)
Naturally, it is not surprising for human level awareness to consider and assess
everything from a human-centric point of view. And then there is always the
“department of ascended masters” to reinforce this, mislead and misdirect.
The greater process of a “cosmic correction” has been underway for a very long
time to rectify an error or flaw in the creation process that provided the impetus
for an anti-creation force to develop, that which we refer to simply as the “Dark”
and which includes various constituent malcreations and agencies of control.
The transformation and ascension process we have been mostly concerned with
is focused on the larger level beings/soul beings that have a presence in 3d,
mostly through human form and a human self. In most cases their human self is
unaware of true Reality and stumbles on, personally and collectively maintaining
separation from its true nature as an aspect of a larger spiritual being.
These beings we refer to were created to grow and evolve as potential creator
beings and other expressions of the Divine. This process also required them to
learn as much as possible about creation, about creating, and about “being”.
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This, your greater self, is the closest “localized” version of your divine cosmic
“Home”.
By way of simple “press pot” analogy, those beings –at their human level and/or
higher levels –that persist in their attachment to a false reality will eventually
become concentrated in the bottom of the coffee press pot.
We are discussing here the greater self as a totality, and for too many greater
selfs there are serious problems requiring the intervention of the “corrections
energies” emanating from Creator of All. Some of these problems originate with
the “garbage in-garbage out” effect from too many human lifetimes from which
too little is learned of spiritual value and too much contamination from Dark
influences accumulates.
It is as if too many stopped at a virtual reality arcade and never left –due to
various factors.
Overall the problems stem from flaws in the creation process, including a built-in
tendency toward dissipation and separation in exploring creation. These are
reflected or imbedded at a smaller scale in the higher level/soul beings and
become a very serious problem when these beings engage with a reality system
that is based upon duality-conflict and parasitism and predation.
(*) Now, insofar as it is part of a larger level/soul being, the human self is very
much part of this process. So there you have it.
I would also suggest that there are some risks to ones spiritualized self by
remaining in this 3d Earth matrix world for too long –and by extended
connection, risks apply to ones greater level of being as well. While I will not
suggest any time frame for this as it varies with each individual entity, I will
suggest that the problem of spiritual dissipation at ones higher levels has its
counterpart in its human level in Earthly 3d. Earthly “time” is not forever.
Tempus fugit.
The spiritualized human self has an active role to play in this whole process. This
is contrary to all those who would relegate the human to a passive, wait-forrescue role. More so, a portion of spiritualized humans selfs have potential to
form an important center of consciousness for their greater level of being and
perhaps even to be a seed for a new type of spiritual consciousness.
First and foremost is to attend to your inner and outer completions, detachment
from the human prison matrix, and connecting with your high attractor.
Connect with the corrections energies and have it circulate in, around, and
through your field.
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As you circulate a unified field of energy in and around your human level of
being, you can also stimulate a similar unifying flow circulating in and around
your greater level of being –and vice versa. Like the action at a distance of two
dynamic energy fields, your totality of your being can resonate with the unified
and unifying field of the Creator of All, the fields of non-duality and higher
Oneness of The All.
Additional considerations of the transformation and ascension process concerns
the extent to which those human selfs who are not spiritualized choose to
surrender to the higher levels of Divine, and in so doing will become spiritualized
with an expanded consciousness. This will occur more as human civilization
disintegrates due to myriad factors –internal to the nature of the totality of
human society –and external in terms of the physical environment from space
and planetary influences. How is this? As more of the illusions and falsehoods of
human 3d material reality and consciousness are stripped away, then there is less
to attach oneself to in 3d material reality. Surrendering to the higher Light
activates higher light circuits, even if they are in a dormant state or approaching
inertness. It is in those moments of catastrophic crisis that the human self can
suddenly surrender to the Divine, no matter what ones beliefs may have been.
This has been discussed in previous essays on the “return of the light” and the
“high absolution”.
The transformational process is freeing the Light from the embrace of the Dark
and is helping higher level beings with human presences to recover themselves,
collect their energies, and embark on an appropriate path for their growth and
evolution.
Now that the corrections process has taken hold with a sufficient portion of
humans selfs and with those greater beings with human presences, a more
focused and comprehensive process of transformation is moving ahead.
Outwardly, there is an increase in the frequency, duration, and overall impact of
changes in the planetary environment. These further hasten the breakdown of
human civilization and a false reality. As this occurs, do not become fixated or
hypnotized by appearances. Why would anyone deliberately choose to fixate on
the “sum of all fears”? To do so is catastrophic.
Are you still enthralled by false notions of “nature” on this Earth? This planet has
been like an experimental storehouse that concentrated all manner of material
creation and mis-creation into 3d forms. Dark forces gained access and
essentially took over and presently it is not a place for true spiritual beings to be
in any form of ongoing residence, only to visit, learn, and then to move on.
One of the problems in bringing this process into a state of functionality and
progressive development was that it had to include human as well as other levels
of larger beings. One might say that this adds new meaning to the expression
“pull yourself together!” Here it applies to a complex human level of being as well
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as an even more complex greater level being. And it had to do this even though
there was little willingness with any of the parties concerned to take an active role
in “getting their act together”.
The timing of all this –in human terms of remarkable or dramatic events –is
largely influenced by a complex feedback process that includes special attention
to the rate of change and state of the earthly human spiritual self and to the rate
of change and state of the totality of the greater level/soul beings.
There are no future dates to record in ones day planner, no clever numerological
symbols to mindlessly be enthralled under. There never have been.
Consider this carefully as in knowing this, it is possible to see how powerful ones
true knowing can be to ones greater being and in turn to influence more of the
totality of all those being and their human presences. This influence acts from
above and from below.
As the process takes hold and results are achieved, then the process will increase
in its intensity and duration. Plateaus or periods of pause and consolidation will
adjust accordingly.
As the primary directives are achieved, the pressure of the “press pot” will
increase further, helping separating out the liquid elixir from that of the dross
and corrupted substance. Eventually the process will have reached its optimum
and further pressure will not make any difference.
…And before then, there are already those zones of transition at the higher levels
up and even the formation of a new creation.
-ASK
PostScript:
If someone wanted to have a sense of a general time frame, I refer them to my
earlier post on large scale changes, etc.

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1383.msg6013.html#msg6013

Already there is a one to two generational “gap” between those who have “been
around the block” on the “new age” spiritual merry-go-round and those who are
just getting “curious”. So in some ways, the nearly century-old new age
falsehoods and misdirection are being recycled by younger audiences who
acquired an ability to read more than quick text messages and who can retain
more than a hundred words at a time. I say this in all seriousness. The lack of
discernment was always a problem in the various “new age” related spiritual
milieu where everything was “equally okay” and real discernment actively
discouraged.
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Nowadays, thanks to social control institutions, pervasive EM radiation,
degraded foods, widespread us of psycho-pharmaceuticals, and Internet based
social networking, fewer and fewer humans have the capacity to interact with
discernment and or to handle complex ideas. In other words, the human mental
faculties are degrading from an already degraded state. Consider the implications
for the remaining human population.
And here are a few items related to the above discussion:
Waking Up

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1385.msg5854.html#msg5854

Ascension Upsets

*http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1401.msg5952.html#msg5952

“Prime Directives”:
“…there has been at least two high level “prime directives”: One is to
extricate the most of the true Light from this realm (separation of the
“mayonnaise”) from the fallen or Dark zone. The other is to maximize the
spiritual learning of the potentials and problems of lower levels of density,
including that which has been learned under the influence of the dark.
To accomplish these directives also requires the liberation of as many
evolving spiritual selfs in a manner that maintains their individuation so
they can be reintegrated with their own respective greater beings. This
includes of course a portion of those light beings with embodied human
presences on earth.”
///end
Additional Postscript:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1422.msg6030.html#msg6030

Anamnesis, tipping points become a clear and present high attractor.
Imminence. Yes. And you express this all so eloquently.
One of the larger changes now is that some fraction of our greater level selves and
corresponding human level selves have been caught up by the “correction
energies”. This is good thing. In human time, it always seemed to be more a
problem of human self trying to get help in manner from ones greater self. As
much as it stimulated some toward spiritual evolution, it also reinforced
separation. Now this is begin bridged with a more unified field. Yes, far too many
spiritualized humans find they are still too alone. I have offered in recent essays
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here some explanation. Explanation can help with patience and the larger process
and encourage new ways for human self to have a more active role in the process.
-/“High attractor” need not be an object of ones consciousness, rather can be
simply a focused powerful intention such as “true Home” or “spiritual Home”. It
is the tendency of the human mind to externalize or “objectize” concepts. Here is
a case where it is not necessary.
-/Our greater level being/soul being is the primary focus of the correction energies
here and now –and this includes by definition “you”, human self. This has been a
long time developing and is now arriving.
-/This partial ascension can occur (and is occurring) while still humanly embodied.
Once a certain point is reached, it is supposed to be easier to make the request.
“Click ones heels” and go “home”.
-/Yes, anamnesis is one of the markers of the ascension process. This comes mainly
from the collective memories of our greater being and awareness of enough of
this by the human self. It most likely not involve mere distractions of alleged past
life stuff. More likely it will be a sudden and expanding illumination of awareness
as to ones true nature as a spiritual being, far beyond any human notions.
Anamnesis is one facet of what I have likened to a near death experience that
continues to grow and expand.
There is another facet to this, and that is a reticence to accept or acknowledge
ones true nature and potential. This problem exist at the human level and the
higher self/greater being level.
As soon as the human self is connected to the higher spiritual dimensions
through dramatic OBE or NDE experiences, clairsentience, etc. the power of this
experience of awe and knowing is often compelling enough for the human self to
make the choice not to return to its bodily vessel. Most spiritualized human selfs
are prevented from completely severing their human 3d connection by various
residual attachments to familiar human existence.
-/-
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This is most likely what those at the farther reaches of the “base camps” will be
finding. If you are at the upper reaches of a mountaineering expedition, there is
not another base camp above you to help out. Not when you are at the uppermost
outpost. And with several elevation levels of base camps, there are fewer and
fewer who make it to the next level. At each level there are those who need to rest
and wait and those who are ready to press on.
Until now, pressing on has not been advisable due to problems along the final
stretch of the line. Once past that, it is more like a multi-lane superhighway. It is
this final segment that is being completed now that more of our complete being is
coming onboard or online, etc.
The “distance to travel” the final stretch appears short, but it is still a risky thing,
except for the designated advance scouts/guides.
While there has been protracted (and frustrating) process of waiting out the “foul
weather” on the mountainside for the final stretch to “home”, efforts have been
underway to make the final leg a bit shorter to traverse.
I would liken this to being stuck in a train out of sight of the station but
unbeknownst, efforts are underway to move the station closer to the train. Make
any sense?
-/I cannot even guess what portion of spiritualized humans will choose
embarkation from 3d earthly existence when the overture or opening is made to
them. Perhaps it will be a lyrical voice that quietly informs human you that “it is
time” and asks whether you are ready. Perhaps something more overt. It will
unique to each.
Meanwhile, the spiritualized human self has an active role to play and our higher
levels of being are more inclined and compelled to pay attention more so now
than before.
Spiritual learning that contributes to one greater being may well have nothing at
all to do with anything of human affairs –and I would say most likely does not.
It is all about the deeper essence of what has been learned while trapped or
visiting here (depending on point of view).
-/Yes it is a “stunning miracle” that we have made it this far and with so much
attained in terms of a greater knowing.
-Alex
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The “Eschaton” & Point-of-View
April 25, 2013 – completed May 9, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1401.msg6021.html#msg6021

Note: Readers are encouraged to consider a companion essay, “Questions before
Embarkation” – link:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg6020.html#msg6020

This is to share some of my impressions of the larger changes that are affecting
our human selfs and the levels up from here –and to discuss what seems to me to
be the present course of “Plan A”.
The larger transformation process continues to be better defined and closes in on
its own “completions” aimed at restoring that of the true Light, bringing forth the
most of spiritually evolved learning for all levels of being, and in removing the
Darkness.
There is an ongoing and ever-evolving assessment from which flows decisions for
a “Plan A”, and alternate “Plan B”, etc. and in accordance with this, a particular
vector, which can be seen to span multiple points in space-time.
To borrow a phrase, it is all “relative”. Relative to what? Relative to the
refinement of understanding and the level of tolerance for the situation as a
whole, and for those beings most affected in a discrete space-time such as human
presences on this Earth, the level of detailed understanding becomes ever
refined. So in that way there is a type of spiritually evolutionary progress
underway. And that is what it is all about: greater levels of learning by our
greater being.
It is in this larger meta-context that we are aware of and experience the problems
of the Dark forces, the corruption of Creation templates in this fallen part of
creation, and our own state of spiritual consciousness at our human level self and
closely linked higher level.
It is in this sub-context that our own higher level/soul beings can learn and
decide –actively (or passively by default) –what is next for the totality that
constitutes our greater Self.
…And it is in this context that our human level Self can and must play an active
role in the process. This is partly why I have placed such an emphasis on internal
self-diagnostics, self-guidance, becoming ones higher level self, and of course
attending to ones completions process and high attractor.
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As it is in a “bell curve distribution” of any population, the capacity and will to
accomplish this is not the same for a given population of entities. The curve
distribution is generally skewed with the largest bulge to the left of the central
tendency. In other words it is a small fraction of the overall population of light
beings with a human presence who have “pulled themselves together” enough to
achieve this capacity. As readers here know from their own practice, this has been
like a proverbial “uphill battle”. Yet despite great obstacles a small yet significant
fraction is achieving a conscious awakening and a conscious ascension.
Those who do not become spiritually awake will be carried along by the process
as it unfolds. There is “no fault”, no demerits, no failure. After all, the odds have
been stacked against achieving much of anything. I wish to remind here that a
small fraction of several billion is a very large group, compared to a small fraction
of a tiny primitive population.
But this is not a matter of numbers, rather it is one of the overall quality of the
depth and breadth of the learning –and that in turn becomes available to all
concerned at whatever levels where they have the capacity, whenever they are
ready to pay attention.
Through these pages I have been writing for those who have self-selected
themselves to be a part of this small fraction who are at the leading edge of a
most profound wave of change in Reality and Existence.
It is now “high time” to position oneself in terms of how to ride this wave.
Of those who are most aware of the larger patterns, I am noticing a tendency now
toward closely similar perspectives by several individuals –all of whom have been
considering how the situation of spiritual humans on Earth is to be resolved.
This reflects an improved spiritual understanding at many levels of the larger
situation here. I liken it to the aperture or iris of a lens closing gradually, and in
so doing, what is being observed and what is being “projected” to the interior of
the camera comes more into focus, as does the edges of the aperature.
•

Those spiritualized selfs who are on an “ascension track”, especially those
focused on their process of “completion” and “high attractor”, will likely be
exiting their human presence as painlessly as possible, however this occurs for
them. It is my expectation that “Grace” will be involved as much as possible in
this process, especially if invoked through the “correction energies” and in the
name of the higher Oneness of Creator of All. A portion will maintain some
position at the “next levels up” to observe ongoing human-Earth level
interactions and events. Some will be in a position to help –in guiding those
from 3d or by assisting “new arrivals” to next levels up. It is no accident that
this parallels the familiar set-up in which one’s own higher level or soul being
is observing human level experiences through the filters of their human self’s
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presence. Thus it is unique to each and embraces the qualities and quantity of
each human self’s breadth and depth of information and knowledge, capacity
for interpretive analysis, and emotional and sensorial experiences. For any
number of quite understandable reasons, it is more than likely that the human
vehicle would end its existence as its spiritual consciousness “ascends” to its
closest “home port”. If a shut down of their human vehicles does not occur as
part of this process, then there would have to be a well coordinated “walk-in”
process for well-trained beings of the true Light –and if not, there will be a
growing number of “empty human vessels” available to be occupied by
whatever consciousness gained access. And in that case, it would come under
my category of “spiritually irresponsible” on the part of higher level beings.
•

Those selfs who remain in the Earth realm will continue acting and reacting as
their overall social and physical environment undergoes large changes. In
response to growing personal and collective catastrophe, it is anticipated that
many will eventually surrender their human self-centeredness to their higher
level being and/or the higher Oneness. In so doing, they will be open to
spiritual consciousness and an expanded consciousness of the
ascension/transformation process.

•

Those who do not or cannot, for whatever reason, will eventually will be aided
in reconnecting to their spiritual being as they leave their bodies due to
ordinary bio-entropy or catastrophe.

•

Lastly, those who are animalistic and not spiritual beings or who are vehicles
for the Dark, will be taken into the larger planetary clearing and renewal
processes and many will simply cease to be.

One of the effects of the first scenario will be to help situate a more complete
spiritual evolutionary learning at one’s own higher level being. They/we will see
and learn firsthand what has been inappropriate in the human-earth pattern
repetition over many lifetimes and consider alternative ways to learn and explore
density. As it becomes understood and integrated the learning from this can be
widely shared across the higher planes.
Much of what has been a sticking point or log-jam in the larger
transformational process has been associated with the overall consciousness
and state of being of the higher level/soul being that has maintaining a human
presence on Earth.
Deriving from the problem of dissipation and separation within the higher
level/soul beings, there is a comparable problem in human 3d. This is one of the
reason I have advised against throwing away or dissipating ones hard-won
nascent spiritual energies by engaging in endless “mall shopping” of spiritual
gimmickry or in throwing oneself into one social cause or another. This
dissipation of the nascent spiritual energies is not a minor problem that, in my
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opinion, endangers ones spiritual evolution as well as the spiritual evolution of
ones higher level/soul being.
The unawakened and non-spiritualized human self cannot be held accountable
for the failings of their higher level being or for errors and flaws in the larger
creation process. That does not mean that depraved human behavior is
acceptable, it is decidedly not and will not be allowed to leak into the next levels
up. It stops here in 3d.
For those human selfs who are mostly focused on “survival” or restoring or
“remodeling” human civilization –or any of the deceptive, banal, or naïve notions
floating around the human meme-sphere –to them, concerns such as spiritual
ontology, eschatology, and “ascension” are mere intellectual abstractions with no
relevance in what they believe to be the “real world”.
No matter, whatever one’s beliefs may be, however banal and naïve, at a moment
of extreme personal catastrophe, there continues to be the possibility of
surrendering to the higher levels of spiritual existence, of the higher Light.
-/There is no “point of view of the masses”, just like there is no “average person on
the street”. There never has been. Neither is there any “leading edge” to the mass
mind.
There is, however, an overall or central tendency of collective human
consciousness (mass mind), one that has fundamentally not changed over
thousands of years, only shifting slightly in response to social and physical
environmental stimuli.
Major social control memes do shift over generations as new programming
adaptations are needed to provide the population with suitable modifications and
variations to their implanted “points of view” –and more importantly, to the
social control “belief systems”. These adaptations are a combination of
“insertions” from non-human levels as well as “natural” evolutionary adaptations
from within the human level. This is one facet of how the human “inmates” are
tricked into maintaining their own state of imprisonment, occasionally doing a
little redecorating or building a new wing to the prison and regarding it as an
improvement to their lives.
Even if there is a some “apparent” effort to “remodel” part of the earthly prison
realm, it is still within the greater control parameters of a larger containing
prison system –and the larger paradigm of conflictual duality of the Dark.
Yes, just like with any mundane human prison system, on rare occasions, some
remarkably creative expression can emerge, usually from “apparent” humans
who are more than likely an “insert” from a higher realm of intelligence, and less
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likely a “native born” expression arising from within the human realm. This in
turn can inspire” other humans to borrow, emulate, and make their own
variations on the original novelty that was introduced. But it does not in any way
justify or rationalize the state of the human 3d consciousness and the social fabric
of “civilization”.
So this is one way of looking at the human level of awareness.
I have written about this many times before, in various contexts. In general, from
a human point-of-view, anything sounding like the “end of civilization” is not
considered “good news”, unless one is well established in a rural area, well away
from any population centers.
In my assessment, “prepping to survive” is worse than foolish naïvete. At best,
emergency preparations for major events that extend beyond localized disasters
can at best bring someone days or a few weeks of “breathing time” to consider the
overall epistemology and what could be beyond ordinary human self or tribalsocial centered existence.
Naturally, there will be those who will seek to rebuild “civilization” and
materialistic-based existence. They will fight anyone for their imagined “right” to
destroy in order to “survive” and rarely question what they are doing or what they
are really about. If new readers are puzzled by this statement, they are
encouraged to read “Making Things” – Ways of the New Creation”, December
2009, http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Making%20Things-New%20Creation.pdf .
To recapitulate some of the points here, there are those who will be consciously
leaving 3d in the coming months. “Mass evacuations” of human level selfs are
very likely to increase over the coming months and few years, largely due to
changes in the planetary environment as the consciousness of the self becomes
permanently detached from its bodily vehicle through mass die-offs. A large
portion of humans will remain embodied and they and their higher levels of being
will experience most directly the inevitable outcomes and resolutions to the Dark
side paradigm of conflictual polarity, predation, and parasitism in the human
realm. Eventually the planetary bio-sphere and edifices of human civilization will
be swept clear and the planet will be prepare for a new mission for Itself.
Some highly evolved/quasi-ascended ones will voluntarily maintain some type of
presence in 3d as long as it possible and appropriate to them as they assist in the
larger changes.
-ASK
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Questions before Embarkation:
May 6, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg6020.html#msg6020

Over recent weeks I have posed some simple questions to a few individuals for
them to answer for themselves, for their higher level of being, (or between them
and Creator if preferred). I have specifically raised these questions over the last
few years in various contexts, and it bears revisiting now.
Consider a few things that your own highest level of being, as well as “Creator”,
would like to know:
What is your decision concerning yourself in 3d? …What are your
recommendations to the “higher realms”, what perhaps, is your “vote”
concerning humanity? You are, after all, involved in an Earthly existence with the
advantage of a ground-level view and front-row seats!
And so what have you decided for yourself? Are you ready (or as ready as you can
be at present) for whatever it is you have decided? Really? (You must be quite
certain, you know.) For those focused upon transcending and/or ascending the
realm of “3d”, “one-percent of hesitation” can suspend the process –as it is
presently configured. Likewise it does no good to only be dismayed by how things
are here. Harboring such feelings is quite understandable but is not the issue, per
se.
One very important issue or problem is whether you embark here through
repulsion of all that is “un-right”, or in favor of your higher light or high attractor.
Imagine, a spherical or curved space represents all directions to a 3d
consciousness. Which part of the curved space will you be pushing away from and
in which direction? A shift from one point to another and pushing away again,
you can see that each time it is a new directional vector. Add another and you are
all over the place. However, if you have a higher attractor that is apart from or at
a higher plane from this 3d space, and a clear line of sight, then you have that as
your initial point for a reasonably direct vector for movement.
Among spiritualized human selfs focused upon shifting upwards from their 3d
level of being, the situation closely mimics one that we ascribe to the general
realm of our higher level/soul beings during the latter part of 2009, in which
there is too little or no movement or a lack of capacity to move into a new state of
being. At all levels concerned there is a type of “somnambulistic passivity” –at the
human 3d and the higher levels –each waiting for “Creator” or its “agents” to “fix
things”. Ultimately to effect an “ascension” out of 3d into a higher level of being –
or to descend enough of the higher levels into 3d to effect “miraculous”
transformations of an appalling situation in the 3d realm.
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While the reality systems we are operating in are truly beyond complex, it is all
quite simple in many ways.
This is not and cannot be a mere “intellectual exercise”, yet our minds, our
intellects are essential to our own process that leads to a greater “Knowing”.
This “Knowing” is done here in a state of detachment and equanimity necessary
to the next step of beginning ones withdrawal from 3d. One can still regard this
existence, this realm, with various degrees of personal repulsion or attraction, but
there is no room for reactivity. Reaction towards or away from this realm detracts
from one “high attractor”. Like having a line of sight to a distant star, ones high
attractor provides a direct path “home” or whatever interim state is most
appropriate.
In many ways this spiritual “Knowing” is comparable to a state of “Being”. It is
not a mental thing, rather it is a change to ones state of being.
Initially it is a change in ones state of awareness, one that involves the mind and
the heart, and can lead to a change in ones state of being, including no longer
residing in Earthly “3d” bodily form. Most spiritualized humans get stuck midway and are unable to let go of what may hold them here.
The process often involves an initial descension of more of ones higher level
being, and at times more than that. This can lead to greater clarity of spiritual
“Knowing”, of truly “owning” what one has learned as an “emissary” of ones
higher level of being. I have written about this before, “we are here to go” is one
expression –but first you have to “be here”. More of you arrives (descends) “here”
so that all of you can “go” (home).
Some spiritualized humans have become so accustomed to shouting for help to
their higher levels that that they are unaware of a quiet steady voice of their
higher level that says to them, “…I am here”, “…what do you want?”
And for some, their higher level “becomes them” and there is no more outward
seeking, only the completion process, a reunification.
Some imagine this completions process to be like some x-y-z stepwise formula to
follow. It is not. It is unique to each and there is no standard recipe, only
guidance. To this end, we have provided substantial guidance over the years
through these pages.
Eventually it is all between human self “you” and higher level “you” and requires
constant attention and inner focus and focused intent.
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The human level of being can exert a great influence over its own higher level
being – that in turn can influence much more. One can also establish a direct
connection to the Divine.
To restate the “Catch-22” problem here: Higher level “you” asks human level
“you” are you “done”, “complete”, etc.? What spiritual learning do you have to
offer higher level of being to aid your greater totality? Human level “you” may not
have an eloquent response, but you do your best. That is all that is asked, to make
one’s best effort. (One cannot control outcomes since one does not control the
“external” environment.) Spiritualized human level complains and asks for help.
But by virtue of its positive or negative ties to this realm, human level of self will
appear to its higher level self that it still has unfinished agendas. Higher level self
patiently responds: “that is okay, let me know when you are done”. And around
this goes until something catastrophic abruptly brings this to a halt. …Or human
level self “gets the hint”.
Even when and if it is possible, higher level self rarely intervenes, partly because
of an internal fail-safe protocol, partly because of the disconnect arising from the
dissipation/separation problem.
Human level self needs to be very, very clear whether or not they are really. really
done here. 95% of those who think they are done, still have a to-do-list, a wish
list, etc. Even wishing for peace in the world is a form of “unfinished business”!
So, “Catch-22” again: Higher level of being detects this and continues to tread
water “up there” – until the last moment.
This “Catch-22” problem is also cross-linked with a type of “failsafe” built in to a
large portion of souls/higher level beings here. This “failsafe” helps to counteract
the problem of dissipation/separation by making sure that higher level “you”
does not exit 3d until it is sufficiently “complete” in whatever it is that it came
here to accomplish. For many and varied reasons this “detail” is generally not
known to the human level. (Another “Catch-22 problem!) At best, most humans
are left with distorted and quaint notions of freewill and choice, which in this
realm are practically meaningless.
And so on it all goes. Until the spiritualized human self decides what its priorities
are and acts upon them. All the complaining does little good if there objectively
remains something to hold one here.
Also, too much “desiring” for achievement in the material world of human 3d can
result in dark forces granting certain wishes –at a price. After all, this is realm is
one of their doing. So this becomes another reason to be very careful what one
wishes for.
With inner and outer “completions” and a “high attractor”, the human level self
can stop the Catch-22 problem –but one cannot look back in hesitation. There are
too many “pillars of salt” along the road who could not restrain themselves from
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looking back, even when warned of a serious risk. (Sorry, but the biblical
reference just popped in.) And there they remain caught mid-way until a rescue
arrives.
I touched on most of this in a recent posting: “Whispers of the Dark and Waking
Out of the Dream” - link:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.msg6014.html#msg6014

In 2009 we were aware of the problems of the levels of our own higher level
beings and wrote about it. In short, the result was clearly that the higher level
beings were incapable of acting in a concerted manner. Partly due to the
“garbage in, garbage out” problem arising from reliance upon human level
information and learning that was inherently and deeply flawed.
At the time, it was well understood that so many higher level beings had become
trapped, tricked into coming here, on naïve missions, or were merely observers,
but we did not understand the additional problems of dissipation and separation
and the added problem of a “failsafe” that required the human level to know that
it could consciously “complete” its existence at 3d, sum up its core spiritual
lessons, and “home in” to its higher level home “self”. With benefit of hindsight, I
would say that most of the soul/higher level beings with humans presences here
were unaware of this or forgot about it. For various reasons, the human level self
was mostly left to its own devices with occasional nudges from its higher levels,
occasionally. Rarely was there good clear communications and support given
from the direction of “above” to “below”.
A companion essay, “The “Eschaton” & Point-of-View”, discusses the changes
which are likely to be occurring soon and something of how the situation of
humans on Earth will likely play out.
(http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1401.msg6021.html#msg6021)
The “war” between Light and Dark is over. In many ways, it always has been, just
that in the paradigm of conflictual polarity, it has been the only way to interact.
Appearances in the dominant 3d human realm may look otherwise, but
appearances are not the same as what is Real. (I will not elaborate on this here.)
Nowadays a much broader and deeper range of beings of the true Light are so
much better informed and know now that the way of duality conflict is not for
those of the higher Light. In previous essays I have mentioned vast beings from
the higher levels of Creation that are containing and addressing the greater
problem of the Dark and “fallen creation”. But this is not something that is
quickly completed in an ordinary human time frame.
Are those “simple pleasures” in your life the reason for continuing on –or are
they “deliberate distractions”, conscious ways to make ones remaining days here
a little less difficult? Best to be clear on the distinction.
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Eventually it comes to the point of whether one is ready to go into a deep state of
meditation, waking meditation, and sleeping meditation.
One can feel dismay over the situation here (and that is perfectly understandable
under the circumstances) but eventually it is all about whether one is sufficiently
complete in the “here and now” and focused on their “high attractor”, “home” or
whatever is most meaningful for this purpose.
Gather what you can of your true spiritual freewill –and then use it.
For now, this is as simple as I can express these things.
-ASK
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“Magic Slippers” – Personal protocols
April 23, 2013 – edited May 9, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg6017.html#msg6017

We are now in a period of new levels of changes at the gross physical and at he
subtle and our higher levels. I expect this to noticeably increase through
September-October this year for those most attracted to the higher Light and who
are most "complete" with their “earthly visit”. It will come in waves of peaks and
valleys and plateaus. The process will be ongoing for some time after this year as
long as possible and is necessary.
In the interests of directness and simplicity, I suggest an addition to the
“correction energies” invocation. Before retiring to bed for the evening is often
the best time.
After connecting in with the “corrections energies”, ask for the complete
removal, without exception, of all that is in your “human field” that
originates with the dark falsehoods of this reality -- and ask for
additional protection and clearing, etc.
Cautionary note: In some cases this may trigger a strong OBE or something
along those lines because by implication, your human bodily vehicle is also a
byproduct of the Dark forces. If you are not already experienced with traveling in
spaces that are unrelated to a human existence, you could find yourself in an
uncomfortable space initially.
You might modify this request by asking that you be returned safely to your
familiar human existence following your experiencing this.
Then ask of your own highest levels of being ::
"I ask my highest levels of being to provide the most suitable protocol for my
return to my true state as a spiritual being and for my departure from my
human level of being, one that I can initiate from my human level self when I
feel/know I am most ready."
-ASK
PS:
You may want to keep a pad of paper and pen at your bedside.
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Whispers of the Dark & Waking Out of the
“Dream”
April 17, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.msg6014.html#msg6014

There are many things buried deep within the endless falsehoods of the so-called
“great religions”. It is not possible to find the truth of these things by studying
any version of their texts. Names have been changed, concepts twisted all
around, fabrications passed off as “truth”. Usually one must refer to translated
writings of others, perhaps from long ago and then how does one discern what is
being taught from direct knowing and what is merely borrowed yet from other
sources from even early times? However, it is possible –rare as it is –to verify
some of these things directly.
One example would be the concept of “original sin” …a powerful social control
meme that turns “believers” (and “non-believers”) into fearful and debased
individuals who act out through myriad forms of personal, collective and self
hatred …and who are programmed to accept nearly anything meted out to them
in the human realm. This multi-edged control meme also includes within it
notions of dark forces that mislead and goad humans into doing all manner of
horrific things to themselves and to one another. In some contexts, “the devil
made me do it”, is considered an accepted excuse for weak-willed or malevolent
behavior.
Over considerable time however, the overall reality paradigm has not changed
nor have the underlying motive forces of human civilization changed.
Indeed, there are those rarest of rare situations of genuine caring and sharing
that are not basically self-centered. Just like there are those rare expressions of
sublime beauty that have appeared from time to time over millennia. But at the
human personality level, it is nearly impossible to live in a state of “perfection”
and equanimity throughout ones life. I do know some who have “done their
work” as personal selfs and approach such a state, but in most cases that I am
familiar with, this emphasis on the “personal psychology” has limited access to
higher levels of consciousness.
This essay is not the place to discuss the details of “original sin” –a topic better
relegated to the forthcoming concluding essays –but like many fables and
falsehoods, there is a kernel of truth to the notion, one that closely relates to
certain points in this essay.
For a very long time, over many, many millennia, agents of dark side creator
beings sought out humans who showed potential to respond to their
telepathically overt and covert “whisperings”. Today, there are so many “lost”
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humans who so desire power, fame, or wealth, that they will let go of whatever
connection they have to the higher Light and objectively wind up soliciting these
dark agencies to work through them in expectation that they will be rewarded
with whatever corruptions they most desire. There is also the desire by the dark
to corrupt spiritual teachers. Some are easily taken down simply due to the petty
version of the same sorts of desires that drive the global elites and the privileged
social strata that do their bidding. Some teachers get “taken out” through their
naiveté or lack of discernment, some are easily tricked by “paranormal” or
clairvoyant phenomena projected by the dark.
At the “lower levels” of society, another form of this process takes place which is
becoming ever more widespread as more humans suffer under the strain of a
fundamentally diseased and collapsing civilization. “Whispers and goading” by
various dark entities can trigger vicious actions of one human upon another and
with little provocation needed. These petty dark entities feed off of the “negative”
emotions and corresponding subtle energies that are released by these actions.
Given the diminished connection between soul/higher level being and human
self, the Dark entities that influence small and large scale conflicts make sure that
they have an ever-growing stock of human “players”.
The human animal is already programmed for continuous reproduction, and so
all that is needed is to make sure there is an ongoing supply of particles of true
Light to feed off of. This is done partly by ensnaring the unsuspecting into
descending into the human realm and partly by “whisperings” to all parties
involved in certain actions against one another to return again and again to
human form as some “karmic” fate deserved by their previous maleficence. In
most cases it is all deception, and not some “higher divine purpose”, that causes
the soul beings/higher level beings to keep coming back to the theatre to
maintain the “play”.
There have been billions of human forms for a seemingly endless number of
higher level beings of the Light and of the Dark and certain patterns become
habituated in the human and upper realms. In short, a prison managed largely by
the inmates, who came to prefer to exist in a state of delusions.
Most of our greater level beings for the most part are basically very naïve and
understandably driven by a desire for “completion” of some stage of learning that
involves experiencing forms of “extreme individuation” in 3d density.
It is all based upon elaborate deceptions that higher level beings are tricked into
notions of endless swapping roles, lifetime upon lifetime on this planet. One
lifetime one plays good guy, another the bad guy, another lifetime we swap roles,
always carrying out the same sort of pathos in endless variations of gender, age,
race, climates, etc.
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When the human level player begins to wonder about the surreality or spiritual
“rightness” of all this, something or someone whispers that is the “law of karma”
and thus it goes on. This is connected to the “Catch-22” situation that so many
spiritualized humans encounter: Human self asks their own higher level being for
help –clear useful guidance –or their “ticket home” …One’s higher level being
tells one’s human self that their higher level is waiting for the human level to be
clear that they are “complete” and ready to leave. If that is not unequivocally
clear, then higher self cannot help. Human self is not sufficiently clear about
completion, with there always being something else, one more thing, etc., and
asks for guidance, etc. Higher level being interprets this as a “not ready” signal.
And so round and round this goes. For the most part, there is very little clear or
meaningful communication between the higher level being and its human self.
This also feeds into a larger problem, of “garbage in, garbage out” that flows
upward/outward from the human level-higher level relationship to the
information shared from these relatively lower levels to the relatively higher
levels which are charged with directing and overseeing the greater changes.
As far as I am concerned, however, the practical focus of all this lies with the
higher level being and its human relationship. But too many of them are still
inured to having ongoing human 3d experiences and are not aware of other ways
to experience density through individuation, etc. And so the primary
responsibility then shifts to yet higher levels (“mid range and upper range of
“executive management”) with a potentially important role played by those who
have human presences. (Please take note.)
One of the keys to breaking these “Catch-22” conundrums is ones conscious
“completion” here. This is something relative to each individuation. What is
common to all in this process is that enough has been learned at this level that
there is no further need or desire to “remain in the game”. At that point then,
there is the matter of ones “homing signal” or higher attractor.
Those spiritualized humans who are most advanced in their learning and
personal development need to be clear as to where they draw the line and know
they are sufficiently “complete”. No more “shopping trips” to the “bazaar of
spiritual goods”. One more trail hike, one more… Time is coming to be up and it
becomes time to present to ones higher level what one has learned, what the
essence is of the learning, and that the spiritualized human level is no longer
going to “play the game”.
This could be a radical step for most as it lets its higher level of being know that it
is time and will no longer “play the game”, and that one is ready to come “home”.
If one desires more time in the human realm, then one must be conscious of their
reasons, that is all there is to it. Please note that there is no “right” or “wrong”
response.
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However, if one is not conscious, then one is still one of the “lost” and will likely
be “rescued” at the end of it all.
In other words, if one is consciously and relatively “done” and “complete”, then
there can be no more “if’s, and’s or but’s” or “one more this or one more that…”
If one is “done” and sufficiently complete with having a human embodiment in
the 3d realm, then one must strongly and unequivocally impress this upon ones
higher level being. No “if’s, and’s or but’s” about it.
This is the first step toward going home for those preparing for embarkation.
Eventually the spiritualized consciousness will be collected and most will likely
find their human bodies “extinguished” through rapid catastrophe or slower
bodily entropy.
While the foregoing may understandably be “objectionable” to some, the intent
here is to encourage a “sobering” awareness and “compassioned discernment” of
the errancy of all that had been in this realm. There is no need to dwell in anger
or upset.
It is simply time to make this stop.
The preponderance of beings that have presences in the human 3d realm have “in
effect” made a “choice by default”.
This time around there was the promise of “something wonderful” to occur that
would aid their own spiritual learning process. But very few know that this is the
end of the play and of the theatre itself. Those who know this also know that they
are in effect in a position to end the play from the level of a “player” and thus so
inform their greater self that the play is over. So whatever is left unfinished will
need to be addressed at the “next levels up”.
So, why have so many greater level/soul beings kept “playing”? A small fraction
really do have higher level missions here, a small fraction come here to express
beauty and joy through creativity, some are newly arrived “observers” but most
are “compelled by momentum” as if in a state of amnesiac sleep-walking. Of
course this is immediately represented and reflected at the human level, witness
the overwhelming mass of humans who have no idea about much of anything at
any level.
I am referring to a type of somnambulance that can only originate with the higher
level being, one that is “as if addicted” to the 3d density realm of humans on
earth.
When all is said and done, without adequate preparations and “clearance”, higher
level beings/soul beings will not be allowed to form a 3d human self unless the
being is connected with the higher Oneness and the human level self connected in
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as well. No more separation, no more predation, no more parasitism, no more
“games”.
-ASK
Postscript:
For those who have not read it, I would recommend the Concluding A-List
Update -- http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Update-Jan-Mar-2013.pdf
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Continued discussion of “Problems of Ascension”:

Glitches in the Matrix – Waking in the Dream
April 10, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.msg6007.html#msg6007

Related NES posts:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.msg6002.html#msg6002
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.msg6003.html#msg6003

I expect that more and more people will notice odd “glitches” in ordinary reality.
I trace this to a few notable factors:
• A breakdown of the vibrational state of “ordinary 3d” reality, all the way

down to the vibrational bonds of “molecules”;

• The increasing “separation of the mayonnaise” or dissolution of the

bonds” that connect that of the higher light to that of the dark error;

• An increasing “affective tension” that stimulates a spiritually-healthy

detaching or dissociating from the addictive allures of “ordinary reality”.

A simple gardening analogy: if you are trying to remove plant growth from the
soil, at first there is the tension from pulling and the very fine root hairs begin to
break away where the root system is weakest, then with a little more pulling
slightly coarser root fibers will break. But if the soil is dry and tightly bound and
the plant roots extensively anchored, then something else is needed. The gentlest
way is to water the soil, thereby the loosening the bonds of the soil particles. This
can be compared to the “correction energies” helping to dissolve and loosen the
hold of a false reality. But where the plant is deeply and firmly anchored, a
stronger action is required from a spade or forks to mechanically break up the
soil quickly so as to allow the weeding process to proceed. This can be compared
to the action of earthchanges and global social change that suddenly alters the
flow of “ordinary reality”.
Obviously if these are not “weeds” but rather desirable plants requiring
transplanting to a new and more conducive growth environment, then greater
care is needed in their “uprooting”. Even then, fine root hairs are still torn away,
no matter how careful one is.
To accomplish this by relocating an entire bed of soil at once is usually not
desirable as unwanted weed plants and insect parasites are also brought along.
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This simple “gardening” model can be projected through extrapolation and
interpolation as much as needed.
It also illustrates that the entirety of the Earthly environment with its human
residents cannot and will not be relocated en masse to a new environment.
The “bottom line” to this process is to set up conditions that oblige a massive
change in consciousness by a large number of human selfs who have been “root
bound” for too long in an unviable environment/reality.
This has immediate repercussions all the way to the higher level beings
associated with these human selfs.
The result of this can and will be a massive shift in existence, a mass evacuation
in many ways, from the deep somnambulance to an awakening to new
possibilities for the individuations of spiritual intelligences.
As more of the fine root hairs pull away, there will be more noticing of “glitches”
in reality until you begin experiencing longer episodes of some “other reality”.
For some it may be like a sudden “whoosh” and they are seemingly “elsewhere”,
for others it will be more of a gentle flow as they glide out of one reality and into
another, never to return whence they came.
-ASK
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Continuation of “Problems of Correction and Ascension”

“What Remains?” - A Question of Deception
April 14, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1374.msg6008.html#msg6008

Preface:
These days I find myself in the final stages of ongoing “waking meditations”
concerning various details of the “corrections” and the ascension/
transformation processes. One of these is to trace the threads of the human self
from its inception to its eventual release from the human 3d realm and its “life
beyond”. Within these lines of contemplation are many threads that could be
described under the label “what remains?”, a question I have touched on over
recent years in various contexts. This embraces the human level of
consciousness, human physicality, as well as much higher vibrational states. As
with everything undergoing transformation in this creation, there has to be
state of completion for any given stage. And so it is that even the “correction
energies” have various stages marked by “completion”.
-ASK
This short discussion touches on the problem of the corrupted consciousness of a
human self and its own higher level being. It may present more questions than
“definitive” answers.
Q: What remains? (After the correction energies have completed their work.)
A: Consciousness.
And from the human level, what of that consciousness remains?
Perhaps the memory of an individuality from the human-Earth realm at the end
of civilization? A fulfilled state of learning? …or one that is dominated by
unfulfilled desires and attachments? …Perhaps arising from illusions or
delusions originating from the human realm itself?
For our consideration, what portion of humans engage in deception? Let us
exclude situations such a child who accidentally breaks a vase and tries to blame
the cat for doing it.
At one level, there is the camel merchant. Want to buy a camel? The prospective
buyer objects to the asking price as to high. One response form the seller is to
promote the camel as worthy of the price. But is the merchant really truthful, or
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does he know the camel has weakness in one leg that will show up during a desert
crossing while heavily laden? Caveat emptor (buyer beware). This is of course is
the precursor to the “used car salesman” or building contractors or anyone in the
position of convincing others to allow them to appropriate wealth from the efforts
of others. Most prefer to project a “likable” veneer (“I am a nice guy, you must
like/trust me”) –but of course none will assume any accountability for their work.
Today the entirety of human society is dominated by deception from the highest
levels of social-political control and this permeates into the most ordinary of
situations between two individuals over the most mundane of interactions.
Deception is not limited to the human realm and is most obvious from the
overwhelming body of a century of channeled writings involving “angels”,
“aliens”, and various “ascended” characters, some of whom are not even
who/what they present themselves to be. Much of the material is deception
wrapped with trivialities that appear genuine enough. When we strip away the
deliberate misinformation and disinformation, there remains content that is
simply misinformed based upon a limited or distorted understanding of “how
things are”. At times it is possible to trace the alleged source to an actual
historical figure and with that background much of this becomes more obvious.
And then there is a wide range of sources, religious and non-religious, that is
testament to the deceptions and distortions of various god-like entities that
sought influence over Earth and humans.
At its most basic levels, nearly all of humans have been situated into “living
falsehoods” –a type of “living death” –through too many millennia on this planet.
And of course the very concept of “death” is a falsehood, but that is something for
another discussion.
In spite of this, there have been those rare beings who risked entering into
human form to create and share beauty and joy –and perhaps even ontological
insights.
So, when their human sojourn is done, what remains of those consciousnesses
that lived by means of large and “small” deceptions? How much of their
individuation and memory becomes “integrated” into the matrix of their higher
being?
How is it treated at that level?
It might be regarded by your higher level being as “incomplete” or even
“defective”, and yet able to lovingly look at itself in amazement of how humans
“live”. Those higher level beings that are truly in alignment with the higher
Oneness also have access to the “high Absolution”, something which I have
written about in the context of the larger transformation processes. “high
Absolution” also has an implicate discernment that may find it beneficial to
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retain the essence of what has been learned, but delete detailed memories
acquired at the human level.
But what of those higher level beings that take it all in as if it were all part of some
theatrical play or movie, without discernment of what is worthy to retain and
incorporate into its greater being? To this I can only say that there are
vibrational filters that do not allow movement of those higher level beings beyond
certain higher level boundaries. Those who are infected with the falsehoods of the
fallen realm will be obliged to process them into higher level learning or “delete”
portions of themselves and begin anew.
The main deception or falsehood that is presented to all humans is the alleged
“reality” of their “birth” and formation of their personality self. This is something
that implicitly underlies the matrix-programming of this realm, much like
personal hygiene, learning about food, behavioral guidelines, etc. This is the
inculcated nature of humans as self-centered social-tribal animals, with little to
no conscious connection to their own higher being or to the higher realms beyond
that.
Soon, we arrive at the threshold of our own higher being. What matters most
were our intentions and how we attended and acted upon them.
In 2009, the focus was on the higher level beings/soul beings with human
presences. By and large, very little action or other movement was achieved due to
various problems at that level.
The focus now is primarily upon all those “spiritualized” human selfs who are
bodily present and what it is they choose for themselves as spiritual beings under
increasing extreme pressures in the physical and social environments. And yes,
your choices and internal dynamics can and do influence what your own higher
level being does or does not do.
-ASK
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“Crystal Body” and Related Practices
Sunday June 9, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1424.msg6039.html#msg6039

The "crystal body" exercises are good as preparatory ascension practices and as a
way to develop a more conscious approach to one’s ascension and connection to
greater self. The structural shapes are not critical to this process, only suggestive
of a general pattern that has been observed.
They help establish a spatial and energetic relationship with 2 energy bodies
below our 3d body/energy envelope and with 4 more above us thus extending our
ordinary awareness into a more connected conscious
relationship with our greater self.
This is not some "merkabah" exercise. Sadly, so many
“new age” circles have become polluted with variations
on the theme of "sacred" (darkside) geometry as some
magical fast track to "getting high". All the “merkabah”
practices I am aware of only reinforce higher level
patterns of the dark side creational matrix. One might
get a little “high”, but it is not an ascension practice that
leads to the higher Oneness, only to the open arms of
darkside entities or human mental aberration.
Too many naively and suspiciously presume that just because one is consciously
attending to the rotational dynamics of ones own subtle bodies, that this means it
is a "merkabah" practice. If anything, this only underscores my point of how
twisted things have become.
Also, there are those similarly naïve and vague presumptions that everything and
anything must always be about oneness of “the heart”. This obsession with
everything “heart centered” generally leads to nearly zero discernment about
much of anything and initially keeps everyone locked in to the control matrix. It
becomes an energetic analog to using psycho-pharmaceuticals to cope with being
caught in a decrepit reality. The same goes for most meditations that get one a
little “high” (usually on ones own neurochemicals).
And so the intellectual mind of the “new age” social set has been conditioned to
filter out most anything that really can help one become spiritually empowered.
The “crystal body” practices initially focus on the 3rd level, but that does not
mean they are not spiritually “heart centered”. Such notions are naïve and
essentially intellectualized projections based upon distorted ideas that mostly
originate from the dark side as well.
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I will also mention here that I do not know of any “kundalini” practices that result
in an ascended state of being or of knowing. Without an expanded spiritual
consciousness, stimulating lots of energy does not do much except to fry ones
physical or etheric circuits. It generally does not lead to any type of discernment
that comes from a genuinely expanded or quasi-ascended state of consciousness.
Also I will say again that just because one may be able to manifest spiritualenergetic phenomena does not equate in way to an ascended consciousness.
These are mind-over matter/mind-over energy “tricks” –some are fairly benign,
some are dangerous. But if the mind is not connected to the greater level true Self
or higher Oneness, the pursuit of “power” leads to disaster or worse.
Please read the material and decide for yourself.
The processes described here are one of the most direct ways to help your own
greater being “pull itself together” and accelerate ones own higher level
spiritually evolved learning.
It is up to you. It is your own energy body and with the power of spiritualized
intention, you can play some role from your lower aspect (human you) in
advancing your own greater spiritual development.
-Alex
PFCN archive http://www.newearthsummit.org/pfcn/
The "Crystal Body" Exercises

http://www.newearthsummit.org/pfcn/Bulletins/The%20Crystal%20Body%20Exercis
es-%20May%202009.pdf

Energizing the Power Body

http://www.newearthsummit.org/pfcn/Bulletins/Energizing%20the%20Power%20Bo
dy.pdf

Same at the original PFCN site:

http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/The%20Crystal%20Body%20Exercises%20May%202009.pdf
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Energizing%20the%20Power%20Body.pdf

There is also an interesting book that can help some develop their inner seeing. It
seems to work for 10% of those who work with this. “Short Path” – link:
http://www.pyramidtexts.com/short.htm. Please note that this is not an
endorsement of the authors teachings with regard to ascension or reality itself for
that matter. Simply that it is an exercise that can be added to the crystal body
work.
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The “Corrections Energies”
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The “Corrections Energies”

An Invocation, An Intention, An Attention
Every evening before retiring and during the day if necessary
(Basic version)
* I call upon my lower, middle and higher self. I call upon my highest source
origins and my connection to the highest levels of true Oneness and Creator of
All.
* I invite and call in the fullest extent of the highest of the correction energies to
enter and descend my entire being down to my human levels and beyond.
* I invite and call upon the fullest extent of the highest of the correction energies
to enter and flow through the space between my atoms and create and maintain a
continuous flow through the entirety of all of my being.
* I call upon the correction energies to clean, clear, or dissolve any and all dark
side influences in my being at any and all levels of my existence.
* I call to me all the particles of the true light in my being as the particles of true
light in my being call me to them.
~~~
Ask and allow these energies to flow through you. Do not “direct” or intend them
in any manner whatsoever. These energies have their own built-in “guidance”.
Just let them flow through you. Over time your own capacity will grow and so will
the process of the larger changes that may concern you and the totality of your
own greater being.
Link to this:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5485.html#msg5485

~~~
NOTE: See recent addition to this as follows…
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Correction Energies Update
July 18, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1379.msg6072.html#msg6072

This concerns the lower levels below human “3d”. (A simple schematic in the
“Crystal Body” exercises illustrates this.
In the past I have recommended against going into the lower realms as they are
what we would call “hell realms” and have been ruled and infested by the Dark.
Instead I have recommended letting the “Crystal Body” practice take care of your
lower aspects in conjunction with the “Correction Energies” in general.
The “Correction Energies” have been working to address these lower realms and
this has caused me to described the “press pot filtering” as having a filter coming
up from below 3d while the higher levels filter continues to press down through
3d.
When you are invoking the “Correction Energies”, I suggest it is time to add the
following request of the “corrections” process:
Ask that the “Correction Energies” flow down to the lower levels below your 3d
state to Clean and Clear and Repair your lower aspects and free them from any
and all Dark force influences, without exception.
Ask the “Corrections Energies” to Resurrect and Reconnect your cleaned and
cleared and repaired lower levels to your greater totality of being and to elevate
them along with all of you as you go through the corrections filtering required for
ascension into the upper levels.
You might also add the caveat that if it is not possible to Clean and Clear and
Repair excessive damage to your lower aspects, then ask the “Corrections
Energies” or the Divine to dissolve with fullest Love, that which can no longer be
retrieved. These lower aspects, if irretrievable, are often linked with the corrupt
“machinery” of a corrupt 3d matrix. I regard them as hitherto unnoticed tethers
to your “balloon”. But leave the “decision” up to your higher levels of being
and/or to the Divine.
I suggest invoking the correction energies daily. Especially at night before retiring
to sleep.
-ASK
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About potted plants…

Re: Addition to “Correction Energies”
July 21, 2013

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1379.msg6073.html#msg6073

In reference to the posting of July 18…

(http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1379.msg6072.html#msg6072)

…This addition to the “Correction Energies” invocation is coherent and
consistent with the “as above-so below” principle. In this case, the “as above” is
your human level Self and the “as below” would be your lower aspects. (If you do
not know what this is referring to, please see the diagrams shown in the material
on the “Crystal Body”.)

Higher level beings/soul beings with human presences are required now to “clean
up their act” and “pull themselves together” or eventually revert to a simpler level
of being.
It is difficult enough for a higher level being that is accustomed to operating
outside of Earth-human linear time flow to undergo such a process with its
human level presence. What makes this even more difficult is the hold that the
lower aspects have on the human level. For those humans who have reached a
certain spiritualized threshold, it is important to address your lower aspects as
you take an active role in your own ascension process.
If you already have a functional connection with your own higher levels, then this
will be more straightforward. Otherwise, consider that the 3d level of you
occupies a similar problem to your higher levels as these lower aspects represent
to 3d you.
As readers are aware, it is the distorted and corrupted flow of energy and
information from the 3d level that has adversely affected and infected higher level
beings/soul beings (the “garbage in-garbage out” principle).
Likewise lower levels of your human self and human vessel are linked to the
levels of matter which have been corrupted by the Dark. These impulses of the
corrupted bio-matter “machinery” set severe parameters which resist an
expanded spiritual consciousness and which influence the Self to ways that resist
Realizing ones true nature as a spiritual being.
This underlies why the vast majority of human Selfs resist and refuse spiritual
consciousness, and why there will not be any collective spiritual awakening from
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the human 3d level of being. This is, of course, also one of the underlying factors
inhibiting conscious ascension from the 3d level for an individual Self.
Those who can sort out their base animal self from their true Self –and who can
cease thinking as a “human” and to think and know as a spiritual being –can
surmount these problems through intention, attention, and the assistance of the
“corrections” process which emanates from the Divine.
For those human Selfs that have given priority to their true nature as part of a
spiritual being, one can use that consciousness to help free ones lower levels.
A simple analogy to this is would be a potted plant (representing 3d you) that has
outgrown its container or pot that has been left sitting on soil. If left too long in
one place, roots will extend from the pot into the soil (aspects below 3d you) and
moving the pot may prove difficult. Sometimes the container or pot needs to be
broken to save some of those extended roots and the underlying soil loosened.
Sometimes this is not practical or necessary and the roots are simply torn away as
the plant is relocated to a more suitable environment.
A healthy plant is capable of regenerating new (root) structures when placed in a
suitable new environment and its potential and integrity as a plant being will
flourish as a result.
Thus if ones lower aspects cannot be adequately cleaned, cleared of the influences
from the Dark, and upgraded to be part of your ascending being, it may be
appropriate that you let them go, and ask for the assistance of the Divine and its
“Corrections Energies” in accomplishing this.
A similar process may be initiated for portions of your human 3d consciousness
centered in 3d human existence, this is part of the process of detaching from the
limitations of the human 3d environment.
Likewise, a similar process may eventually be required to aid in the clearing and
upgrading of some higher level beings/soul beings that have become stuck and
ballasted by their human level. However, those whose human level retains a
spark of the true Light, this will serve as a “signal beacon” for eventual “rescue”
and reintegration.
Before this occurs, the ascension and corrections and transformation process
continues on the next levels up to give the human Self and its higher level being
additional opportunities to grow and evolve.
Time is growing short.
-ASK
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